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Front Cover Explanation 

The Permian continental succession in the Val Trompia Basin 
(Central Southern Alps, Italy). It consists of calcalkaline acidic to 
intermediate volcanics (A, B, D, H) and alluvial to lacustrine (C, 
E, F, G) deposits, which are unconformably overlain by the Upper 
Permian Ou vial redbeds of the Yerrucano Lombardo (I). 
Above, one of the first tetrapod footprints (interpreted as Am
phisauropus Latus by Ceoloni et al., 1987), together with a tail 
drag. These were probably found in the upper part of member "C" 
near Malga Cuta (now called "Stabul Maggiore"), approximate
ly two kilometres west of the basin. The discovery was made by 
curate Giovanni Bruni ( 1816-1880) (see photograph) on 23 Sep
tember 1873. 
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PREFACE 

The papers assembled in this special volume by the Museum of Natural Sciences of Brescia represent the 
preliminary research on the subject "Late Palaeozoic stratigraphic and structural evolution in Alpine and 
Apennine sectors. Comparison with Sardinia and other areas of the western Mediterranean", which was co
fmanced by the Ministry of University and Scientific and Technological Research (MURST) in 1998. In ad
dition to the aforementioned project, other regions, both in Europe and outside, have been included. 

The present volume generaUy focuses only on the continental domains, contrary to the Brescia "Ab
stracts" which consist of a larger number of papers (60) that also cover marine areas and other topics. 

These preliminary results wiU certainly be followed by others at the second meeting of the above research 
project, which will be held in Siena, in April/May 200 I, when new ideas about the Perrnian evolution will 
be highlighted on a wider scale. Consequently, we want to encourage further investigations, i.e. related to 
the continental geology, which is still scarcely known. Moreover, the interpretations arising could indirect
ly stimulate the research activity of the ·'Continental Permian Working Group", founded some years ago by 
the executive board of the JUGS Subcommission on Permian Stratigraphy (SPS). 

This foreword is now followed by the transcription of some speeches given by Prof. Paolo Corsini, the 
Mayor of Brescia, and Prof. Mario Vanossi, Director of the Earth Science Department and Head of the CNR 
''Alps Group" in Pavia, and Member of the Italian Geological Society Council. 
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OPENING SPEECHES 

La.dies and Gentlemen, 

As Mayor of Brescia, I have great pleasure in welcoming you to the Civic Museum of Natural Sciences 
with the aim of participating in this Congress on the "Continental Permian". As people say, this meeting deals 
with a research field which stimulates considerable interest among geologists, as that period lies between the 
Hercynian orogeny and the Alpine cycle, accompanied by paleontological, stratigraphical, petrographical, pa
leogeographical and geodynarnic changes of worldwide importance. 

From the first half of the 1900s, the Permian of the Brescian Pre-Alps already attracted the attention of 
Italian and foreign researchers, and Brescia was also the site of an unforgettable field trip throughout the 
Permian and the Permian-Triassic boundary of the central-eastern Southern Alps, in July 1986. As a conse
quence, Brescia and the Town Council are very pleased to receive you again in this Museum, so that your re
search can be debated, new evidence possibly discovered, and excellent results achieved. 

Furthem10re, I fully support the activity of this didactic and scientific centre. and the work carried out and 
still to be developed in other research sectors, along with a number of other organisations. In addition to make 
your stay in Brescia easier, in agreement with the Director of the Museum, Dr. Marco Tonon, the Curator of 
Earth Sciences of the Museum, Dr. Paolo Schirolli, and the Organising Committee of this meeting, we have 
also agreed to publish the proceedings in a special volume, of monographic type, in the local review «Natura 
Bresciana». I hope that this decision can be interpreted as a sign of our sincerity and sense of collaboration. 

Finally, 1 want to thank everyone who has contributed to the organisation of this meeting, and all who wish 
to take part in this scientific initiative. 

Buon lavoro a tutti! 

Prof. Paolo Corsini 
Mayor of Brescia 
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Good morning and welcome to eve,ybody 

The research group that I represent is currently known as the "Alps Group", although its complete defini
tion would be "Research Group on the Geodynamics of the Alpine-Apenn.ine System". Founded in the late 
1950s, it is one of the oldest groups of the National Council of Research, uniting researchers from ten dif
ferent universities of northern Italy, in order to share specific competencies and knowledge applied to some 
main projects: from the pre-Alpine setting, up to the present-day evolution of the chain and its foredeeps. 

One of the principal projects is to investigate the Permian-Upper Carboniferous covers of the basements, 
and to acquire further knowledge about processes (magmatism, sedimentation, tectonics) during the post-col
lisional Variscan history, as well as timing and mutual relationships. This topic is not only very interesting, but 
also allows us to verify how and to what extent the pre-Alpine setting influenced location, geometries and evo
lution of the subsequent Mesozoic continental margins. Moreover, knowledge of the post-collisional evolu
tion of the Yariscan chain might provide models that can be used when comparing the younger Alpine chain. 

Research on Late Paleozoic history has been canied out for more than 30 years by some of the universi
ties in the Group, pruticularly the University of Pavia. So, when Prof. Giuseppe Cassinis submitted his pro
gramme for this meeting which involved not only the Southern Alps, but also the Sardinia sector, the pro
posal was greatly appreciated by the "Alps Group". 

This Group is much indebted to the organisers of this meeting for the scientific coordination and the real
isation of the two field-excursions in Sardinia and the Southern AJps, respectively. 

We also wish to thank all the participants, and especially those who will present their work at this Con
ference. The collaboration of the Museum of Natural Sciences of Brescia is also gratefully acknowledged. 

As to my wishes: discuss, fight - if necessary - and, above all, enjoy yourselves. 
Don't worry if, sometimes, confusion seems to arise from discussions. As Friedrich Nietzsche, the Ger

man philosopher, stated, "one must have chaos inside himself to generate a dancing star". If so, may each one 
of you have bis own brilliant dancing star! 

Long life to Permian times and to everyone here. Thank you. 

Mrufo Yanossi 
Director of 

the Earth Science Dept., 
University of Pavia 
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LATE PALAEOZOIC-EARLY MESOZOIC PLATE BOUNDARY 
REORGANIZATION: COLLAPSE OF THE VARISCAN OROGEN 

AND OPENING OF NEOTETHYS 

PETER A. ZIEGLER I and GERARD M. STAMPFLI 1 

Key words- Variscan orogcn; Pangea; Apulia: plate reorganiza
tion; wrench tectonics: rifling; back-arc extension; Palaeotethys; 
Neotethys: Cimmerian orogeny; Carboniferous; Pe1mian; Trias
sic sedimentation. 

Abstruc1- Late Palaeozoic suturing of Laurussia and Gondwana 
was accompanied and followed by a major plate boundary reor
ganization that involved subduction progradation from the Her
cynian suture in the interior of Pangca lo its peripheries and de
tachment of the Cimmerian composite terrane from the non-col
lisional northern margin of Gondwana, entailing Perino-Triassic 
opening of Ncotethys. 
During the latest Carbonifcrou~-Early Permian Allcghanian 
orogeny, a dextral translation or Africa relative to Europe gave 
rise to the development of a conjugate shear system that transect
ed the Variscan fold bell and its northern foreland. Collapse of the 
Variscan orogen was accompanied by regional uplift. the subsi
dence of an array oftranstensional and pull-apart basins and wide
spread magmalism I hat can be related to the detachment of sub
duction slabs and possibly mild plume activity. With the Mid-Per
mian consolidation of theAlleghanian orogcn, tectonic and mag
matic activity abated in the Variscan domain. lls Lale Pennian and 
Triassic evolution was dominated by thermal relaxation of the 
lithosphere, southward propagation of the Arctic-North Atlantic 
and westward propagation of the Tethys rift systems. 
Back-arc rifting, controlled by roll-back of the Palacotethys sub
duction zone, caused Perino-Triassic opening of the oceanic 
Meliata-Maliak and the Svanetia-Ktirc-Karakaya system of 
basins. Late Permian and Triassic opening of the East-Mediter
ranean branch of Neotethys was accompanied by progressive 
closure of the western parts or Palaeotethys, culminating in Mid
dle and Late Triassic collision or the Greater Apulia terrane with 
the Pclagonia block that had been detached from Europe in con
junction with opening of the Meliata-Maliak basin. Similarly, 
Late Triassic collision of Cimmerian terranes with the eastern, 
Pontides parts of the Palaeotethys arc-trench system was ac
companied by closure or the Svanetia-Ktire-Karakaya back-arc 

basins during the Early Cimmerian orogeny. 
In the Variscan domain, Late Palaeozoic-Early Mesozoic conti
nental series can be grossly subdivided into a latest Carbonifer
ous-Early Permian syn-tectonic and a Late Pcrmian-Early Trias
sic post-tectonic cycle. The lauer was diachronously interrupted 
by the onset or rifting and the Early Cimmerian orogeny. The 
Tcthys rift system provided avenues for Late Permian and Trias
sic transgressions of the Tethys seas. The Norwegian-Greenland 
Sea rift system paved the way for the Late Permian Zcchstein 

Sea transgression into Western and Central Europe. The lllawar
ra magnetic reversal and the end-Permian isotope anomalies pro
vide a-biotic chronostratigraphic markers that take priority over 

biostraligraphic correlations. 

Pamle c/1ia11e - Orogene Varisico: .Pangca; Apulia: riorganizza
zione di zollc; tettonica trascorrcntc; rifting; Paleotetide; Ncote
tidc: Orogencsi Cimmerica: Carbonifcro; Permiano: sedimenta

zionc triassica. 

Riass11111U - La formazione e la chiusura della sutura tardo-pa
leozoica tra Laurussia c Gondwana fi.J accompagnata e seguita da 
una riorgani1.zazione d'ordine maggiorc dei limiti delle zollc, 
chc coinvolse la progradazionc dell a subduzione dalla sutura er
cinica, pasta all'interno dclla Pangea. verso le sue zone periferi
che, nonche ii distacco del 1errcme composito cimmerico dal 
margine settentrionale non collisionale dcl Gondwana, che com
porto I' apcrtura permo-triassica dell a Neotetidc. 
Durante l'Orogcncsi Appalachiana, tra la fine del Carboni Fero c 
i I Permiano inferiore, una traslazionc sinistra dell' Africa rispct
to all'Europa genero lo sviluppo di un sistema coniugato di tagli 
che segmenlo la catena a pieghe varisica ed ii suo avampaese set
tentrionale. II collasso dell'Orogene Varisico fi.J accompagnato 
da un sollevamemo rcgionale. dalla subsidenza di un insieme di 
bacini transtensivi e di pull-apart, e da un esteso magmatismo 
che puo essere riferito al distacco di slab di subduzione e possi
bilmcntc a un'attivita di pennacchi a temperatura moderata (mild 
plumes). Con ii consolidamento ncl Penniano media dell'Oro
genesi Appalachiana, l'attivita tetlonica e magmatica si affievo-
11 nel dominio varisico. La sua evoluzione tardo-pcrmiana e Lrias
sica fu dominata da un rilassamento termico della litosfera, una 
propagazione verso sud della zona artica-nord atlantica e una 
propagazione verso ovest dei sistemi di rift tetidci. 
Un rijiing di retro-area, controllato dall'arrctramento (roll-back) 
della zona di subduzione della Paleotetide, de1c1mino l'apcrtura 
permo-triassica dcl sistema di bacini oceanici di Meliala-Maliak 

c di Svanetia-Kiire-Karakaya. 
L'apertura tardo-permiana e triassica del ramo mediterraneo 
orientale della Neotetide fu accompagnata da una progressiva 
chiusura dei scttori occidenlali della Paleotetide, culminanle ncl
la collisione media- e tardo-triassica del 1errc111e della "Greater 
Apulia" con ii blocco della Pclagonia, che inizio a distaccarsi 
dall'Europa in concomitanza con l'apertura del bacino di Melia
ta-Maliak. Analogamente, la collisione tardo-triassica dei terra
nes cimmerici con i sellori dclla Pontidc occidentale apparte
ncnti al sistema arco-fossa della Paleotetide fu accompagnato. 

' Geological-Palaeontological Institute, University of Base.I. Bemoullistr. 32. 4065 Basel. Switzerland. 
' Geological-Palaeontological Institute, University of Lausanne, BFSH 2 Dorigny, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland. 
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durante le fasi iniziali dell'orogenesi cimme1ica, dalla chiusura 
dei bacini di rctro-arco di Svanetia-Ki.ire-Karakaya. 
Ne! dominio vaiisico. le scrie continentali tardo-paleozoiche e me
sozoiche inferiori possono essere grossolanamente suddivise in un 
ciclo sin-tettonico, intercorrente tra la fine de! Carbonifero e ii 
Perrniano inferiore, e un ciclo post-tettonico, sviluppatosi tra ii 
Permiano superiore e ii Triassico inferiore. Quest'ultimo fu dia
cronicamente interrotto dall'inizio de! rifting e dalle fasi iniziali 

INTRODUCTION 

Late Carboniferous-Early Mesozoic times correspond to a 
period of global plate boundary reorganization that was 
presumably also accompanied by a reorganization of the 
deep mantle convection systems (Ziegler, 1993 a, b; 
Ziegler et al., in press). 

With the Late Carboniferous and Early Permian consol
idation of the Variscan and Appalachian-Mauretanides
Ouachita-Marathon orogens, respectively, the Hercynian 
suturing process of Laurussia and Gondwana came to an 
end (Ziegler, 1989, 1990). However, during the Permian 
and Triassic, orogenic activity persisted in the Uralian sys
tem, along which Kazakhstan and Siberia were welded to 
the eastern margin of Laurussia (Zonenshain et al., 1990; 
Matte, 1995; Nikishin et al., 1996), as well as along the 
southern margin of Eurasia that was associated with the 
Palaeotethys subduction zone (Sengor et al., 1984; Ricou, 
1995). Locking of the Hercynian sutures in the centre of 
Pangea was accompanied and followed by accelerated oro
genic activity along the American, Antarctic and Australian 
Panthalassa margins of Pangea (Proto-Cordillera: St. John, 
1986; Ziegler, 1989, 1993 a; Visser & Praekelt, 1998). This 
reflects a first-order subduction progradation from the in
terior of Pangea to its peripheries. This important plate 
boundary reorganization was accompanied by a counter
clockwise rotation of Pangea, amounting to 20° during the 
Permian and a further 17° during the Triassic around a pole 
located in the Gulf of Mexico (Ziegler, 1993 a). 

Pangea apparently had an insulating effect on the deep 
mantle convection systems that were active during its Car
boniferous and Early Permian suturing phases, causing the 
decay of old down-welling cells (Guillou & Jaupart, 
1995). Moreover, accumulation of large amounts of sub
ducted cool oceanic lithosphere near the core-mantle 
boundary apparently had a cooling effect on the outer 
core, causing changes in its convection pattern and the re
lated geomagnetic field, as evident by the Late Carbonif
erous-Permian Reverse Superchrone (CPRS; "Kiaman 
Magnetic Interval"; Irving & Parry, 1963; Eide & Torsvik, 
1996), that commenced during the Westphalian C (±310 

dell'orogenesi cimmerica. II sistema di r/ft della Tetide aprl vie al
le trasgressioni tardo-permiane e triassiche dci mari della Tetide. 
Cos1, ii sistema di rift dei Mari di Norvegia e della Groenlandia 
porto alla trasgressione tardo-permiana de! Mare dello Zechstein 
nell'Europa occidentalc e centrale. L'inversione magnetica nota 
come lllawarra e le anomalie isotopiche registrate alla fine de! 
Permiano sono indicatori cronostratigrafici abiologici d'importan
za prioritaiia rispetto alle correlazioni biostratigrafiche. 

Ma, Menning, 1995; Menning et al., 1997) and terminat
ed with the early Tatarian Illawarra reversal (265 Ma, 
Menning, 1995; Benek et al., 1996; Menning & Jin, 1998). 
During the Late Permian and Triassic, the modern bi-po
lar deep mantle convection system began to develop, one 
branch of which welled up under the core of Pangea and 
now lies beneath Africa (Cadek et al., 1995). This is com
patible with the lower Tatarian resumption of frequent 
magnetic field reversals (Permo-Triassic Mixed Super
chrone, PTMS, Menning, 1995) that 15 My later was fol
lowed by major mantle-plume activity at the Permo-Tri
assic transition ( 251 Ma; Courtillot et al., 1999; Nikishin 
et al., in press a). The mantle that welled up and radially 
flowed out beneath the core of Pangea exerted drag forces 
on the base of its lithosphere. Constructive interference of 
these drag forces with plate-boundary forces presumably 
contributed materially to the Mesozoic break-up of Pangea 
along its Panafrican, Caledonian and Hercynian sutures 
that was punctuated by repeated mantle-plume activity 
(Ziegler, 1990, 1993; Pavoni, 1993; Janssen et al., 1995; 
Courtillot et al., 1999; Ziegler et al., in press). 

CONSOLIDATION AND DEMISE OF THE VARISCAN 
OROGEN 

Evolution of the Variscan orogen involved the step-wise 
accretion of Gondwana-derived terranes to the southern 
margin of Laurussia and ultimately the Late Devonian-Ear
ly Carboniferous collision of the n01thwestern margin of 
Africa with Iberia (Ziegler, 1989, 1990; Matte, 1991; 
Stampfli et al., 1991; Stampfli, 1996, 2000; Tait et al., 
1997; Unrug et al., 1999). During the Carboniferous main 
phases of the Variscan orogeny, the collision front between 
Gondwana and Laurussia propagated eastward and south
westward in conjunction with progressive closure of the 
Palaeotethys and Protoatlantic oceans. By Westphalian 
time, Gondwana had collided with the North American era
ton whereas to the east the Palaeotethys was still open (Fig. 
I; Stampfli, 2000; Stampfli et al., in press). Correspond
ingly, the western parts of the Variscan orogen were char-
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acterized by a Himalayan-type setting (continent-continent 

collision) whereas its eastern parts, that find their prolon
gation in the Scythian orogen, remained in an Andean-type 
setting (continent-ocean collision). Subduction of large 
volumes of oceanic and continental crust and sediments 
along a system of subduction zones associated with the 

Palaeotethys arc-trench system, the boundaries between 
the different Gondwana-derived temmes involved in the 
Variscan orogen, and Devonian-EaJly Carboniferous back
arc basins, accounted for a pervasive Late Devonian to 
Carboniferous syn-orogenic calc-alkaline I- and S-type in
trusive magmatism (Ziegler, 1990; Matte, 1991; Neubauer 

& von Raumer, 1993; Bonin et al., 1993; Dallmeyer et al., 
1995; von Raumer, 1998: Vigneresse, 1999). 

The late Visean to Westphalian main phases of the 
Variscan orogeny involved major crustal shortening and 
subduction of commensurate amounts of crustal and man
tle-lithospheric material; this was accompanied by the lat
eral escape of internal, relatively rigid blocks, such as the 
Aquitaine-Cantabrian, Armorican and Bohemian terranes, 

and the development of intramontane transtensional basins 
in which Namurian and Westphalian continental elastics, 

partly coal bearing, accumulated (e.g. Ancenis, Laval, 
Saar, Saale, Pitzen basins; Ziegler 1990; Matte, I 99 I; 
Dallmeyer et al., 1995; Onken et al .. 1999). By end-West
phalian times, crustal shortening ceased in the western 
parts of the Variscan orogen, but persisted in the Ap-

----

JllDBli Avalonia terranes 

llfl Variscan terranes 

.. Late Carboniferous magmatic arc 

- Late Carboniferous s~'?re 

Late Carboniferous 

palachian-Mauretanides-Ouachita-Marathon orogen until 
mid-Permian times, controlling the Alleghanian orogeny. 
During the latest Carboniferous and Early Permian, the 

convergence of Gondwana and Laurussia changed from 
an oblique collision to a dextral u·anslation, culminating 
by Mid-Pennian times in a Pangea A2 continent assembly 

(a Pangea B assembly in not compatible with geological 
data and cannot account for the Permo-Carboniferous de

velopment of the Ouachita-Marathon orogen; Ziegler 
1989, 1990; Matte, I 991; Stampfli et al., in press). 

During the Stephanian and Early Permian, the 

Palaeotethys spreading axis was obliquely subducted be
neath the eastern parts of the Variscan and the Scythian 
orogens (Fig. 2; Stampfli, l 996, 2000; Stampfli et al., in 
press). At the same time. a dextral translation of Africa rel

ative to Europe, amounting to some 300 to 400 km, gave 
rise to the development of a conjugate shear system that 

transected the Variscan orogen as well as its northern fore
land, partly terminating in pull-apart basins (e.g. Oslo 

graben). Main elements of this shear system are the dex
tral Teisseyre-Tornquist, Bay of Biscay, Gibraltar-Minas 
and Agadir fracture zones. The Gibraltar-Minas fracture 
zone marked to northern termination of the Alleghanian 
(Appalachian) orogen (Arthaud & Matte, 1977; Ziegler, 

1988, 1990; Coward, 1993). Areas located between these 
four principal shear zones were transected by a conjugate 

system of subsidiary shears. At the same time, the Norwe-

Fig. I - Late Carboniferous 
plale reconstruction. illustrat
ing the Himalayan-type selling 
or the western parts of the 
Variscan orogen and the An
dean-rype selling or its eastern 
parts. Note subduction or the 
Palaco1e1hys sea-floor spread
ing axis beneath the Scythian 
orogen (Sakarya-Caucasus do
main). 

Abbreviwio11.1·: intra-Variscan 
Gondwana-dcrivcd terranes 
that were accreted 10 the south
ern margin or Laurasia during 
Silurian 10 Carbonirerous 
times (shown with different 
signatures). AA Aus1roalpine. 
AL Alboran, AQ Aquitaine. 
AR Armorica. AV Avalonia, 
CH Channel. CR Carpathian. 
CT Cantabria. DH Dinaric
Hellcnic. HE Helvelic. IA ln-
1ra-Alpine, 1B Iberian. JS I
stanbul. LI Ligerian, MD 
Moldanubian, MO Mocsia, 
MS Moravo-Silesia. OS Ossa
Morena. PE Penninic, PO Pon
t ides. RH Rheno-Hercynian, 
SA South Alpine, SX 
Saxothuringia. 
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Fig. 2 - Early Permian plate reconstruction, showing trace or Permian rirt systems along which the Cimmerian cominenial terranes were separated 
from Gondwana and the trace of the Meliata-Maliak back-arc rift system. Palaeogeography shown corresponds to Rotlicgend times. 
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gian-Greenland Sea rift, that had come into evidence al

ready during the Carboniferous main phases of the 
Variscan orogeny, possibly in response to compressional 
foreland splitting, was reactivated (Ziegler, 1989, 1990; 
Smythe et al., 1995). Jn Western and Central Europe, the 
Stephanian-Autunian wrench-induced collapse of the rhe
ologically weak. over-thickened crust of the Yariscan oro

gen was accompanied by regional uplift, wide spread ex
trusive and intrusive magmatic activity that peaked during 
the Autunian. and the subsidence of an array of multi-di
rectional transtensional trap-door and pull-apart basins in 

which predominantly continental elastics accumulated 
(Ziegler, 1990). However, Stephanian marine and transi
tional marine deposits occur in the wrench-induced basins 
of Cantabria (Martinez-Garcia & Wagner, 1982) and the 

South Alpine-Mediterranean domain (Cassinis et al., 
1992; Cassinis, 1996). Moreover, also the Stephanian red 
beds of North Germany contain occasional marine inter
calations (Hedemann et al., 1984). On the other hand, 

throughout the Yariscan domain, Early Permian (Autun
ian) deposits are developed in an entirely continental fa

cies, reflecting its progressive regional uplift. The only ex

ceptions are the South Alpine and Dinaric areas that 
fringed the evolving Meliata-Maliak back-arc ocean and 
the Sicilian area that was located on the Palaeotethys shelf 
(see below; Catalano et al., I 99 l; Cassin is et al., I 992; 
Schonlaub, 1993; Cassinis, 1996). 

Microtectonic analyses in the Massif Central area indi
cate for Stephanian-Autunian times a progressive rotation 
of the principal horizontal compressional stress trajecto
ries from N-S to E-W (Bies er al., 1989). Basins that de

veloped during these times show a complex, polyphase 
structural evolution. including a late phase of convergent 
wrench deformation (e.g. St. Etienne, Decazeville, Ales 
basins). Similar stress rotations probably governed the 
evolution of the wrench-induced Stephanian-Autunian 
basins in Central Europe and the Alpine domain, develop

ment of which generally terminating with a pulse of basin 
inversion and deep erosion (e.g. Saar. Saale and Boscovice 
basins: see Ziegler, 1990; Aiguilles Rouges basin: Pilloud. 
1991; Badertscher & Burkhard, 1998). 

Regarding dynamic controls on the posr-orogenic col
lapse of orogens, it must be realized, that deviatoric ten
sional body forces inherent to the over-thickened litho
sphere of an orogen can only come to bear after conver

gence has ceased and its subducted lithospheric slab(s) has 
(have) been detached (Fleitout & Froidevaux, 1982; Bott, 
I 990, 1993). Moreover, post-orogenic thermal re-equili
bration of crustal root zones (cooling during rapid sub

duction of cold foreland lithosphere, followed by post
orogenic heating), involves retrograde metamorphism of 
eclogites into less dense granulites (Bousquet er al., 1997; 
Le Pichon er al., 1997). This causes further isostatic uplift 

of the orogen, thus enhancing its body forces. However, 
body forces inherent to abandoned orogens are, on their 
own, unlikely to be sufficiently large to drive apart major 
cratonic blocks, such as the constituents of a Pangea-type 
mega-continent (Ziegler, 1993 a). Therefore, it is likely 
that body forces inherent to the Yariscan orogen played 
only a secondary role during its predominantly wrench-in
duced Perino-Carboniferous collapse that coincided with 
d1e Appalachian suturing phases of Pangea (Ziegler, 1989, 
1990; Henk, 1999). 

The model of the Cenozoic Basin-and-Range Province 
has been repeatedly invoked for the Stephanian-Autunian 
disintegration of the Yariscan orogen (Lorenz & Nicholls, 
1976, 1984; Jowett & Jarvis, 1984; Menard & Molenar, 
I 988; Malavieille, I 993). Despite similarities in the tec
tonic setting of the Basin-and-Range Province and the Per
mo-Carboniferous basin system of Europe in teIms of sub
duction of the East Pacific Rise (Yerrall, 1989: Parsons, 
1995) and the Palaeotethys spreading axis (Stampfli, 

1996, 2000), respectively, there are major differences be
tween these two provinces (Ziegler, 1990). The Basin-and
Range Province, which is superimposed on the Andean
type Cordillera, is dominated by a regularly spaced pattern 

of linear, sub-parallel, partly anastomozing half grabens 
and intervening horsts; furthermore, it is characterized by 
frequent core complexes. high strain rates and a large re
gional extension factor (8= 1.4-1.6; Bally & Snelson, 

1980; Eaton, I 982; Coney, 1987; Hamilton, 1987; Oldow 
et al., 1989; Wernicke, 1992; Parsons, 1995; Westaway, 
1999). In contrast, the Permo-Carboniferous basins of Eu
rope are superimposed on the Himalayan-type western 

pruts of the Vari scan orogen, as well as on its eastern parts 
that had remained in an Andean-type setting. These basins 
are multi-directional, have generally a complex architec
ture that resulted from syn- and post-depositional transten

sional and transpressional deformation, and are close I y as
sociated with wrench faults, some of which extend well 
beyond the northern margin of the Variscan thrust belt 
(Ziegler, 1990; Bard. I 997; Cassin is er al., 1992, 1997; 

Cassinis 1996). Moreover, Stephanian and Autunian 
transtensional and transpressional wrench tectonics gave 
only locally rise to the development of pull-apart basins 
and the uplift of core complexes (e.g. Massif Central: 
Malavielle et al., I 990; Burg er al., 1994; Black Forest: 
Eisbacher et al., 1998). On a regional scale, these wrench 
tectonics were associated with relatively low crustal 
stretching factors, as evident, for instance, in the area of 
the Southern Permian Basin that is mainly located in the 
Yariscan foreland but encroaches in its eastern parts on the 
Yariscan fold-and-thrust belt (van Wees er al .. 2000). Nev
ertheless, and similar to the Basin-and-Range Province 
(Jones et al., 1992; Parsons. 1995). also the Permo-Car
bonjferous wrench tectonics of Europe were accompanied 
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by a widespread extrusive and innusive. mantle-derived 

alkaline magmatism that shows evidence of strong crustal 
contamination (Ziegler, 1990: Bonin. 1990; Bonin et al., 
1993; Neumann et al., 1995; Marx et al .. 1995; Benek et 
al., 1996; Cortesogno et al., 1998; BreitkJeuz & Kennedy. 

1999). Melt generation was probably related to localized 

divergent wrench-induced decompressional partial melt
ing of the uppermost asthenosphere and the lithospheric 

thermal boundary layer. combined with upwelljng of the 

asthenosphere in response to slab detachment. This was 

apparently coupled with a rise in the potential temperature 
of the asthenosphere, possibly related to the impingement 

of a not very active mantle plume on the base of the litho

sphere. Supporting evidence comes from the isotopic sig

nature of the most primitive melts (M. Wilson, pers. 

comm. 1998). Crustal-scale fractures provided avenues 

for magma ascent to the surface. 
Synorogenic uplift and exhumation of the Yariscan in

temides, up to formerly mid-crnstal levels, commenced al

ready during the late Yisean and Namurian, prutly in con

junction with strike-slip movements related to escape tec

tonics and the ensuing development of intramontane Na
murian (e.g. Alpine Zone Houilliere: Cortesogno et al., 
1993. 1998) and Westphalian neo-autochthonous continen

tal basins (Ziegler, 1990; Henk, 1995, 1999). However. re

gional uplift of the entire orogen and its foreland began on

ly after crnstal shortening had ceased at the end of the West

phalian. Stephanian-Autunian uplift and erosional. as well 
as tectonic unroofing of the Yariscan orogen, in many areas 

to formerly mid-crnstal levels (Burg et al., 1990; Vigner

esse. 1999), can be related to a combination of wrench de
formation, hearing of crustal roots, involving eclogite to 

granulite transformation (Bousquet er al., 1997; Le Pichon 

et al .. 1997), detachment of subduction slabs, and upwelling 

and partial melting of the asthenosphere, causing thermal at

tenuation of the mantle-lithosphere and magmatic inflation 

of the lithosphere. Mantle derived basic melts that ascend
ed to the base of the crnst underplated it, inducing crustal 

anatexis, fractional crystallisation and the intrusion of 

granitic to granodioritic-tonalitic melts into the crust (Corte

sogno et al., 1998; Breitkreuz & Kennedy, 1999). A unique 

opportunity to study these processes is offered by the lvrea 

Zone where Early Permian mantle-derived (asthenospheric) 
mafic intrusions caused partial melting of metasediments at 

basal crustal levels. the ascelll of granitic magmas to mid

dle and upper crustal levels, and the development of vol
canic activity in contemporaneous wrench-induced basin 

(Schmid. 1993; P. Brack, pers. comm. 1999). Both retro

grade metamorphism of eclogitic roots and the interaction 
of mantle-derived basic melts with the felsic lower crnst 

contributed to a re-equilibration of the Moho at depth ranges 

of 30 to 40 km and locaUy less. By Mid-Permian times. 
some 40 My after consolidation of the Yariscan orogen, its 

former crustal roots had disappeared. 
Permo-Carboniferous wrench tectonics and magmatic 

activity abated at the transition to the Late Permian, in tan
dem with the consolidation of the Appalachian orogen 

(Ziegler. 1989, 1990; Marx et al., 1995). 

In view of the above, we feel that kinematics underlying 
the development of the Cenozoic Basin-and-Range 

Province in the Cordilleran domain and of the Permo-Car

boniferous wrench system transecting the Yarsican orogen 
differ fundamentally to the end that models developed for 

one of Lhese provinces cannot be indiscriminately extrapo

lated to the other. Yet, in both cases. ancillary processes in
herent to the post-orogenic evolution of an orogen, such as 

gravitational instability of its over-thickened lithosphere 

(Dewey, 1988; Braun & Beaumont, 1989), steepening and 

detachment of subduction slabs. followed by upwelling of 
the asthenosphere and a mantle derived magmatism, caus

ing thermal thinning of the lithosphere, an increase in heat 
flow and a commensurate lowering of crustal viscosities, 

probably contributed to the rapid disintegration of both 

mountain systems (Coney, 1987; Dilek & Moores, 1999). 
Subduction of active spreading axes presumably played an 

important role in slab-detachment beneath the Basin-and

Range and the eastern Variscan and Scythian domains. On 
the other hand, dextral transform motions between Africa 

and Europe probably contributed to the rapid detachment of 
subducted slabs associated with the H.imalayan-type west

ern and central parts of the Yariscan orogen. 

OPENING OF THE NEOTETHYS AND THE MELIATA• 
MALIAK OCEANS 

Following subduction of the Palaeotethys sea-floor 

spreading axis beneath the eastern Variscan and Scythian 
orogens, increasingly older and mechanically stronger 

oceanic lithosphere was subducted. Correspondingly, in

creasingly larger slab-pull forces were exerted on the non
collisional northeastern margin of Gondwana. Moreover, 
it is likely that the mantle that welled up and radially 

flowed out beneath Africa exerted drag forces on the base 
of its lithosphere. Constructive interference of these man

tle drag and slab-pull forces presumably controlled the de

velopment of a system of Late Carboniferous-Early Perm

ian rifts along the northeastem peripheries of Africa and 
Arabia that culminated in the Mid-Permian detachment of 

the ribbon-like, composite continental Cimmerian terranes 

from Gondwana (Fig. 3). Continued northward subduction 

of Palaeotethys beneath the southern margin of Eurasia ac

counted for the gradual northward migration of these ter
ranes and the Late Permian and Triassic opening of 

Neotetbys (Sengor et al., 1984: Robertson et al .. 1996; 

Stamptli, 1996, 2000; Stampfli er al., 1991 and in press). 
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Moreover, steepening and roll-back of the Palaeotethys 
subduction zone, that dipped northwards beneath the east
ern Yariscan and Scythian orogens, is thought to have con
trolled the Late Permian and Triassic opening of the 
oceanic Meliata-Maliak (Kozur, 1991; Stampfli et al., 
199 l), Crimea-Svanetia (Nikishin et al., in press b), 
Karakaya (Okay & Mostler, 1994) and Ki.ire (Ustaomer & 
Robe11son, 1994, 1997) back-arc basins (Stampfli, 2000, 
Stampfli et al., in press; Ziegler et al., i_n press). 

LATE PERMIAN AND TRIASSIC RIFTING AND 

LITHOSPHERIC RE-EQUfLIBRATION 

During the Late Permian, and particularly the Triassic, the 
Norwegian-Greenland Sea rift propagated southwards in
to the North Atlantic and ultimately the Central Atlantic 
domain. During the Triassic, the Tethys rift system, that 
can be related to the opening of the Meliata-Maliak and 
Neotethys oceans, propagated westwards and interfered 

Late Permian 

_ -tre~iG- - -

Fig. 3. - Late Pennian plate re• 
constrnction, showing opening 
of Neotethys, detachment of 
the Cimmcrian terranes from 
the northern margin of Gond• 
wana and opening of back-arc 
basins along the Eurasian ac
tive margin. 

Ci111111eriw1 Terranes: AP Apu• 
lia, GR authochtonous Greece, 
BD Bey-Daglari, ME 
Mcndcres. TA Taurus. SS 
Sanandaj-Sirjan, AL Alborz, 
LT Lut-Tabas, AF Central 
Afghanistan, ST South Tibet. 

E11rasia11 margin: 80 Biikk, 
AA Austroalpinc, CA Car
pathians. RH Rhodopc. DO 
Dobrogea, IS Istanbul, SK 
Sakarya, EP East Pontides, PL 
Pelagonia. 

Marginal basins: AG Agh
Darband, CR Crimea. KA 
Karakaya, KO Kiire, SV 
Svanetia. 
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with the Norwegian-Greenland Sea rift system in the 
Northwest African-Iberian-North Atlantic area. In the 
process of this, Western and Central Europe, including the 
Variscan domain, were transected by a complex, multidi
rectional graben system, some elements of which are su
perimposed on Permo-Carboniferous fractures (Ziegler, 
1988, 1990; Stampfli et al., 199 I; Stampfli & Marchant, 
1997). Whereas the Permo-Triassic Arctic-North Atlantic 
and the Triassic West and Central European rifts are es-

sentially non-volcanic, the Late Permian and Triassic 
Tethyan rifts are characterized by considerable magmatic 
activity, related to partial melting of the lithospheric ther
mal boundary layer and upper asthenosphere in response 
to lithospheric extension (Pamic, 1984; Ziegler, 1988, 
1990; Bonin et al., 1987; Bonin, 1989, I 990). 

Starting in late Early to early Late Permian times, areas 
that were not affected by rifting, began to subside in re
sponse to the decay of lithospheric thermal anomalies that 

Anisian 

Fig. 4 - Anisian plate recon
struction, illustrating progres
sive closure of Palaeotcthys, 
opening of the Neotethys and 
Meliata-Maliak oceans, and 
initial collision of the Apulia
Greek-Bey-Daglari block 
with the Pelagonian block and 
of Cimmerian blocks with the 
Pontides arc-trench system. 
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were introduced during the Permo-Carboniferous tectono
magmatic cycle. This is clearly evidenced by the evolution 
of the Northern and Southern Permian basins that are lo
cated in the northern foreland of the Yariscan orogen and 
partly encroach on the latter. In these basins, the conti
nental Upper Rotliegend elastics and the marine Zechstein 
carbonate-evaporite series accumulated under tectonical
ly rather quiescent conditions (Ziegler, J 990; Plein, 1995; 
Koronovski, 1999; van Wees et al., 2000). Although the 
Northern and Southern Permian basins were transected 
during the Triassic by the North Sea and the Polish-Dan
ish rift systems, their thermal subsidence persisted at least 
up to the end of the Early Jurassic (Ziegler, 1990; van 
Wees et al., 2000). Similarly, in the South Alpine domain, 
Early Permian continental syn-rift series, confined to a 
system of intramontane transtensional basins, were broad
ly overstepped by a Late Permian-Early Triassic post-rift 
sequence consisting of elastics and carbonates. However, 
this post-rift cycle terminated with the Middle Triassic on
set of a new rifting cycle (Bertotti et al., 1993; Cassinis et 
al., 1997). On a regional scale, progressively larger areas 

Carnian 

of the deeply truncated Yariscan orogen subsided ther
mally below the erosional base level and were trans
gressed by the eustatically rising Triassic and Jurassic seas 
(e.g. Paris Basin, South German Franconian Platform; 
Ziegler, 1990; Schumacher et al., 1999). 

CLOSURE OF PALAEOTETHYS AND EARLY CIM
MERIAN OROGENY 

Late Permian and Triassic opening of the oceanic 
Neotethys and the Meliata-Maliak back-arc basin had ma
jor repercussions on plate kinematics in the western 
Tethyan area. Progressive closure of the remnant 
Palaeotethys culminated in the Middle Triassic initial col
lision of the Cimmerian Apulian-Greek terrane with the 
Yariscan deformed Pelagonia block that had been separat
ed from Europe in conjunction with the opening of the 
Meliata-Maliak back-arc ocean (Fig. 4). Their suturing 
gave rise to the "Montenegrian" orogenic pulse of the 
Southern and Carnie Alps (Brandner, 1984; Castellarin et 

Fig. 5 - Camian plate reconstroction, illustrating Early Cimmerian accretion of Cimmerian terranes to the Pelagonia block and the Pontides arc-trench 
system and resulting back-arc compression in the Black Sea domain. The Palaeotethys suture is shown by a broken barbed line. For abbreviations 
see Fig. 3; additional abbreviations: CA Camic, LA Lagonegro, SI Sicanian. TU Tuscan. 
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al., 1988), Dinarides. Hellenides and Taurides (Stampfli et 
al., 1998) that was accompanied by the development of a 
late Anisian to early Carnian subduction and slab detach
ment related calc-alkaline to shoshonitic magmatism 
(Bonadiman et al., 1984; Castellarin et al., 1988; Pe-Piper. 
1998; Brack et al., in press), that extended all along the 
Palaeotethys suture from northern Italy to western Turkey 
(Stampfli, 2000; Stampfli et al., in press). Moreover, Late 
Triassic collision of Cimmerian terranes with the Pontides 
part of the Palaeotethys arc-trench system gave rise to the 
Cimmerian orogeny during which the Svanetia and 
Karakaya-Ki.ire back-arc basins were closed (Fig. 5; Niki.
shin et al., in press b; Stampfli et al., in press). 

LATE PALAEOZJC-EARLY MESOZOIC CONTINEN
TAL SEDCMENTATION 

ln conjunction with the counter-clockwise rotation of 
Pangea, the area of Western and Central Europe drifted dur
ing the latest Carboniferous out of equatorial latitudes into 
the northern trade wind belt (Ziegler, 1993 a). At the same 
time, post-orogenic uplift affected the Variscan domain and 
its forelands, causing a regional regression. Early Permian 
continental red beds and subordinate lacustJine deposits, 
partly overlaying Stephanian coal measures, accumulated 
under increasingly arid conditions in often isolated intra
and perimontane transtensional and pull-apart basins that 
evolved in response to Permo-Carboniferous wrench tec
tonics. Coeval volcanic activity played an important role 
(Ziegler, 1990). Following termination of the Early Permi
an tectonomagmatic activity, thermal contraction of the 
lithosphere governed the subsidence of the Northern and 
Southern Permian basins in the Variscan foreland; by the 
end of the Rotliegend these basins had subsided under land
locked conditions below the global sea level (van Wees et 

al., 2000). Elsewhere, time equivalent strata accumulated in 
tectonically silled intramontane basins that gradually ex
panded in response to progressive thermal subsidence of 
the Variscan crust and the degradation of its palaeorelief. 
Rifting activity opened the Arctic sea way, through which 
the Late Permian Zechstein Sea invaded the Northern and 
Southern Perrnian basins, as well as a temporary Tethys sea 
way that extended during the Zechstein 1 cycle from the 
Svanetia basin, presumably via Dobrogea, into the eastern 
parts of the Southern Permian basin (Ziegler, 1988, 1990). 
The low stand in sea level at the Pern10-Triassic boundary 
(Ross & Ross, 1988) induced a regional forced regression, 
causing in slowly subsiding basins the development of a re
gional unconformity (Cassinis, 1996). Continental condi
tions prevailed during the Early Triassic rise in sea level due 
to a elastic over-supply, compensating for continued ther
mal and/or rift-induced basin subsidence. This can be relat-

ed to the development of an efficient drainage syscem 
through which erosion products were transported from 
Scandinavia and the remnant Variscan highlands into the 
continuously thermally subsiding and gradually expanding 
Northwest European basin, as well as into the evolving sys
tem of rifted basins. Rifting, related to opening of the 
Neotethys, Meliata-Maliak and Svanetia basins, provided 
avenues for the Late Permian and particularly the Middle 
Triassic transgression of the Tethys seas into the West 
Mediterranean and ultimately into the West and Central Eu
ropean domains, controlling the diachronous termination of 
continental sedimentation (Ziegler, 1988, 1990, Cassinis et 

al., 1992; Cassinis, 1996; Marcoux & Baud, 1995; Stampfli 
er al, in press). Communications between the Tethys and 
Arctic seas were only established during the Early Jurassic 
(Ziegler. 1988, L 990). 

The Late Carboniferous to Early Triassic sedimentary 
and volcanic series of the Variscan domain can be subdi
vided into several tectono-stratigraphic sequences that are, 
however, only grossly correlative. In essence, a latest Car
boniferous-Early Pennian syn-tectonic and a Late Perm
ian-Early Triassic post-tectonic mega-sequence can be 
recognized (Cassinis et al., 1992; Krainer, 1993). 

Syn-Tectonic Cycle 1 

On top of orogenically deformed and erosionally truncated 
Palaeozoic series, continental and partly marine sedimenta
tion commenced variably during the Westphalian to Early 
Permian in wrench-induced transtensional and pull-apart 
basins. The highly variable geometry and internal architec
ture of these basins, partly related to an alternation of 
transtension and transpression giving rise to repeated breaks 
in sedimentation, reflect that many of them evolved under 
changing stress fields. Such stress field changes may be of 
a regional as well as a more local nature, with the latter be
ing related to the interaction of a mosaic of crustal blocks 
delimited by wrench faults under increasing strain (Bies et 

al., 1989; Burg et al., 1990). Syn-depositional volcanic ac
tivity commenced during the Stephanian, reached a peak 
during the Early Permian and abated gradually during the 
Late Permian. The frequently observed break in sedimenta
tion at the end of the Early Permian. often associated with 
variable degrees of basin i.nversion, reflects a last pulse of 
wrench deformation that accompanied the terminal phase of 
the Appalachian orogeny. 

Post-Tectonic Cycle 2 

During the Late Permian, large areas commenced to sub
side under a tectonically quiescent regime in response to 
thermal contraction of the lithosphere, thus defining the 
second tectono-stratigraphic mega-sequence that extends 
into Triassic and Jurassic. Generally, this "post-tectonic" 
sequence broadly overstepped the cycle l "syn-tectonic" 
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basins. However, this post-tectonic cycle is not every
where well expressed as the onset of new rifting activity, 
related to opening of the Neotethys and the Meliata-Mali
ak back-arc basin commenced diachronously during Late 
Permian to Middle Triassic times (Ziegler et al., in press). 
Similarly, the onset of rifting activity related to southward 
propagation of the Arctic-North Atlantic rift system is dia
chronous and ranges from Late Permian to Middle Trias
sic (Ziegler, 1988, 1990). Fu1thermore, Middle and Late 
Triassic compressionaJ tectonics, related to the collision of 
Cimmerian terranes with the Palaeotethys subduction sys
tem. account for the interruption of the post-tectonic cycle 
2 in the South and Carnie Alpine, Dinarides, Hellenides, 
Taurides and Black Sea domains (Nikishin er al., in press 
b; Stamptli et al., in press). 

Correlation of Late Permian-Early Triassic continental 
and marine strata has to contend with major unce1tainties, 
both at regional and global scales, due to the climatic 
zonation of continental biota (both latitude and elevation 
controlled) and the distinct provinciality of shallow ma
rine faunas (Kozur, 1998). This provides for uncertainties 
in geohistory analyses of continental basins. as well as in 
palaeogeographic/palaeotectonic-reconstructions. 

In this respect. two a-biotic, globally valid markers can 
play a crucial role in assessing the validity of purely bio
stratigraphic correlations. The first marker is the Illawar
ra magnetic reversal (265 Ma) that marks the end of the 
CPRS and the onset of the PTMS (Menning, 1995). Oc
currence of this reversal in Late Permian lower Tatarian 
strata of Eastern Europe and in Middle Permian Guadalup
ian ones of North America (Menning & Jin, 1998), illus
trates the problematic nature of standard biostratigraphic 
correlations. The second, albeit le.ss sharp marker is pro
vided by the o''O, o"C, 034S and "1Sr/'"'Sr isotope anomalies 
which straddle the Permian-Triassic boundary that is as
sociated with major biotic extinction events (251 Ma; Er
win, I 993; Stanley & Yang, I 994; Faure et al., I 995; 
Kozur, 1998; Yin & Tong, 1998; Atudorei, 1999). This 
marker reflects a period of some I My during which sev
eral severe global environmental crises occurred. Their 
cause is seen in the massive extrusion of mantle plume-re
lated trap basalts (Siberian Tunguska Province, Emeishan 
traps of southwestern China; Courtillot et al., 1999; Niki
shin et al., in press a) and a voluminous subduction-relat
ed volcanism along the Proto-Cordillera and Proto-Altaids 
(Faure et al., 1995), that gave rise to an increase in CO2 

pressure, an aerosol-induced reduction in solar irradiation 
and resulting temperature decreases ("volcanic winter" 
scenario, Kozur, 1998). 

Where ever possible, both of these markers should be 
used to chronologically conso-ain biostratigraphic zona
tions and to firm up time scales applied in quantitative 

subsidence analyses. 

PERMO-TRIASSIC MARINE SEDIMENTS AND TEC
TONICS OF THE WEST-TETHYAN DOMAIN 

In the South-European domain we have to deal with sever
al marine basins ofTetbyan origin that have undergone dif
ferent fates during Permo-Triassic times (Stampfli, 2000; 
Stamptli et al., in press). These are a) the Palaeotethys 
Basin, which began to opened during the Silurian and was 
finally closed from west to east during the Permo-Triassic. 
b) the Neotethys Basin, which began to opened during the 
late Early Permian in conjunction with the detachment of 
the Cimmerian composite terrane from Gondwana, and c) a 
system of back-arc basins, located to the north of the 
Palaeotethys subduction zone., that began to open during 
the Late Perm.ian and that were variably closed during the 
Late Triassic and Jurassic. The former southern 
Palaeotethys passive margin forms an integral part of the 
Cimmerian terrane. In our model we consider the East
Mediterranean and Jonian Sea basins as forming part of 
Neotethys. The Apulian domain is regarded as the western
most part of the Cimmerian composite terrane (Figs 2 to 5). 

Along the northern, active Palaeotethys margin, accre
tionary prisms and fore-arc sequences developed du1ing 
Carboniferous until Permian or Triassic times, depending 
on the timing of closure of the respective Palaeotethys 
segment. Older elements of the Pa1aeotethys suture are 
possibly preserved in the Chios Island (Papanikolaou & 
Sideris, 1983; Baud et al., 1990; Stamptli et al., 1991) and 
Karaburun peninsula (Kozur, l 997 a), where pelagic Sil
urian to Late Carboniferous blocks have been described in 
a Carboniferous matrix, locally enriched in chrome-spine! 
(Statteger, 1983). Younger, more external Permo-Triassic 
fore-arc or foredeep elastic sequences are known from the 
Hellenides (e.g. Liri Flysch, Arna schists, Tyros beds; De 
Bono, 1999) and the Dinarides ( Kozur, 1999). Northward, 
these flysch-type sequences can be linked to the deep-wa
ter Kungurian to Roadian tlysch found just south of the 
Periadriatic line in the Carnie Alps within the Trogkofel 
elastic sequence (e.g. Kozur & Mostler, 1992). Ln time, the 
Hellenic-Dinarides tlysch basins were replaced by the 
episutural basins of the Pindos-Budva domain (Fleury, 
1980; Gori can, I 993; Degnan & Robertson, 1998). This 
domain continued to subside from Early Triassic (e.g. Var
dousia sequence; Ardaens, 1978) until Oligocene times 
(Richter & MOiier, 1993 a, b; Richter et al., 1993 ). In this 
area, the Early Triassic is represented by pelagic and vol
caniclastic deposits; these are overlain by the Middle Tri
assic Pindos tlysch (Priolithos formation; Degnan & 
Robertson, 1998), the petrography of which plots in the 
field of recycled orogens and, thus, characterizes the Ear
ly Cimmerian event in these regions. Upwards, the Pindos 
tlysch passes into the pelagic Late Triassic-Early Jurassic 
Drimos series. 
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Associated with the northern, active Palaeorethys mar
gin, Permian sediments occur also in a system of back-arc 
basins. Although these Permian sediments are dominated 
by continental elastics, deposition of marine carbonates 
commenced locally already during the late Early Permian 
(e.g. Hydra Island for the Meliata-Maliak rift; Stamptli, 
2000; Stamptli et al., in press; De Bono et al., 1999). Roll
back of the Palaeotetbys subduction slab certainly com
menced during the late Early Permian and induced "back
arc" rifting along the entire northern Palaeotethys margin. 
East of the palaeo-Apulian promontory, rifting culminat
ed in Late Perrnian and Triassic sea-floor spreading in the 
Meliata-Maliak Basin (Figs 2 and 3; Kozur, 1991 ). Jn con
junction with Late Permian gentle docking of the Apulian 
terrane against the western-most segment of the 
Palaeotethys arc-trench system, opening of the Meliata
Maliak back-arc basin aborted in the South Alpine do
main, whereas to the East it continued to open and Linked 
up with the Crimea-Svanetia-Kiire Basin (Nikishin et al., 
in press b) and the Dobrogea (e.g. Spathian MORB pillow 
lava of N-Dobrogea Niculitel formation; Cioflica et al., 
1980; Seghedi et al., 1990; Nicolae & Seghedi, 1996). To 
the SE, the Karakaya Basin, that persisted until Early to 
Middle Triassic times, can be interpreted as a Marianna
type (intra-oceanic) back-arc basin that was located south
ward adjacent to the Sakarya micro-continent. 

All of these areas are characterised by the presence of 
Early to Middle Triassic pelagic series, often grading up
wards into Late Triassic flysch or molasse-type deposits, 
and the absence of post-Bashkirian to Late Permian pelag
ic deposits, with the exception of latest Permian pelagic 
limestones in the Karakaya complex (Kozur, 1997 b).Late 
Permian to Middle Triassic back-arc basins occur also fur
ther to the East in the Pontides (Agvanis-Tokat Basin; 
Okay & Sahintiirk, 1997), the Caucasus (Nikishin et al., 
1997, in press b), NE ]ran (Baud & Stamptli, 1989), north
ern Afghanistan (Boulin, 1988) and in the Pamirs (Khain, 
1994; Leven, 1995). East of the Moesian promontory, and 
due to the Late Triassic coWsion of Cimmerian terranes 
with the Eurasian margin (e.g. Stampfli et al., 1991; Alavi 
et al., 1997), these back-arc basins were closed during the 
Early Cimmerian orogeny (Fig. 5). 

The pre-Mid-Permian northern passive margin of 
Gondwana, facing Palaeotethys, is characterized by con
tinuous Devonian to Early-Middle Triassic platform sedi
ments. With the Mid-Permian separation of the Cimmer
ian composite terranes. this passive margin prism was de
tached from Gondwana and, in conjunction with progres
sive closure of Palaeotethys, ultimately collided with its 
northern active margin (Figs 2 and 3). In Crete, the Early 
Permian open marine to pelagic series of the (par)au
tochthonous Mani unit (Konig & Kuss, 1980) may repre
sent the oldest exposed elements of the southern 

Palaeotethys passive margin that had persisted until the 
Early Triassic. The angular unconformity, that separates 
the Mani unit from the overlying Late Triassic carbonates, 
marks the Early Cimmerian diastrophism. A Late Car
boniferous (Bashkirian) to Early Triassic pelagic sequence 
is also observed in the Phyllite-Quartzite unit of Crete 
(Krah! et al., 1983, 1986; Krah!. 1992); it corresponds to 
the accretionary prism of Palaeotethys (Stampfli et al., 
1995; De Bono, 1999) and represents either a distal pelag
ic facies of the southern Palaeotethys margin or part of the 
sedimentary cover of the oceanic Palaeotethys Basin. 

The carbonate platform sequence of the Taurus nappes 
(Gutnic et al., 1979; Demirtasli, 1984) probably represents 
from Late Permian times onward the post-rift sequence 
that was deposited on the former rift shoulder and/or in a 
rim basin flanking the Permo-Triassic East-Mediterranean 
segment of Neotethys. More internal Taurus sequences 
(e.g. Altiner et al., 1980; Dernirel & Kozlu, 1998) show 
strong affinities with the Alborz sequences (NE Jran) that 
are defined as the reference Palaeotethys-type margin 
(Stampfli et al., 1991 ). 

South of these areas, the palaeogeographic origin of the 
Antalya nappes, involving a deformed passive margin se
quence, is still controversial (Dumont, 1976; Robertson & 
Dixon, 1984; Poisson. 1984; Marcoux et al., 1989; 
Stampfli et al., 1991; Robertson, 1993; Robertson et al.. 
1996). Similarities between the Antalya nappes and the 
Mamorua nappe complex of Cyprus suggest, however, 
that these units are more likely related to the northern 
Neolethys margin, rather than to tectonically translated 
more internal domains. In this context, it should be noted 
that the Maliak-Pindos back-arc ocean and the East
Mediterranean Neotethys opened simultaneously. There
fore, in terms of syn-rift and post-rift subsidence, similar 
geological histories can be expected in both areas. Thus, a 
Maliak-Pindos origin of the Antalya nappes cannot be 
ruled out. 

Similar to the southern Neotethys margin, as defined in 
Oman (Pillevuit, 1993; Pillevuit et al., 1997), the Mediter
ranean-Neotethyan series extend westwards as far as Sici
ly. In the Sosio area of western Sicily, Early Permian to 
Early Triassic marine sediments are represented by pelag
ic microfauna (Catalano et al., 1988; Catalano et al., 199 l) 
of the elastic Sicanian Basin sequence that also contains 
Permian fusulinid limestone olistoliths (Skinner & Wilde, 
1966). The oldest fauna in the Sicanian Basin is a late Ear
ly Permian pelagic bathyal and shallow water 1nicrofauna 
(Catalano et al., 1992; Vachard et al., 1999), the Pacific 
affinity (Kozur, 1990) of which suggests that trus basin 
was connected to Palaeotethys (Catalano et al., 1995). 
However, at this time the Neotethys-East Mediterranean 
basin had not yet open. Similar deep-water Kungurian to 
Roadian flysch deposits occur also in the Carnie Alps (e.g. 
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Kozur & Mos tier, I 992; Kozur, I 999). Together with the 
Late Palaeozoic Tuscan sequences, located between these 
two areas, these occurrences could be regarded as forming 
pa11 of a remnant Early Perrnian foredeep basin that was 
associated with the Palaeotethys accretionary prism. 

In contrast, Late Permian Hallstatt-type pelagic lime
stone, similar to those found in Timor and Oman where 
they sometimes rest directly on MORB (Niko et al., 1996), 
are also reported from the Sosio complex (Kozur, 1995), 
strongly suggesting that by Late Permian times the area 
was connected to the Neotethys. 

The Sicanian and Lagonegro sequences of southern 
continental Italy (Ciarapica et al .. 1990 a) were probably 
deposited in the same basin. Subsidence of the Lagonegro 
Basin commenced during the Late Pemlian and persisted 
during the Triassic, as indicated by the transition from an 
Early Triassic outer platform facies to Middle Triassic basi
nal sequences (Miconet, 1988). These sequences are sepa
rated by Middle Anisian slope deposits that contain oli
stostroms and olistolithes. some of which are derived from 
an Upper Permian carbonate platform (Ciarapica et al.. 
1990 a, b).This Anisian basin deepening event could be re
garded as being related to the final suturing of the Apulian 
promontory to Yariscan Europe (Figs 4 and 5; Stampfli & 
Mosar, 1999). Pelagic sedimentation dominated the 
Lagonegro Basin from Middle Triassic until Oligocene 
times, and thus precludes during that time any important 
extensional or compressional deformation phases. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The latest Carboniferous to Triassic stratigraphic and asso
ciated magmatic record of the Yariscan domain reflects 
fundamental changes in its megatectonic setting. These 
changes are related to the late Westphalian termination of 
syn-orogenic crustal shortening, followed by the Stephan
ian-Autunian wrench-induced collapse of the Vari scan oro
gen that, at the onset of the Late Permian, gave way to re-

gional thermal subsidence of the lithosphere. However, this 
post-tectonic cycle of basin subsidence terminated dia
chronously with the onset of a new rifting cycle that gov
erned the break-up of Pangea along its Palaeozoic and Late 
Precambrian sutures. Major elements of this break-up sys
tem were the southward propagating Arctic-North Atlantic 
and the westward propagating Tethys rift systems. These 
linked up in the North Atlantic domain and propagated 
southward into the Central Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico. 
Evolution of the Tethys rift system reflects repeated plate 
kinematic changes in the western Tethys realm. These en
tailed the Late Permian and Triassic opening of Neotethys 
and a system of back-arc basins, followed by the closure of 
remnant Palaeotethys and of some of the Perrno-Triassic 
back-arc basins during the Early Cimmerian orogeny. 

The latest Carboniferous-Early Triassic evolution of the 
Yariscan domain mirrors the fundamental plate boundary 
reorganization that accompanied and followed the terminal 
suturing phases of Pangea and that underlies its Mesozoic 
break-up. Changes in the outer core convection system un
derlay the development of the CPRS and the resumption of 
frequent magnetic reversals with the early Tatarian lllawar
ra reversal that, 15 My later, was followed by major plume
related volcanism at the Permo-Triassic boundary. Late 
Permian and Triassic gradual development of the modern 
bi-polar mantle convection system provided for regional 
uplift of the central parts of Pangea and contributed signif
icantly to the Mesozoic break-up of Pangea. 
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EARLY PERMIAN PALAEOFAULTS AT THE WESTERN BOUNDARY OF 
THE COLLIO BASIN (VALSASSINA, LOMBARDY) 

DARJO SCIUNNACH 1 

Key-words - Pem1ia11: Orobic Alps: palaeofaulting; red beds; 
petrofacies. 

Abs1rac1 - Detailed field mapping at the I: 10,000 scale in the 
western Orobic Anticline revealed that the boundary between 
two intrusive bodies in the Southalpine Basement corresponds 
to an Early Permian palaeofault. 
The distribution of the overlying Cisuralian volcanics and elas
tics (volcanic member of the Collio Formation; Ponteranica 
Conglomerate. here reported for the first lime west of the 
Biandino Valley), in turn unconformably scaled by upper 
Guadalupian? lo Lopingian red beds (Verrucano Lombardo), 
might indicate tectonic subsidence of the hanging-wall of an
other Early Pcrmian normal fault. marking the western bound
ary of the Collio basin, where coarse-grained alluvial elastics 
and. further to the cast, sandy and muddy sediments were de
posited. 

INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS STUDIES 
The Italian program of geological mapping at the I :50,000 

scale (CARG: Catenacci, 1995), attended to for the terri

tory of Lombardy by Regione Lombardia, can be seen as 

an opportunity to revise both the stratigraphic succession 

and the tectonic framework of the central Southern Alps. 

The study area of the present case history is located at the 

northwestern corner of sheet 076 "Lecco", corresponding 

to the western end of the Orobic Anticline (Fig. I). There, 

a volcanic to terrigenous succession of Pe1111ian to Anisian 

age overlies the Southalpine crystalline basement, here 

consisting of low- to medium-grade Variscan pa

raderivates intruded by early post-Yariscan plutons. 

The study area was considered in the comprehensive 

monographs of Crommelin ( 1932), Merl a ( 1933) and De 

Sitter & De Sitter-Koomans ( 1949). A thorough strati

graphic revision of the Upper Carboniferous to Triassic 

succession just east of the study area was provided by 

Casati & Gnaccolinj ( 1967); the post-Yariscan intrusive 

complex was studied in detail by Pasquare (1967) and 

Pamle chiave - Permiano: Al pi Orobiche: paleofaglic: strati ros
si: petrofacies. 

Rias.rnlllo - Un rilicvo geologico di dettaglio in scala I: 10,000 
al margine occidcntalc dell' Anticlinale Orobica ha evidenziato 
che ii Ii mite tra due carpi intrusivi dcl Basamento Sudalpino cor
rispondc in realta ad una palcofaglia dcl Pcrmi1U10 lnferiore. La 
distribuzione dei soprastanti depositi vulcanici e terrigeni cisu
raliani (membro vulcanico della Formazione di Collio; Conglo
merato del Ponteranica, qui descritto per la prima volta ad ovest 
dclla Val Biandino), a loro volta ricoperti in discordanza da dc
positi alluvionali dcl Guadalupiano superiore?-Lopingiano (Ver
rucano Lombardo), potrebbe indicare la subsidenza tettonica <lei 
tetto strutturale di una seconda l'aglia normale del Permiano ln
feriore che segna ii confine occidcntalc dcl bacino del Collio. in 
cui si deposero sedimenti clastici grossolani c, muovendo verso 
est, arenaceo-pelitici. 

Thi:ini et al. ( 1992, cum bib/.). The relationships between 

the Variscan basement and its Permian cover were de

scribed in Casati ( 1968) and Gaetani et al. ( 1987). 

GEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
Crystalline basement 

• Metamo,phic host rocks. Melanocratic micaschists and 

paragneisses, locally yielding relics of andalusite (Fig. 

2A), kyanjte, garnet and staurolite and ilisplaying wide

spread quartz rods. pass to foliated quartzites (Morbegno 

Gneiss, "Gneiss minuti a biotite" Auct.); prominent con

tact effects by the adjacent plutons are documented by ex

tensive growth of randomly-oriented phyllosilicates (bi

otite. chlorite) and cordjerite. The analysis of quartz rods 

failed to reveal compositional or textural features, such as 

relics of stable lithic grains, alignments of ultrastable 

heavy minerals, or syntaxial quai1zose overgrowths, hint

ing at a primary sedimentary origin; thus, quartz has to be 

considered as entirely neoblastic. 

'Struttura Analisi e lnfom1azioni Territorial i. Rcgionc Lombardia, Piazza Duca d' Aosia 4. 20124 Milano. llaly. 
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Two main deformation phases are recognised: the first 
marks the development of a widespread SI foliation, on 
which a S2 crenulation cleavage is superposed; locally, 
tight crenulation causes isoclinal folding of the SI surface 
and disruption of the transposed hinges. A late metamor
phic overprint is recorded by mild - although widespread 
- kinking of the pre-existing fabrics (S3). 
• Post-variscan plutons. A large system of sills and lacco
liths, mostly consisting of finely crystalline, biotite-rich 
quartz-diorites (Val Biandino Granodiorite), passes west
wards to coarser biotite-rich granodiorites, in which wide
spread poikilitic quartz encloses plagioclase phenocrysts 
("Co1tabbio diorite''; Fig. 28); a large mass of leucocratic 
hypabyssal granites, displaying large K-feldspar porphyro
crysts in a granophyric microcrystalline groundmass ("Vie 
Biagio Granite'' of De Sitter & De Sitter-Koomans, 1949: 
Fig. 2C), is confmed to the Bindo-Prato San Pietro area. 

Lower Permian volcanic-sedimentary succession 

• Collio Formation. The paroxysmal effusion of interme
diate to acidic ignimbrites (benmoreites to rhyolites), 
yielding zircon ages at 287 (Cade), 1986) and 283 My 
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(Schaltegger & Brack, 1999) which correspond to the Sak
marian-Artinskian in the time scale of Menning ( 1995), 
was followed by episodic eruptions of bimodal products 
(mugearites-andesites to dacites-rhyolites; preliminary un
published data by the Author), alternating to stages of vol
canic quiescence during which, east of the study area, elas
tic sedimentation took place. 

The contact between the Orobic crystalline basement 
and the basal Volcanic Member Auct. of the Collio For
mation (brevirer Collio volcanics in this paper) is invari
ably tectonic, and underlined by a blanket, up to a few me
tres-thick, of black cataclasites (Casati & Gnaccolini, 
1967: Casati, 1968) yielding boron mineralisations (Zhang 
et al., 1994). This tectonic basal contact hampers a precise 
assessment of the thickness of the Lower Permian vol
canics, whereas thickness estimated for the overlying Pon
teranica Conglomerate, here bracketed between the Collio 
volcanics and the Verrucano Lombardo, are more accu

rate. 
The hypothesis according to which the Valsassina in

trusions would represent the magma chambers of the Col
lio volcanics (Merta, I 933: Cade). I 986), although rea-
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Fig. l - Geological sketch map of the study area. Numt>ers I, 2 refer 10 the palaeofaults desciit>ed in 1cx1. The nonheas1em comer of the study area 

was mapped in collaboration with G.B. Silello. 
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sonable, is difficult to demonstrate because the outcrops 
lack evidence of a physical continuity between the plutons 

and the volcanics. 

• Ponteranica Conglomerate. Coarse-grained elastics be

come predominant in the upper Collio Fm. Poorly-sorted 

cobble conglomerates, with angular to subangular vol-

canic and metamorphic clasts by far prevailing over quartz 

pebbles, sharply overlie the Collio volcanics from Alpe Pi
attedo to the Acquaduro Valley (lntrobio), where they are 

eventually cut out by the Yalt01ta Fault. The few coarse

grained sandstones intercalated to these conglomeratic red 
beds (Fig. 2E) yielded detrital modes (Fig. 3) clustering in 

Fig. 2 - Representative photomicrographs for the studied rock types. A. Rotated andalusite? porphyroblast in a phyllonitic sericite paragneiss (meta
morphic basement), Cortabbio, 11 x. B. Biotite-rich granodiorite ("Cortabbio diorite") with plagioclase phcnocrysts implicated by poikilitic quartz, 
Cortabbio, I 7x. C. Lcucocratic granite with granophyric implications (''Vic Biagio Granite"), Bindo, I 7x. D. Tourmaline-rich cataclasitc, Cortab
bio/Cortenova boundary fault, 67x. E. Very coarse-grained volcanic arcnite with volcanic lithics displaying biotite and cmbayed quartz phenocrysts, 
as well as spherulitic structures (Ponteranica Conglomerate). Pizzo dei Tre Signori area, 11 x. F. Granophyre pebble in the Vcm1cano Lombardo con
glomerate facies, lntrobio, I 3x. All photos arc in cross-polarised light. 
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the Lower Permian petrofacies PO (Q = I 0±5, F = 20±8, L 
= 70±8; C/Q = .17±.13; P/F = .82±.09; V /L = .99±.0 I), 
which characterises the sedimentary member of the Collio 
Formation (Sciunnach el al., 1999). Compositional iden
tity has to be regarded as a reliable indication of physical 
continuity of elastic bodies at basin scale; the described 
red beds, displaying lower textural maturity and miner
alogical stability with respect to the overlying Verrucano 
Lombardo, can be thus correlated with the Ponteranica 
Conglomerate and interpreted as its western end. The Pon
teranica Conglomerate, absent on basement highs - due to 
either non-deposition or erosion - and up to 150 m-thick 
in the study area, was deposited in footwall-sourced fan
deltas, bordering tectonically-controlled lacustrine basins; 

thickness locally exceeds 600 m (Casati & Gnaccolini, 
1967), as a result of pronounced tectonic subsidence. Re
gional correlation with the section dated by Schaltegger & 
Brack ( 1999) constrains the age of deposition to the Early 
Permian, possibly to the Artinskian. 

Upper Permian to Anisian sedimentary succession. 

• Verruc:ano Lombardo. Wine red conglomerates, pebbly 
cross-bedded sandstones and siltstones, arranged in deca
metric fining-upward cyclothems, rest either uncon
formably on the Collio elastics (Casati & Gnaccolini, 
1967) or non-conformably on the Early Permian base
ment highs (Garzanti & Sciunnach, 1997), documenting 
widespread subsidence of a pre-existing basin-and-swell 
palaeotopography (Gaetani et al., 1987; Cassinis el al., 
1988). The Verrucano Lombardo was largely deposited in 
a vast braidplain; rounding of volcanic pebbles and sharp 
variations in thickness (increasing from less tha 150 to 
over 400 m, west to east, in the lntrobio area) are consis-

tent with transport, under high topographic gradients. of 
detritus derived from sources located some tens of kilo
metres to the west. Actually, rare pebbles with gra
nophyric structure (Fig. 2F) could be tentatively restored 

to a source rock coeval with the Cuasso al Monte gra
nophyre (Buletti, 1985), although their local concentra
tion might even suggest provenance from nearby sources. 
Age is constrained as mostly Late Permian (latest 
Guadalupian? to Lopingian) due to stratigraphic position 
and regional correlation with the roughly coeval Val Gar

dena Sandstone. 
• Servino to Bellano Formations. Quartzose elastics pass
ing upwards to poorly exposed and strongly deformed 
marly dolostones and silty marls (Servino Formation) are 
overlain by badly tectonised, evaporitic vuggy dolostones 
(Camiola di Bovegno). These transitional units, deposited 
after transgression of a shallow epicontinental sea on the 
Verrucano Lombardo braidplain, form a continuous cata

clastic belt at the tectonic contact between the Orobic An
ticline and the No1them Grigna thrust sheet. ln the latter, 
the Camiola di Bovegno is overlain by the coarse-grained 

elastics of the Anisian Bellano Formation, deposited in fan
delta setting, and laterally by the silty member of the An
golo Limestone (Gaetani el al., I 987; Sciunnach el al., 

1996). 

OUTCROP EVIDENCE FOR EARLY PERMIAN PALAE
OFAULTS 

Fault I (Figs I, 4) is exposed along the talweg of a small 
stream (Fig. 5) marking the admjnistrative boundary be
tween the towns of Primaluna and Cortenova. It is under-

lined by black cataclasites 

P2 (n=14) upperVerrucano Lombardo PROVENANCE CATEGORIES 

and separates the Vie Bia
gio Granite (hanging-wall) 
from the "Cortabbio dior
ite" (footwall); the latter 
includes slivers of the 
metamorphic host rocks 
(Fig. 4). Both units are 
sealed by a thick sheet of 
red beds (Verrucano Lom-

Qt 
P1 (n=4) lower Verrucano Lombardo 

PO (n=21) Collie Formation 

@ Ponteranica Conglomerate, 
Cresta di Camisolo 

lill Ponteranica Conglomerate, 
Acquaduro Valley 

A Ponteranica Conglomerate, = Baile Nava 

F 
,. 50 

D Continental block 

D Magmatic arc 

~ Recycled orogen 

L 

Fig. 3 - QtFL plot of the Pon
teranica Conglomerate sandstones 
compared to the petrofacies 
recognised in the Permian succes
sion of the Orobic Alps by Sciun
nach ~1 al. ( 1996. 1999). Polygons 
are one standard deviation each 
side of the mean. 
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bardo) that appears to be unfaulted, and just gently buck
led by the large-scale, open folding of the Orobic Anti
cline. It is noteworthy that the same outcrop pattern as in 
Fig. I had been already described in Crommelin (1932), 
where the rock units were 
mapped correctly, but their 
mutual geometrical rela
tionships were not inter
preted in terms of pre-
alpine faulting; fault I is 
also pictured in Schonborn 
(1992, fig. 17) as a pre
Verrucano fault, but with-

Fig. 4 - Simplified straLigraphic 
scheme for the studied succession 
(vertical exaggeration 2x). The up
per datum plane is given by Lhe in
rerred Pennian-Triassic boundary. 

NW 
Cortenova Prato S. Pietro 

"Cortabbio 
Diorite" 

Metamorphic 
basement 

out any comment in the text. On the path leading from Pra
to San Pietro to C.ne Taeg, a non-conformable strati
graphic contact of the Verrucano Lombardo on the "Vie 
Biagio Granite" is observed; the topmost 2-:-3 metres of 

Cortabbio Alpe Plattedo 

!1 v A '1 6 Ponteranica 
..-;;, 8 "v t::. "v Conglomerate 

Cellio Formation 
volcanics 

E 
lntrobio 

250m I 
1~ 

Fig. 5 - Palaeofault I in outcrop along the northwcstem slope or Valsassina. CD= "Cortabbio diorite", VBG = "Vie Biagio Granite", VL = Verru

cano Lombardo. 
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the granite below the non-conformity are reddened and 
deeply weathered, probably as a result of prolonged sub
aerial exposure during the Permian. 

The black cataclasites yielded abundant tourmaline 
(Fig. 2D), occurring as euhedraJ crystals up to 3 mm in 
length. According Lo WDS analysis (Tab. I), tourmaline 
can be classified as a solid solution of dravite and schorl 
and related to Ca-poor metapelites. metapsammites and 
quartz-tourmaline rocks according to Henry & Guidotti 
( 1985). In the Orobic Alps, glassy tourmalinites at the tec
tonic contact between basement and volcanic cover have 
been interpreted in terms of contact by boron-rich hy
drothermal fluids with aluminous host rocks, that might 
correspond to the Collio sediments (Zhang et al., 1994) as 
well as to the associated volcanics. 

Around Alpe Piattedo (lJ1trobio). previously unrecog
nised outcrops of Ponteranica Conglomerate are restored 
to the western end of a elastic wedge that pinches out to
wards a structural high to the west and is sealed by a con
tinuous blanket of Yerrucano Lombardo red beds; thick
ness of the latter strongly and abruptly increases from 
northwestern Valsassina to the lntrobio area, probably as 
a result of a pre-existing basin-and-swell palaeotopogra
phy (Gaetani et al., 1987) that is inferred to have been 
controlled by a normal fault (2 in Figs I, 4). It is reason
able to assume that the deposition of the Ponteranica con
glomerate wedge was triggered by the tectonic subsidence 
of the eastern hanging-waJI. 

Oxides, welgth % Element stoichiometry 

B2O3 10.56 B 3.000* 

SiO2 36.69 Si 6.035 

Al 203 30.55 Al 5.921 

-
TiO2 1.14 n 0.141 

FeO 8.01 Fe 1.102 
2.983 

MnO 0.05 Mn 0.007 

MgO 7.07 Mg 1.733 -
Cao 0.36 Ca 

0.063 l 
Na2O 2.25 Na 0.717 0.784 

K20 0.02 K 0.004 

Total 96.70 Structura I formula on the basis of 
24.5 + 4,5 oxygens 

Tab. I - WDS microanalysis on tounnaline from lhe ca1aclasi1e under
lining fault I. FeO is meant 10 include possible Fei0 3: the weight of 
B20 3 is calculated from lhe theoretical stoichiometric value (*). 

CONCLUSIONS 

• Cortabbio/Corten.ova boundary fault ( 1 ). Age of this 
pre-alpine fault is fairly well constrained. The proposed 
geometrical scheme (Fig. 4) clearly shows that faulting 
post-dates the emplacement of the plutons and pre-dates 
the deposition of the Verrucano Lombardo: the faulting 
event is thus safely constrained to the Early Permian. Jn 
fact. the post-Hercynian plutons of the western Orobic 
Alps have been mostly dated as Late Carboniferous to ear
liest Perrnian (Thoni et al .. 1992; Siletto et al., 1993 cum 
bibl.), whereas the Verrucano Lombardo is usually as
cribed to the Upper Permian due to its stratigraphic posi
tion; however, its base might even reach locally into the 
Guadalupian (mid-Pennian) as suggested by the occur
rence of the K.iaman/lllawarra paJeomagnetic reversal in 
the roughly coeval Ya.I Gardena Sandstones (Dachroth, 
1976; Mauritsch & Becke, 1983). ln the Early Permian, 
the most impottant phase of extensional tectonics in the 
central Southern Alps is related to the development of the 
rapidly-subsiding Collio basin. that can be ascribed to the 
Autunian in the Orobic Anticline (Casati & Gnaccolini, 
1967) and can be dated all over its outcrop area as largely 
Sakmarian to Artinskian according to the zircon ages by 
Cade! (1986) and Schaltegger & Brack (1999; time scale 
after Menning, 1995). Fault geometry and widespread 
granophyric structures in the Vie Biagio Granite (banging
wall) seem to indicate a nonnaJ displacement of the latter 
with respect to the deeper-seated •·cortabbio diorite". 
Downthrow of the northwestern hanging-wall would im
ply the opening of a trough-shaped basin in an area lack
ing Lower Permian sediments: this might indicate that the 
fault was associated with an early stage of extensional col
lapse of the Hercynian orogen, possibly influenced by 
positive buoyancy of sectors of the range intruded by plu
tons (VaJ Biandino complex) with respect to the adjacent, 
intrusion-free areas (Taceno district, CoUio basin). More
over, the fault forms an angle of about 45° with the base 
of the Yerrucano Lombardo; normal faults are commonly 
inclined by at least 60° due to mechanical convenience cri
teria, so it is likely that I) either the whole considered sec
tor of the Southalpine basement was tilted by at least 15° 
prior to deposition of the Yerrucano Lombardo, 2) or the 
fault was lystric and Permian erosion, coupled with iso
static compensation and uplift of the Hercynian orogen, 
cut deep into the Southalpine Basement where the fault 
plane was asymptotically tending to horizontal. 
• Alpe Piattedo fault (2). Coarse-grained elastics of Early 
Permian age, testifying to proximal alluvial fan facies, are 
superposed to the Collio volcanics as westwards as Alpe 
Piattedo. The western boundary of the area where the 
Lower Permian volcanics are preserved was interpreted in 
Gaetani et al. ( 1987) as a norn1al fault, accommodating the 
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sharp increase in thickness of the Yerrucano Lombardo 
from nothwestem Yalsassina to the lntrobio area. Such an 
increase, however, is partly accounted for by the occur
rence of the Ponteranica Conglomerate; the resulting 
stratigraphk scheme also allows to better constrain the 
age of normal faulting, which seemingly shortly followed 
the volcanic activity and triggered deposition of the vol
canic detritus eroded from the footwall in the adjacent 
hanging-wall troughs. The inferred Alpe Piattedo palaeo
fault seemfogly marks the western boundary of the articu-

lated Early Permian Collio Basin; its NE strike marches 
the regional trend of basin boundary faults in the Novaz
za-Val Yedello district (Cadel, 1986 cum bib/.). 
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TETRAPOD FOOTPRINTS FROM THE LOWER PERMIAN OF WESTERN 
OROBIC BASIN (N. ITALY) 

UMBERTO NICOSIA', AusoN10 RO NCH I 2 and GIUSEPPE SANTF 

Key words - footprints: Permian; Southern Alps; stratigraphy. 

Abs1ract - Large numbers of tetrapod footprints have recently 
been discovered within sediments pertaining 10 the Early Perm
ian Collio Fm. in Lhc Western Orobic Basin (between the upper 
Varrone and upper Gcrola valleys. Lombardy, Italy). 
They can be ascribed 10 Lhe following taxa: Amphisauropus la
ws Haubold. 1970, A. i111111i11wus Haubold, 1970. Dro111opus la
certoides (Geinitz, 186 l) and Varanopus curvidacty/us (Mood
ie, 1929). 
This low-diversity ichnoassociation is coeval with those of Cen
tral Europe and Norlh America and can also be correlated with 
that yielded from the lower portion of the Brescian Collio Fm. 
The geological setting as well as the stratigraphic position of Lhe 
track-bearing sequence is oullined below, together with a dis
cussion of some hypotheses for the presence of lhis low-diversi
ty ichnoassoeiation. 

INTRODUCTION AND GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

Late Palaeozoic tetrapod footprints from sediments crop
ping out both in the Lower Permian of the central Southern 
Alps and in the Upper Permian of the Dolomites have been 
known since the late 19th century (see Conti e/ al .. 1991, 
for a historical review). 

Recently. numerous teu·apod footprints have been found 
in the Permian deposits of the Western Orobic Prealps (up
per Gerola-fnferno and Varrone valleys, Lombardy, Italy) 
(Fig. I). 

The footprints come from the uppermost levels of the 
local Collio Fm. and have been ascribed t0Amphisa11ropus 
latus Haubold, 1970, A. imminullls Haubold, 1970, Dro
mopus /acertoides (Geinitz. l 861) and Varanopus curvi
dacty/us (Moodie, 1929) (Plate I and Fig. 3). 

This association is closely comparable to a simiJar one 
recorded in the lower portion of the Collio Fm. cropping 
out within the Collio Basin in the Brescia region, and to the 

Pmvle chiave - impronte: Permiano: Sudalpino; Stratigrafia. 

Riassw110 - Un gran numero di impronte di teu·apodi c stato rin
venuto recentemenle in lerreni appartenenti alla sommi1.a strati
gralica della Forn1azione di Collio (Permiano inferiore) ncl baci
no Orobico occidentale (trn I' Alta Val Varrone c I' Alla Val Gero
la, Lombardia. Italia). Si tralta delle seguenli icnospecie: A111-
phisa11ropus lams Haubold, 1970, A. i111111i111t1us Haubold, 1970, 
Dm111op11s /acertoides (Geinitz, 1861) e Vara110pus curvidacry/us 
(Moodie, 1929). Questa icnoassociazione, caratterizzata da una 
bassa diversita, e coeva con le associazioni del Permiano inferi
ore dell'Europa CenLrale e del Nord America e puo inoltre essere 
correlata con quella rinvenuta nella parte inferiore della For
mazione di Collio. nell'omonimo bacino triumplino. Oltre all'in
quadramento geologico e stra1igrafico dell a successione di terreni 
che ha fomito tali impronte, vengono di seguito discusse varie 
ipotcsi sulle possibiLi cause di talc risu·eua icnoassociazione: 

similar and coeval Early Permian association of Central 
Europe and North America. 

The first to report the presence of tetrapod footprints, 
but on the eastern side of the Orobic Basin (eastern Brem
bana Valley) was Dozy (1935), who ascribed these forms 
to Anhomoicn.ium ombicum and Onychicnium escheri. The 
first of them was later attributed to an extramorphological 
imprint of Ba1rachichnus salamandroides (Haubold. 
J 996), while the other taxon was considered as incertae 
sedis (?Actiba,es) (Haubold, 1971). 

Many years after, Casati & Gnaccolini ( 1967) and 
Casati & Forcella ( 1988) reported scarce findings of some 
tetrapod footprints in the area close to Rifugio Falc and Piz
zo Varrone. 

Concerning the geology and stratigraphy of the area, the 
first detailed studies were undertaken by Porro ( 1931, 
1932); subsequently, De Sitter & De Sitter-Koomans ( 1949 
and references therein) published a wide geological map of 
the Bergamo Alps, putting together the contributions and 

'Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra, Universita '"La Sapienza•·. P.le A. Moro 5. 00185 Roma. Italy. 
'Dipanimento di Scienzc della Terra, Universita di Pavia. Via Ferraia I, 27100 Pavia, Italy. 
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surveys of many other authors. For a more up-to-date strati
graphic framework of the Western Orobic Basin (including 
a I :25,000 geological map), we must refer to the work of 
Casati & Gnaccolini ( 1967). The stratigraphy of the whole 
area is also reported by the same authors in the Illustrative 
Notes of Sheet 18 "Sondrio", I : I 00,000 Geological Map of 

Italy (Bonsignore et al.. 1971 ). 
As in the other Late Paleozoic basins of the Southern 

Alps, in the Orobic Basin two main tectonosedimentary 
cycles can be recognised: the first one, spanning from the 
Late Carboniferous(?) to the Early Pennian, is mainly rep
resented by a volcanosedimentary lithesome (i.e. the Col
lio Fm. and heteropic formations) deposited in intramon
tane lacustrine-to-alluvial troughs; the second one, Late 
Permian in age and separated by a regional unconfom1ity, 
is represented by a coarse-to-fine alluvial blanket, named 
the Verrucano Lombardo-Arenaria di Val Gardena (to the 
west or east of the Adige Valley respectively). which has 
fiiled the previous depressions and spread over wide areas. 

STRATIGRAPHY 

Northeast of Pizzo Varrone. where the richest ichnofossiJ
bearing strata are located. a 130 m thick stratigraphic sec
tion was described in the Collio Fm (up to several hundreds 

of metres in the area). 
It is represented by grey-to-reddish shales and arenites 

(referred to as the "Scisti di Carona", so-called by De Sitter 
& De Sitter-Koomans, 1949) with medium to coarse pebbly 
sandstone and microconglomerate layers interfingered in 
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the lower pall. These latter could represent the distal por
tions of coarse detritic alluvial fan deposits named "Con
glomerate di Ponteranica" (Casali & Gnaccolini, 1965). 

As a whole. the section (Fig. 2) is very well bedded in 
centimetre to decimetre-scale layers, mostly representing 
minor sedimentary cycles with frequent scours or convex 
erosional bases and internal fining-upwards sequences. 
Sedimentary structures such as planar and cross-lamina
tions, as well as trough cross-bedding, can commonly be 
observed; on the bedding surfaces, climbing and wave-rip
ple marks, raindrop casts, mudcracks and bunows are also 
frequent. This part of the formation, from which the ich
nofossils come, can be related to a tlat alluvial plain cut by 
small ephemeral streams and shallow lakes, pertaining to a 
semi-arid environment. 

The presence within arenitic layers of imbricated black 
clay-chips of intraformational origin suggests frequent 
changes in water energy and abrupt increases in erosional 

power. 
In the aforementioned section, macrotloral fragments 

(Walchia sp.). purple-red silicified wood stems of centime
tre to decimetre-scale, freshwater coelenterates (hydrome
duse), stromatolitic mounds and algal oncolites were also 
recognised by the authors. These forms are associated with 
yellow ochre carbonate and ferroan dolomite beds and 
concretions. It is also worth remembering the recent dis
covery. close to this site, of significant three-dimensional 
macrofloral remains of the conifer Ca.vsinisia orobica 

(Kerp et al., 1996). 
In the described section, the boundary between the Col

lio Fm. and the overlying Verrucano Lombardo Fm. is 
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marked by an angular unconformity (locally more than 20°). 
The reddish deposits of the latter formation are represent
ed by pebble-to-cobble conglomerates, sandstones and 
subordinate siltstones of a braided river environment. 
These deposits, cropping out in the study area with a thick
ness of nearly JOO m, mark the inception of the Late Per
mian major sedimentary cycle, which has been recognised 
over the whole southern Alps region. The stratigraphic log 
was measured from a few metres above the unconformjty 
(between Verrucano and Collio Fm.) up to q. 2150 on the 
western shore of the Inferno Lake. From the base it has been 
subruvided into eight different lithostratigraphical units. 

ICHNOLOGY 
As is usual for Early Permjan tetrapod footprint associa
tions, the Gerola Valley ichnofauna is represented by a few 
taxa (Plate I and Fig. 3). These are more frequently recog
nised within the corresponding North American and central 
European Permian associations (Haubold, 1996; Schult, 
1995). The relatively low diversity does not permit firm 
conclusions, but nevertheless the presence of an ichnoas
sociation of at least four taxa allows us to distinguish it with 
respect to the Dromopus didactylus monotypical ichnoas
sociation which characterises the highest portion of the 
Lower Perrnian in the Collio Fm. type area (Conti et al., 
1997). Conversely, the ichnofauna from the Gerola Valley 
is rather simjfar to that recognised by Ceoloni et al. ( 1987) 
in the lower portion of the Collio Fm. in the Trompia Val
ley (see also the up-to-date data in Conti et al., 2000). 

With respect to this last ichnoassociation, the main dif
ferences are the lack of Batrachichnus and lchniotherium 

m ,· .,. 
/ 

.. _: ... 

m 

Fig. 3 - Slab with tracks of Amphisa11rop11s i111111i1111111s Haubold, 1970. 

and the already-debated presence of Varanopus curvidacty
lus (Plate I) in place of Camunipes cassinisi. The only no
ticeable difference between the low diversity of the afore
mentioned Orobic Basin fauna and the Lower Permian Eu
ropean ones is the lack in the former basin of Batrachich
nus, /chniotherium, Limnopus and Dimetropus. These last 
two ichnogenera are also lacking within the association of 
the Brescia region, and at this time could be considered as 
forms restricted to the more northern regions of Laurasia. 

BIO-AND CHRONOSTRATIGRAPIDCALCONSIDERA

TIONS 
The generally low number of ichnotaxa from Permian sed
iments has previously been interpreted in two different 
ways. The usual interpretation considers this a result of an 
actual Early Permjan 'low diversity'; however, this inter
pretation presents some problems, it being difficult to 
imagine a long-lasting fauna so reduced in number. A sec
ond interpretation considers the low number of ichnotaxa 
a result of a 'taxonomical compression', related to an as
sumed very low power of resolution for footprints. In this 
hypothesis each ichnogenus would represent a bone-based 
family of reptiles (Lucas, 1998). 

We could suggest a third hypothesis that can be defined 
as 'deposition time compression'. In this case the low num
ber of ichnotaxa could be related to a very sho11 time in
terval in which all the Lower Permian track-bearing sedi
ments were laid down. This last hypothesis is supported by 
recent geochronometric data (Cassinis et al., I 999, and in 
press), by the recognition of the increasing importance and 
areal effect of stratigraphic gaps present within most of the 
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Permian basins, and by the downward compression of the 
Rotliegend (following the calibration of the Tambach Fm. 
by Sumida et al., 1996). 

Conti et al. ( 1997) used the central Alps Lower Permian 
ichnofauna, systematically studied mainly on a complete 
section sampled bed by bed in the Collio Fm., to establish a 
fauna! unit (Collio FU) and the associated fauna! age (Col-

lio FA). This last was in its tum subdivided into two fauna! 
subages (Rabejac FsA and Tregiovo FsA)(Conti et al., I 997; 
Cassinis et al., 2000). This was a first attempt at establish
ing a sequence of Permian biochronological units. These 
can usefully replace the less meaningful use of biozones or 
associations (Boy & Fichter, 1982; Holub & Kozur, 1981 ), 
or the subdivision of the continental deposits by means of 

Plate I -A. Amphisa11rop11s /a111s Haubold, 1970. Inferno Valley (N. Italy). Left pes. B. Extramorphological variation of Amphisa111vpus /a111s Haubold, 
1970 ("Laoporus dolloi"). Inferno Valley (N. Italy). C. Dromopus /acertoides (Gcinitz, 1861). Inferno Valley (N. Italy). Couple manus-pes left. D. 
Vara11op11s curvidacty/11s (Moodie, 1929). Inferno Valley (N. Italy). Couple manus-pes left. 
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marine stages, or, in the worst case. the so-called 'continen
tal stages' of the European geological tradition. 

The new finds allow the use of the Rabejac FsA, ascrib
ing to the outcrops of the upper Val Varrone and Gero la val
leys an age co1Tesponding to the depositional age of the 
lower portion of the Collio Fm. If this is confirmed, the un
conformity between the Collio Fm. and the second-cycle 
Verrucano Lombardo deposits could correspond to a larger 
gap in this area than in the Collio Basin, including also the 
time interval in which sediments ascribed to the Tregiovo 

FsA were laid down. This hypothesis also fits well with the 
marginal paleogeographical position of the section in rela
tion to the more depocentral locations of other sections. 
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THE LOWER PERMIAN IN THE OROBIC ANTICLINES (LOMBARDY 
SOUTHERN ALPS): CRITERIA FOR FIELD MAPPING TOWARDS 

A STRATIGRAPHIC REVISION OF THE COLLIO FORMATION 

FRANCO FORCELLA '. DARIO SCTUNNACH 2 and GIAN BARTOLOMEO SlLETTO 2 

Key words- Permian; Southern Alps; geological mapping; lilho
facies, sLraligraphy. 

Abstract - Detailed lield mapping at the I: I 0,000 scale in the 
Orobic and Cedegolo Anticlines requires a balanced approach lo 
the stratigraphic subdivision of the Collio Formation. 
A scheme of mapping lithofacies for this complex unit is pro
posed and tested in the lhree Orobic Anticlines, aiming at a sLrali
graphic revision of lhe Lower Permian in the central Southern 
Alps that, however. needs further detailed mapping and analyti

cal work. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the framework of the Italian project of geological map
ping at the l :50,000 scale (CARG; Catenacci, 1995). two 
areas of about 75 and 50 km2 have been mapped at the 
I: I 0,000 scale in the Orobic and Cedegolo Anticlines 
(Lombardy Southern Alps; Fig. l). There, one of the most 
problematic geological objects to cope with is the Lower 
Permian Collio Fm., a complex continental succession of 
volcanic and elastic rocks, locally exceeding 1000 m in 
thickness, largely deposited in a transtensional tectonic 
setting (Massari, 1988). After the original description by 
Giimbel ( 1880), who restricted the use of this term to the 
dark plant-bearing shales and sandstones of Autunian age 
in Val Trompia, the name "Collio Formation" has been 
extended even in the type area to embrace the whole vol
canic and volcaniclastic succession bracketed between the 
crystalline basement(± the aporphyric Basal Conglomer
ate) and the Yerrucano Lombardo, thus enclosing also the 
volcanic plateau underlying the typical "Collio" sediments 
(Cassinis. 1966). Strong lateral variability of facies and 

Pam/e chiave - Permiano; Alpi Meridionali; rilevamcnto geo

logico; I itofacies: stratigrafia. 

Riass1111ro - II rilevamento geologico di dellaglio alla scala 
I: 10,000 nelle Anliclinali Orobica e di Cedegolo necessita di un 
approccio bilancialo alla suddivisione sLraligrafica della Fomia
zione di Collio. Uno schema di litofacies mappabili per qucsta 
complessa unita viene qui proposto e verificato nelle Ire Anticli
nali Orobiche. nell'ollica di una revisione stratigrafica del Pcr
miano lnfcriore net Sudalpino centrale chc. tullavia, richiedera 

ulteriore lavoro analitico e di terrcno. 

thickness documents syntectonic deposition in hanging
wall basins accomodating the elastic sediments from foot
wall source areas. 

The stratigraphic reference framework in the study ar
eas subdivides the Collio Fm. simply into a "volcanic" 
lower member and a "sedimentary" upper member (Casati 
& Gnaccolini, 1967; Dozy, 1933); on the other hand, an 
accurate study carried out in the Trabuchello-Cabianca 
Anticline (Cadel et al., 1996) proposes to subdivide the 
"volcanic" lower member into 18 lithozones and the "sed
imentary" upper member into 6 facies, that are admitted
ly difficult to correlate outside their type sections and fonn 
a stratigraphic framework too detailed for the purposes of 
regional mapping. In the attempt at balancing these differ
ent approaches into a coherent lithostratigraphy that can be 
employed all over the study areas. a preliminary facies 
mapping has been carried out. The complex problems of 
stratigraphic nomenclature related to the Collio Fm. are 
beyond the scope of this paper, and the lithostratigraphic 
rank of this unit, although needing reconsideration, will 
not be questioned. 

' Dipartimento di Scienze Geologiche e Geotccnologie, piazza della Scienza 4. Universitil di Milano-Bicocca. I - 20126 Milano. Italy. 
'Ufficio Progetti speciali per la Geologia e la Sismica, D.G. Tenitorio e Edilizia Residenziale. Regione Lombardia, via Filzi 22, 20124 Milano, Italy. 
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Fig. I - Simplified geological sketch of the study area (central Southern Alps). I = Adamello batolith; 2 = Cretaceous nysch; 3 = mid-Liassic to Pa
leogcne pelagic carbonate succession; 4 = Upper Triassic to Lower Liassic; 5 = Middle Triassic to Carnian; 6 = Upper Carboniferous? to Lower Tri
assic volcano-sedimentary succession, including the Collio Fm.; 7 = post-Variscan plutons; 8 = pre-Variscan plutons; 9 = Southalpine metamorphic 
basement: I O = thnists and faults; 11 = synclines and anticlines. OA = Orobic Anticline; TCA = Trabuchello-Cabianca Anticline; CA= Cedegolo An
ticline; VTA = Val Trompia (Camuna) Anticline. 

MAPPING LITHOFACfES FOR THE COLLIO FORMA
TION 

In our proposal, the lithofacies to be systematically 
mapped in the field (Figs 2, 3) form a relatively narrow 
range and are listed below. They are somehow oversim
plified with respect to the complexity of facies characters 
observed in the field, as they were established to allow 
easy recognition even in small outcrops. The lithofacies 
are listed in a rough stratigraphic order from base to top, 
but, owing to the episodic character of volcanism and to 
the mobility of the depositional environment, exceptions, 
repetitions and gaps may be locally present (Fig. 4). 
V 1 - Tabular welded tuffs and lapillistones (locally pre
serving flammae and thus correctly classified as ign
imbrites) of benmoreitic to rhyolitic composition, with 
variable amount of porphyrocrysts and degree of welding, 
up to massive porphyries, ranging in colour from whitish 

to deep red to brownish-green. This facies was meant to 
include also lenses of intraformational volcaniclastic brec
cias consisting of 100% angular volcanic clasts welded in 
an aphanitic matrix. A rough bedding is locally recog
nised, underlined by thin tuffaceous interlayers, but in 

Fig. 2- Representative outcrops of facies described in the three Orobic An
ticlines. A = welded lapillistone in amalgamat.ed beds (small arrow at a 
bedding plane) with variable degree of porphyricity and welding (VI, Oro
bic Anticline); B = laminated tuff with preserved depositional structures 
(VI. Orobic Anticline); C = nonnal to inverse grading (FU then CU) in a 
lapilli tuff with lithic and pomiceous volcanic grnins (V2, Orobic Anti
cline); D = intrafonnational volcanic breccia (V2. Orobic Anticline); E = 
volcaniclastic paraconglornerate (SI. Orobic Anticline; hammer head at 
the top left comer for scale); F = mud-cracks in grey mudrocks (S3, Tra
buchello-Cabianca Anticline); G = tetrapod footprints and tail marks pre
served in line-grained sandstone (S2, Trabuchello-Cabianca Anticline; 
lield of the photograph approximately I 111; walking direction to the right); 
H = Ponteranica Conglomerate pebble to cobble breccia (S4. Orobic An
ticline); I = ferroan carbonate beds alternating to bedded sandstones (SS, 
Cedegolo Anticline). 
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general is pervasively overprinted by the Alpine cleavage. 
V 2 - Massive to bedded breccias and arenites ("epiclas
tics") with poorly-sorted, angular clasts exclusively vol
canic in origin embedded in a salt-and-pepper sandy ma
trix; abundant plagioclase is recognised in the arenites. 
V 3 - Massive lava flows, deep green to almost black in 
colour, of mugearitic to "andesitic" composition, scattered 

at various stratigraphic levels and fed by porphyrite dykes. 
Black femics and saussurritized pale green plagioclase are 
locally observed; aphyric textures are, however, more 
common. 
V 4 - Volcanic breccias, locally interpreted as agglomer
ates, to cinerites with poorly-sorted angular to volcanic 
clasts and rounded to euhedral quartz clasts. Volcanic 

Fig. 3 - Representative photomicrographs of facies described in the Orobic Anticline. A, B = weathered intermediate ignimbrites (benmoreites; VI, 
Pradini Valley section), displaying feldspar phenocrysts locally transformed into chessboard-albite (ChAb); C = fresh trachybasalt? lava now (V3. 
Caprile area); D = sericitised mugearite lava now (V3. Pradini Valley section) with a plagioclase lathwork encasing large calcite-chlorite pseudo
morphs after femic phenocrysts (amphibolcs ?); E = black shale (S3, Pradini Valley section) including imbricated carbon-rich chips; F = very coarse
grained, moderately soned volcanic arenite (S4, Pradini Valley section) rich in volcanic lithics displaying spherulitic structures (Sph) and containing 
embayed quanz (j3-Qz) as well as leached biotitc (Bt) phenocrysts. All photos are in cross-polarised light, magnification 14x, except F (9x). 
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clasts are usually flattened due to the Alpine defonnalion. 

Cinerites form lenses interbedded in the breccias. 

S 1 - Medium- to coarse-grained, grey to pink volcanic 

arenites. displaying abundant fresh detrital feldspar and 

scattered white mica flakes when examined with the hand 

lens; white mica flakes are locally concentrated on the 

bedding planes in the finer-grained fraction. Layers are up 

to several tens of cm-thick, mostly homogeneous in grain 

size but locally displaying a rough grading. either no1mal 

or inverse. Subordinate intercalations of pelites, pyroclas

tics and conglomerates occur. 

S2 - Prevailing fine- to medium-grained, dark grey vol

canic arenites, in layers a few cm to less than 20 cm-thick, 

fining upwards Lo black pelites rich in white mica flakes 

(sand/mud ratio > I). A variety of sedimentary structures 

(load casts, commonly asymmetrical but locally symmet

rical ripple-marks, mud-cracks ... ) is displayed. 

Casali & Cade! et 
Gnaccolini, al., 1996 
1967 (Orobic (Trabuchello- Wesiem Orobic 

Anticline) Cabianca Antic!.) Anlicline 

S3 - Grey to black siltstones and shales with subordinate 

intercalations of fine-grained sandstone (sand/mud ratio 

>I), locally transformed into flagstones and slates by an

chizonal conditions reached during the Alpine Orogeny. 

S4 - Pebble to cobble conglomerates, alternating to 

coarse-grained pebbly sandstones, deposited in proximal 

alluvial fans. In the Pizzo dei Tre Signori area this facies 

has been formally inlrnduced as a distinct unit, occupying 

a precise stratigraphic position (Ponteranica Conglomer

ate; Casati & Gnaccolini, 1967), whereas in the Tra

buchello-Cabianca Anticline the term "Monte Aga Con

glomerate" has been recently introduced (Cadel et al., 
1996). Distinct conglomerate bodies characterised by pe
culiar clast composition should be mapped separately. 

S5 - Coarse-grained arenites to conglomerates with Fe

carbonate interlayers up to 50 cm-thick, that might repre

sent lacustrine carbonates and evaporites. 

this paper 
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Fig. 4 - Simplified scheme depicting the venical organisation of the mapping lithofacies proposed for 1he Collio Fm. in the present paper. compared 
with the reference frameworks available from the literature. Indications for interpreting the proposed lithofocics as a result of tectonic and magmat
ic events are also provided. Correlation of mapping li1hofacics across adj:1ccnt anticlines is a mere graphic device; in fact, the assumption of a phys
ical continuity among the Early Pcm1ian basins presently exhumed in the three Orobic Anticlines has to be regarded as undemonstrated, and strati
graphic correlation would require much beucr age constraints than availahle. 
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PIZZO DEi TRE SIGNORI AREA 

Although severe faulting and folding of the Collio Fm., as 
well as poor exposure of its sedimentary upper part, com
monly hamper a detailed measurement of this unit from 
base to top, the sandier facies exposed in the Orobic Anti
cline aJlowed description of two stratigraphic sections 
(Casati & Gnaccotini, 1967). In the reference Pradini Val
ley section, nearly JOOO m-thick, facies V 1, V 2, S 1• V 3, S2 

and S4 (in first appearance order) are represented: V I ign
imbrites are essentally intermediate Na-alkaline products 
(benmoreites), and V 

3 

mugearite flow, 20 m-thick, is 
found 92 m above the oldest sediments. Petrographic 
analysis on sandstones sampled both in the Orobic and 
Trabuchello-Cabianca Anticlines revealed that. despite 
marked lateral variability of facies and wide grain size 
range, composition of the Collio sandstones is remarkably 
uniform over an area extending for more than 35 km west 
to east and cluster into a single petrofacies (PO of Sciun
nach et al., 1999). No significant stratigraphic trends were 
recognised. consistent with the short time span recently in
dicated for the deposition of the Collio Formation in the 
Val Trompia Basin (Schaltegger & Brack, 1999). 

MONTE CABIANCA-PIZZO DEL DIAVOLO DI TENDA 
AREA 

A few transverses. from the northern slopes of Monte 
Cabianca to the Lago Rotondo and up to the Monte Aga -
Pizzo del Diavolo divide, allowed us to group the litho
zones and facies of Cade! er al. ( 1996) into the following 
mapping units: 
I. Lower part of the "Volcanic member" of the Collio Fm., 
corresponding to lithozones LR 1-:-LRS + UAofCadel et al. 

( 1996) and to facies V 1. V 3 of the present paper. 
2. Sedimentary intercalations in the "Volcanic member": 
prevailing volcanic arenites, commonly in fining-upwards 
beds with basal conglomerate lags. This interval corre
sponds to lithozone US I of Cade! er al. ( 1996) and to facies 
SI of the present paper. 
3. Upper part of the "Volcanic member": lapilli welded tuffs 
(ignimbrites), more or less lithified, with frequent epiclastic 
intercalations. This interval represents lithozones UR l-:-UR6 
of Cadet et al. ( 1996) and facies V I of the present paper. 
4. Lower arenaceous-volcaniclastic member: prevailing 
coarse-grained arenites, alternating to epiclastics and ruffs 
displaying a more pervasive cleavage. This member is poor 
in sedimentary structures and, in the study area, exhibits an 
overall higher strain with respect to the upper arenaceous
volcaniclastic member. It largely corresponds to the "thick
bedded coarse sandstone facies" of Cade! et al. ( 1996) and 
to facies S I of the present paper. 

5. pelitic member ("heterolitic mud-dominated facies"; 
Cassinis et al., 1986): prevailing dark petites that preserve 
sedimentary structures with thin intercalations of volcanic 
ashes. This member commonly displays a pervasive slaty 
cleavage related to transpositive folding; coITesponds to fa
cies S

3 

of the present paper. 
6. upper arenaceous-volcaniclastic member ("heterolitic 
sand-dominated facies"; Cassinis et al., 1986): prevailing 
grey to greenish sandstones, largely medium to fine
grained, rich in sedimentary structures. Corresponds to fa
cies S2 of the present paper. 
Sandstones and petites pass laterally to heteropic conglom
erates ("conglomerate and pebbly sandstone facies''; Cassi
n is et al., 1986; corresponding to facies S4 of the present pa
per), the composition of which substantially reflects the 
overall composition of sandstones, once the grain size-in
duced variations are taken into account. 

CEDEGOLO ANTICLINE 

The development of Alpine folds, thrnsts and pervasive 
cleavage makes stratigraphic reconstruction of the Collio 
succession quite difficult (Albini et al., 1994). Three main 
tectonic units can be distinguished at map scale, each of 
them displaying a peculiar sedimentary succession (see al
so the companion paper by Forcella & Siletto. this volume). 

In the northern and structurally higher tectonic unit, the 
following lithofacies can be observed (from bottom to top): 
volcanics (V 1 ), coarse heterolitic conglomerates with are
naceous matrix (S4), prevailing fine- to medium-grained 
dark grey arenites (S1), prevailing black petites with subor
dinate arenites (S

3

), grey to greenish arenites with tabular 
and cross-lamination (S2) and coarse-grained conglomerate 
bodies bounded by synsedimentary faults (S

4

). 

In the intermediate tectonic unit, massive to roughly-bedded 
ignimbrites. highly variable in thickness and degree of 
welding (V 1), are followed upsection by volcanic arenites 
with variable thickness (S 1 ), by siltstones and shales (S3), 

prevailing fine- to medium-grained arenites (S2), and even
tually by coarse-grained arenites with Fe-carbonates inter
layers (S

5

). 

In the southern tectonic unit, ignimbrites and welded tuff 
(V 1) are followed upsections by "epiclastics" (V 2) and ag
glomerates to cinerites (V 

4

), heteropic with S
2

, S
3 

and S
5

. 

In both the intermediate and southern units (P.zo Recastel
lo. M. Cimone and M. Gleno) boudinaged levels of ferroan 
carbonates (facies S

5

) are intercalated in facies S
2 

and S
3

. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Marked lateral variability of facies, thickness, geochem-
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istry of volcanic products and subsidence patterns in the 
different sectors of the wide area in which the Collio For
mation was deposited indicates lithofacies mapping as the 
most viable tool to unravel stratigraphic and geometric re
lationships among the Collio lithosomes. Organisation of 
mapping lithofacies into a coherent stratigraphic frame
work, eventually leading to a stratigraphic revision of the 
Collio Fm., appears to be still premature at the moment 

and requires further detailed field work, as well as better 
age constraints. 
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STRUCTURE AND STRATIGRAPHY OF THE PERMO-CARBONIFEROUS 
COVER AND VARISCAN METAMORPHIC BASEMENT IN THE NORTHERN 

SERIO VALLEY (OROBIC ALPS, SOUTHERN ALPS - ITALY): 
RECOGNITION OF PERMIAN FAULTS 

FRANCO FORCELLA I and GIAN BARTOLOMEO SILETTQ! 

Key words - Alpine tectonics; Permian extensional tectonics; 
Southern Alps; Lombardia. 

Abstract -An area belonging to the South-Alpine domain of the 
Lombardic Orobic Alps (Italy) is considered, in pmticular the 
eastern sector of the Anticlines bell that represems a major struc
tural partition of the chain. II is formed by a polydeformed (D 1-

D2)Yariscan metamorphic basement unconformably covered by 
Late Paleozoic sedimentary and volcanic sequences. 
Alpine compressional events arc related to southward-verging 
thrusting phases (D 3). The regional thrust geometry is outlined 
by large cuspate synforms of sedimentary rocks, locally boudi
naged along cataclastic zones. A D3 deformation phase produced 
a crenulation cleavage in basement rocks and a pcrva5ive cleav
age in the sedimentary cover, with axial planar lo mesa- and 
megascopic folds. which often makes stratigraphic reconstruc
tion difficult. Moreover, the spatial correlation of individual 
thrust planes is often hampered by variously intersecting faults 
which transfer or interrupt the individual thrust sheets. 
None the less, three main units can be distinguished on Lhe map, 
displaying sedimentary successions that change in thickness and 
lithofacies in relation to the main Alpine thrusts. which therefore 
represent invened Permian normal faults. 

Parole chiave - tettonica alpina; tellonica estensionale pennia
na; Alpi Meridionali; Lombardia. 

Riass111110 - In questa nota viene descrillo l'assetto stratigrafi-

INTRODUCTION 

In the northern part of the southern Orobic Alps, in a 
roughly EW-trending belt, a Carboniferous(?) to Lower 
Permian terrigenous-volcanic succession lies uncon
formably on the Variscan metamorphic basement. The 
general stratigraphic succession, starting with the "Basal 

co e tettonico di un trallo del settore nord-orienlale della calC
na sudalpina lombarda. Esso fa partc dcll'unita struuurale de
nominala, con terminologia semplicistica, "Amiclinali Orobi
che". 
Queste sono cos1i1ui1e da un basamento cristallino varisico rap
prescntato da varie litofacies e una storia metamorfica evolutasi 
dalla facies anfibolitica a quella scisti verdi e da una copertura 

sedimentaria Lerrigena e vulcanica. 
Tale copertura, di eta Carbonifero sup.(?)-Permiano, si e deposta 
in ambiente continenlalc subaereo e/o fluvio-lacustre e mostra 
evidenti variazioni sia nello spessore che nelle litofacies in cor
rispondenza delle principali superfici di sovrascorrimenlo d'cta 
alpina. 
Questo fatto induce a pensare che esse rappresentino l'inversio
ne di faglie normali prodotte dalla tetlonica lranstensiva tardo
varisica, rcsponsabile, alla scala locale, della forrnazione dei ba
cini ospilanti le suddetle successioni stratigrafiche. Nell'area so
no stale distime tre principali unita tclloniche generate dalla fa

se compressionale alpina. 
Esse sono grossolanamente allineate in senso WSW-ENE. carat
terizzate da (i) piegamenti poliarrnonici sud-vergenti a diversa 
scala, intersecati da clivaggio di piano assiale (D3) regional
mente persistente, e (ii) ritagliate da thrust minori e sistemi di fa
glie successive. 
Una fase tcttonica piu reeente (tardo- c post-alpina) e rappresen
tata da sistemi di faglie estensionali ad elevata inclinazione o da 
piani di taglio pellicolari chc sezionano pinnacoli rocciosi in pre
caria slaticita. Nel suo insieme, ii trauo di catena esaminato mo
stra l'impronta di un diffuso collasso gravitazionale. 

Conglomerate" (Upper Carboniferous?- Lower Permian), 
is mainly represented by the volcaniclastic - lacustrine 
Collio Fm. (Lower Permian), suggesting as a whole a mo
bile, transtensive depositional environment, followed by 
the elastic Yerrucano Lombardo (Upper Permian) and the 
mixed elastic-carbonate Servino (Scythian - Lower 
Anisian). The belt is presently structured in a series of en 

' Dipartimento di Scienze Geologiche e Geotecnologie, piazza delta Scienza 4, Universitl\ di Milano• Bicocca. 1-20126 Milano, Italy. 
' Ufficio Progeui speciali per la Gcologia e la Sismica, D.G. Tenitorio e Edilizia Residenziale, Regione Lombardia, via Filzi 22, 1-20124 Milano. 
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echelon ENE-trendjng anticlines (De Sitter, 1963; De Sit
ter & De Sitter-Koomans, 1949, and following Literature) 
which roughly correspond to former Permian basins in
verted dming the Alpine orogeny. The junctions between 
the anticlines are areas of intense and complicated defor
mation. ln this paper we investigate the region of the junc
tion between the Trabuchello-Cabianca anticline (to the 
W) and the Cedegolo anticline (to the E) in the upper Se
rio Valley (Fig. I). Here, three main tectonostratigraphic 
units, separated by inverted extensional faults, can be 
recognised, each characterised by a specific sedimentary 
succession and geometric setting. The lithofacies classifi
cation used in the following is that proposed by Forcella 
et al. (this volume). In particular, in this paper and in Fig. 
2, both the volcanic, volcaniclastic and the sedimentary fa
cies of Lower Permian age are categorised into the Collio 
Fm. following the mapping tradition in the Orobic (or 
Brembano) Collio basin. 

lnsubric line 

THE NORTHERN TECTONOSTRATIGRAPHIC 
UNIT 

In a huge area of the northern unit (to the E), micaschists, 
gneisses and minor amphibolites crop out, in which a 
polyphase Variscan metamorphic evolution is recorded 
(Albini et al., 1994; Spalla et al., 1999). from amphibolite 
facies (DI relict folds and schistosity) to greenschist facies 
(02 meso- and macro-scale folds and pervasive foliation). 
To the west of the Malgina Valley, the basement is capped 
by the Permian volcanic and elastic succession (Fig. 2). 
The stratigraphic succession normally starts with pelitic to 
arenaceous purplish beds, often burrowed and rich in de
trital micas. This lithofacies appears at various levels in 
the Lower Permian succession of the Southern Alps (e.g. 

"Pietra Simona" member of the Dosso dei Galli Fm.). 
Coarse conglomerates, mainly composed of quartz peb
bles in an arenaceous matrix, with a rough bedding, over-

10'30' 
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Fig. I -Tectonic sketch map of the Southern Alps. OA. TCA, CA: Orobic, Trabuchello-Cabianca and Cedegolo Anticlines. VTA:Val Trompia. I: 
Adamello Massif; 2: mainly Cretaceous turbidite systems; 3: mainly Jurassic basinal and pelagic deposits; 4: mainly Upper Jurassic shelf deposits; 
5: Anisian-Camian deposits; 6: undifferentiated Upper Carboniferous (?) - Pennian - lowermost Anisian deposits; 7: Penno-Carboniferous grani
toids; 8: Variscan metagranitoids; 9: Variscan metamorphic rocks; I 0: main thrusts and faults; 11: axial surface trends of main folds. 
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lie or are interfingered with the purplish petites. Ln spite of 
the local paucity of metamorphic pebbles, this unit is con
sidered to represent the "Basal Conglomerate" (Dozy, 
1933: Dozy, I 935). Upwards, the conglomerates are 
capped by a thin volcanic and volcaniclastic layer, which 
makes the transition to a several hundred metres thick are
naceous sequence (lithofacies S2). Toward the top the 
sandstones become finer and the beds thinner, and paral
lel and cross laminations, mudcracks and raindrop casts 
are common. This arenaceous-pelitic succession forms the 
highest peaks of the Orobic Alps. Locally, conglomeratic 
wedges, rich in quartz, metamorphic and volcanic pebbles 
to cobbles (lithofacies S4), are connected to synsedimen
tary fault scarps along the SE wall of Pizzo di Coca. These 
conglomerates resemble both in composition and strati
graphic location the Dasso dei Galli (Assereto & Casati. 
1965) or Ponteranica formations (Casati & Gnaccolini, 
1965), widely cropping out more to the east (Val Trompia) 
and to the west (Orobic anticline), but never reported in 

this sector of the Orobic Alps. 
Alpine compressional events, related to southward-ver

gent thrusting phases, often make stratigraphic recon
struction difficult. The Alpine deformation has produced a 
crenulation cleavage in basement rocks and pervasive 
cleavage in the sedimentary cover, axial planar to EW
trending meso- and megascopic folds (D,), regional thrust 
surfaces outlined by large cuspate synfmms of sedimenta
ry rocks, locally boudinaged in pieces along cataclastic 
zones, and sets of shear planes, gently dipping to the nmth, 
which bear qz-slickenfibres indicating a top-to-the-SSE 
translation (D4). Along any shear plane the dislocation is 
only a few centimetres to a few metres, but the shear in
duces a sigmoidal distortion of the D3 cleavage and, in 
finegrained layers ofCollio and Verrucano Lombardo for-
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Fig. J -Schematic cross sections. Symbols arc as in Fig. 2. 

mations, a few mm to cm-spaced D4 crenulation cleavage. 
The general plunge of D1 to D3 structures towards the 

west is not sufficient to explain the lack of sedimentary 
cover to the east, which can be better understood by con
sidering the effects of Permian NE-SW-trending exten
sional faults. These produced a structural depression to 
the NW (present-day coordinates) in which a thick vol
canic and elastic succession accumulated. Jn particular, 
the gently westward-dipping tectonic surface exposed near 
the base of the ve1tical cliff of the Serio River wate1fall 
and further to the west along the northern side of the Se
rio Valley, brings into direct tectonic superposition the 
Collio sedimentary sequence and the crystalline basement: 
this geometry and the occurrence of kinematic indicators 
suggesting a normal sense of movement (top to the W). 
preserved near the Serio waterfall, suggests the extension
al kinematis of a pre-Alpine master fault. The kinematics 
along the extensional fault system was inverted during the 
Alpine compressional phase, and some segments are now 
represented by top-to-SSE oblique faults, with different 
geometries along strike. 

East of the Malgina Valley, the northern tectonostrati
graphic unit can be subdivided into some thrust slices un
derlain by local networks of Fe-carbonate veins and cata
clastic zones up to tens of metres thick, which can be fol
lowed for hundreds to thousands of metres. West of the 
Malgina ValJey, a tantalising belt of fault-bounded outcrops 
align near the base of the northern unit (Fig. 2); they repre
sent slices of the formerly faulted margin that were subse
quently dragged and/or tilted southward during the Alpine 
compression. ln the sedimentary cover, west of the MaJgi
na Valley, a set of steeply dipping, south-verging D3 folds 
progressively lower the stratigraphic units to the south and 
follow. at the surface, the steep structural attitude of the 
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basement. The fold belt is best developed in the arenaceous
pelitic facies that form the southern slopes of Pizzo Cavrel 
and Pizzo Cappuccello. D3 folds are cut by andesitic dykes 
related to the Adamello Tertiary intrusion, representing the 
main time constraint for the Alpine deformation. 

Superficial shear planes. steeply dipping to the S and 
SW. dissect the Alpine structure, sometimes dragging the 
D3 -related cleavage into anomalous attitudes, and favour
ing deep-seated gravity-driven deformation and surficial 
landslides. As a whole, the entire ridge shows evidence of 
diffuse gravitational collapse. 

THE INTERMEDIATE TECTONOSTRATIGRAPHIC 
UNIT 

In the intermediate unit the metamorphic basement is un
conformably overlain by a sedimentary succession con
sisting of milky quartz, metamorphic and volcanic pebbly 
conglomerate interbedded with purplish-red, often bur
rowed siltstone (''Basal Conglomerate"), very similar to 
that of the northern unit, followed by rhyolitic ignimbrites 
("lower volcanics"). Volcaniclasric layers interbedded with 
grey sandstones and shales turning into well-bedded dark
grey siltstones and shales (facies S3) constitute the "lower 
Collio" succession. Well bedded dark greyish-greenish 
shales a11d sandstones. locally interbedded with conglom
erates form the "upper CoUio" succession (facies S2). 

From a structural point of view this unit is characterised 
by a large-scale synformal-antiformal pair verging to the 
south, linked by a gently dipping to the north intermediate 
limb. Asymmetric parasitic folds, up to tens of metres in 
amplitude, further deform in a systematic way the limbs of 
the first-order folds (Fig. 3). ln the northern upright limb of 
the main synform, large-scale "lenses" of Basal Conglom
erate and Collio Fm. pelitic facies (S3) are intercalated in 
the intermediate volcanic and volcaniclastic layers; we in
terpret these "lenses'' as the outcropping cores of parasitic 
cuspate folds that raise from the top of the Basal Con
glomerate or hang from the bottom of the Collio Fm. pelitic 
facies. We cannot, however, exclude the presence of strati
graphic intercalations between the volcanic and sedimen
tary facies of the Collio Fm. The gently dipping intermedi
ate limb crops out in the northern slope of Pizzo Recastel
lo; it is mainly formed by the arenaceous facies deformed 
by a train of mesoscopic S-verging folds. In proximity to 
the Pizzo Recastello thrust surface, it bends into a tight an
ti formal structure with a vertical to overturned limb. The 
thrust surface fades away to the west along the western 
slope of Monte Cimone; to the east it merges into a NNE
SSW-trending fault that possibly acts as a lateral ramp for 
the intermediate thrust unit. Local complications of the 
structure are widespread: as an example, the upper slope of 

Pizzo Strinato on tight disharmonic folds and faulted folds 
are the consequence of a local thrust surface that intersects 
the ridge between the Belviso and the Serio valleys. The 
thrust can be followed for a few hundred metres down the 
western slope of the peak, from which its continuation can 
only be supposed to continue within the crystalline base
ment (dashed line on the map). 

THE SOUTHERN TECTONOSTRATIGRAPHJC UNIT 

The sedimentary succession of the southern thrust unit 
mainly consists of volcaniclastics of various grain-sizes 
(from coarse pebbly conglomerates to very finegrained 
cinerites, lithofacies V4) with locally interbedded qz-rich 
conglomerates and agglomerates, in places arenite-matrix 
supported. Grey to black siltstones and shales (facies S3; 
Mt. Tre Confini, Mt. Gleno) and coarse-grained arenites to 
conglomerates with Fe-carbonate interlayers of possible 
lacustrine origin (facies SS) are locally interbedded in the 
volcaniclastic succession, which is directly overlain by the 
Upper Permian Ve1TUcano Lombardo reddish conglomer
ates and sandstones, and therefore ascribed to the "upper 
Collio". This succession could reasonably represent a mar
ginal part of the basin, deepening toward the NW. 

This structural unit is characterised by a train of south
verging mega- to mesoscopic folds, also involving the usu
ally brittle Yerrucano Lombardo Fm. A locally very perva
sive D3 cleavage flattens the volcanic pebbles of the con
glomeratic layers into ellipsoidal shapes. The unit plunges 
to the south towards the Dezzo Valley. forming a wide an
tiform bending (Cedegolo Anticline p.p.) whose toe wedges 
into the carbonatic belt cropping out to the south. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The studied area is considered an example of the polyphase 
tectonics that characterise the belt of Orobic Anticlines, 
where the Upper Carboniferous(?) to Upper Pem1ian strati
graphic succession of the Lombardian southern Alps exten
sively crops out. The late- to post-Permian extensional 
phase is suggested by Alpine thrust surfaces that foUow 
abrupt discontinuities in thickness and facies of the strati
graphic record; the changes point to a northward deepening 
of the original basin with a step-like geometry. With refer
ence to the northern main thrust surface, the original exten
sional kinematics are further suggested by a ''younger over 
older" thrust (Serio River waterfall, and further west, out
side the mapped area) and by alignments of tectonic slices, 
variously imbricated and/or tilted (between the Malgina 
Valley and the tail of Barbellino Lake), which we i11terpret 
as former horses of a main extensional boundary fault that 
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was inverted and tilted during the Alpine compression. Mi
nor listric normal faults dipping to the east (antithetic?) 
bound conglomeralic wedges comparable to the Upper Per
mian conglomerates; the conglomerates are still preserved 
with their original geometry along the eastern slopes of the 

Coca and Redorta peaks. 
The Alpine compressional phase(s) gave rise to the 

main structural grain of the area, expressed by the fold
thrust sheets dealt with previously. The main phase is old
er than the age of the transecting andesite dykes (radio
metric ages of 50-64 Ma according to Zanchi et. al .. 1990 
and Fantoni et al., 1997). A younger phase is expressed by 
D4 shear planes, pervasive at the map scale, expressed 
both in finegrained sediment and in coarse volcaniclastic 
conglomerates; these structures have been described by 
Albini et al. (1994). No definite upper-age constraint is 

available for this event. 

The late- to post-Alpine extensional phase is docu
mented by high-angle N-S-trending faults, well expressed 
along the main mountain ridges, and by map-scale, near
vertical shear planes that distort the trend of the regional 
Alpine folds and cleavage surfaces and create huge rock 
pinnacles and impending rock masses ready to slide down 
the slopes below. Huge boulders caused by a rock-slide are 
now scattered in the nearby Maslana village (Valbon
dione) and evidence of deep-seated gravitational collapse 
is documented on the northern slope of Mt. Toazzo ridge 
(located immediately SW of Mt. Cimone). 

Ak11owledgeme111 - The aulhors are indebted 10 S. Albini, C. 
Bigoni, D. Guizzetti, M. Pagani and G. Tucci, who shared part 

of Ihe fieldwork, and 10 G. Cassinis for rruiIful discussions and 

review of the draft. Data presented here were collected in the 

framework of Ihe Carg mapping project. 
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GEOLOGICAL SETTING OF THE BRESCIAN ALPS, WITH PARTICULAR 
REFERENCE TO THE PERMIAN OUTCROPS: AN OVERVIEW 

PAOLO SCHrROLLI I 

Key words- Brescia Province: N-S geological profile: Stratigra
phy; Tectonics; Southern Alps: Northern Italy. 

Abstract - Eight geological and structural zones are recognised 
in the Brescia Province on the hasis of their prevalent lithologic 
pattern, different age and structural style, as due to the Alpine 
orogeny. 
Regional tectonic lineaments or stratigraphical boundaries di
vide these zones, shown both in a si111plified geological map or 
the region and in a complete N-S trending geological prolile, 80 
kilometres long, through the entire Brescia Province. 
The profile crosses the igneous and sedimentary continental de
posits of two of the major Per111ian basins in the region (Orobic 
and Collio Basins). 
They corresponded to continental intramontane basins with a 
WSW-ENE orientation, fault-bounded by basement structural 
highs. 

INTRODUCTION 

A geological profile across the entire Brescia Province, 
along a N-S trend, is here proposed in order to highlight 
the· main geological features of this region. IL is also sup
ported by a concise explanation aimed at clarifying the lo
cal geological framework. 

The profile (Plate 1), derived from published (Boni & 
Cassinis, 1973: Boni et al., 1968, 1970, 1972; Bianchi et 
al., 1971: Brack. 1984: Cassinis, 1980; Desio et al., 1970; 
Schiavinato er al., 1969; Cassinis & Castellarin, I 98 I; 
Cassinis & Forcella, 1981; Forcella, 1981: Cassinis & 
Castellarin, I 988) and unpublished (Brack; Schirolli) 
cross-sections and data on the Brescian Alps, links up a 
point to the north of the Tonale Line (part of the Insubric 
Line), near the Aprica Pass. to the last hills in front of the 
Po Plain, in Rezzato, a few kilometres to the east of Bre
scia. It allows better understanding of the geological set
ting of this part of Southern Alps, and the visualisation of 
the pellicular tectonic and stratigraphic pattern in which 

Parole chi£1ve - provincia di Brescia: profilo geologico N-S; stra
tigrafia; tcttonica; Sudalpino: Italia senenuionale. 

Ri£1ss1111ru - La provincia di Brescia e stata suddivisa in otto zo
ne geologico-strutturali, distinguibili sulla base dei litolipi pre
valenti, dell'ela dellc formazioni e del differentc stile strutturalc 
assunto dalla succcssionc in consegucnza degli eventi compres
sivi al pin i. Lineamenti tettonici di importanza rcgionale o supcr
lici stratigrafichc delimitano le zone geologico-strutn1rali, la cui 
estensione areale e riportata nella carta geologica semplilicata 
della provincia, che accompagna un prolilo geologico della lun
ghezza di circa 80 chilometri che attraversa da nord a sud l'inte
ra provincia di Brescia. II profilo auraversa i depositi continen
tali ignei e sedimentari dei clue maggiori bacini deposizionali 
permiani della regione (Bacino orobico e Bacino di Collio). Es
si rappresentano dci bacini continentali intramontani orientati in 
scnso WSW-ENE, separati dagli alti strutturali del basamento ad 
opera di attivi sistemi di Faglie sinscdimentarie. 

the Permian rocks crop out, immediately to the west of the 
Adamello batholith. 

The most important regional faults and folds are repre
sented along this N-S profile, which is 80 kilometres long; 
two other shorter cross-sections (from Brack) cut the 
western part of the Adamello intrusive massif, showing the 
structures superimposed by the magmatic Tertiary intru
sion on the local stratigraphic succession of the Permian 
and Triassic cover. 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

A glance at the simplified geological map of the Brescia 
Province (Plate I) shows the main geological features of 
this area. As in the whole Southern Alps, the Brescian Alps 
also reacted to the Tertiary Alpine compression through 
the imbrication of south to southeastward-verging tecton
ic blocks. This geological feature created the present pat
tern that shows older formations proceeding by degrees 

' Sezione di Scienze della Terra. Musco Civico di Scienze Naturali, Via Ozanarn 4, 1-25128 Brescia, Italy. 
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(Upper Ladinian) 
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Ill Angolo Limestone 
(Lower-Middle Anisian) 

Ill Carniola di Bovegno 
(Upper Scythian-Lower Anisian) 

Servino 
(Scythian) 

Ill Triassic Volcanics 

~ Verrucano Lombardo 
(Upper Permion) 

Auccia Volcanics 
(Lower Permian) 

~ Dosso dei Galli Conglomerate 
(Lower Permian) 

~ Cellio Formation 
(Lower Permian) 

Ill Permian Volcanics 
(Lower Permian) 

Ill Navazze Valley Granodiorite and 
Rango Valley Diorite 
(Lower Permian) 

South-Alpine Crystalline Basement 
(Pre-Upper Carboniferous) 

1111 Austro-Alpine Crystalline Basement 
(Pre-Upper Carboniferous) 

--···· Stratigraphic boundary 

--···· Fault 

Ill Tertiary Intrusive Rocks of Adamello 
(Upper Eocene-Lower Oligocene, 42-30 Ma) 

Ill Maiolica 
(Titonian-Lower Aptian) 

11111 Selcifero Lombardo 
(Dogger-Titonian) 

~ Concesio Formation 
(Upper Lias-Dagger) 

~ Renato Encrinite and Red Corso 
undistinguished (Lower-Middle Lias) 

Ill Corna 
(Upper Rhaetion-Lower Lias) 

l~I Zu Limestone 
(Upper Norian-Lower Rhaetian) 

Ill Heteropic Fades of Dolomia Principale 
(Norian) 

~ . Dolomia Principale 
(Narian) 

~ 
San Giovanni Bianco Formation 

. (Upper Camion) 

6d Val Sabbia Sandstone 
(Lower-Middle Camion) 

15::$=1 Breno Formation 
(Camion) 

Ill Lozio Shales 
(Lower Camion) 

~ Esino Limestone 
(Upper Ladinian) 
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D Upper Triassic 

[:] Lower-Middle Triassic 

CJ Permlan 

- South-Alpine Palaeozoic Basement 

- Austro-Alpine Palaeozoic Basement 

---

D Quaternary 

- Tertiary Intrusive Rocks 

D Tertiary 

- Cretaceous 
-- Jurassic 

Plate I - N-S trending geological profiles across the Brescia Province. The simplified geological map of the Bresci_a Province shows the traces of the three profiles A-A', 8-8'. C-C'. Roman numbers, bolh in 1he 
small geological map and in !he cross-section A-A', are referred to the geological and struc1ural zones described in the 1ex1. Profiles 8-8' and C-C' lhrough the weslem Adamello intrusive massif derive from P. 
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from the south (northern border of the Po Plain) to the 

north. In fact, from the south. we pass from the Quaternary 
alluvial deposits to the Tertiary and Mesozoic sedimenta
ry cover of the piedmont, and from here to the first South
Alpine and then Austro-Alpine Palaeozoic metamorphic 
basement (Pre-Upper Carboniferous), widely cropping out 
to the nor1h. 

Part of South-Alpine basement, known as the ''Brescia 
Three Valleys Massif'. appears isolated between the 
Permian and Lower Triassic cover in the so-called 
''Trompia Valley Culmination". 

The appearance of the Adame! lo bat ho I ith cuts off east
ward both the South-Alpine basement and the Permian 

and Triassic sedimentary rocks, which crop out in the 
northern prut of the Province. This magmatic body is rep
resented by intrusive rocks emplaced during the Tertiary 
(from 42 to 30 Ma according to Del Moro et al .. 1986). 

THE MAJOR TECTONIC DIRECTIONS 

The Brescian Pre-Alps and Alps are characterised by the 

presence of two most important groups of tectonic linea
ments. The first. with an E-W to ENE-WSW trend ("Oro
bic" or "Trompia" direction), is generally linked to south
verging thrust and fold Alpine structures; the second, 
NNE-SSW trend ("Giudicarie" direction), is connected to 
southeast-verging structures. These two groups of linea
ments gave rise to a wide structural arc that involves both 
the outcropping formations of the region and the substra
ta below the alluvial deposits of the Po Plain (Castellru·in 
& Sartori, 1980, 1983; Castellarin & Vai, 1986; Castella
rin et al., 1987; Picotti et al., 1995). 

The compressive regime that induced south-verging 

thrusts is ascribed unanimously to the structures with an 
Orobic trend, while the amount oftranscurrent movement 
linked to the compression is still being defined for the Giu
dicarie-oriented structures (Trevisan, 1938; Laubscher, 
1973, 1990; Castellarin & Sartori, J 983; Castellarin et al.. 
1987; Doglioni & Bosellini, 1987). 

The deformation of some folds with E-W trending ax
es, induced by the emplacement of the Adamello intrusion 
in the upper Camonica Valley (Cozzaglio, 1894; Brack, 
1981 ), ascribes the Orobic direction to the first deforma
tional phase at the origin of Brescian Pre-Alps such as the 
entire Southern Alps (Late Cretaceous Eo-Alpine Phase 
and/or Eocene Mesa-Alpine Phase in age). 

The Giudicarie structures were generated in a different 
(shortening axis rotated by about 45°) and subsequent de
formational phase if compared with the above-mentioned 
Orobic-trending structures, i.e. during the Miocene Neo
Alpine Phase in the opinion of Castellarin et al. ( 1987): ac
cording to Doglioni & Bosellini (1987), they were produced 

by the Ea-Alpine sinistral transpressional movements along 
the Giudicarie Line. The southwards movement of both the 
Adame! lo crustal block and the Trompia metamorphic base
ment could explaine both the contemporary compression to
wards the south along the Trompia Valley Line and the 
sinistral transcurrent movement along the Giudicarie Line 
in the same deformation phase, following the Adamello in
trusive emplacement (Middle Miocene to Messinian Neo
Alpine Phase, from Laubscher. 1990). 

THE MOST IMPORTANT TECTONIC STRUCTURES 

The main geological profile, N-S oriented. cuts all the ma
jor Orobic structures, firsdy the lnsubric Line. Under the 
name of the Tona le line, it crosses the northern part of Bre
scia Province from Tonale (east) to the Aprica Pass (west). 
separating the northern metamorphic basements of the Au
stro-Alpine domain from the basement of the South-Alpine 
palaeogeographical-structural domain to the south. 

The Gallinera line (Cassinis & Castellarin, 1988) rep
resents the eastwards terrn.ination of that important fault 
system (Sellero line included) named the Orobic line. 
South-verging high-angle reverse faults with north-dip
ping planes comprise this system. It permits the overthrust 
of the northern metamorphic rocks of the South-Alpine 

basement on to the southern Penni an and Triassic cover of 
the north side of the Cedegolo Anticline. This structure, 
Orobic-oriented, formed because of the low competence 
of the "Carniola di Bovegno" fom1ation. 

The Trompia Valley line is a complex E-W trending fault 
system that rose and overthrust southwards the "Brescia 
Three Valleys Massif' on to the Triassic cover rocks. The 
Trompia Line, together with the South Giudicarie line (that 
part of the Line located to the south of its crossing with the 
Tonale Line), NNE-SSW oriented, give rise to a structural 
arc (Caste!Jarin & Srutori. 1983; Castellarin et al., 1987; Pi
cotti et al., 1995). Towards the eastern border of Adamello 
massif, the subvertical faults of the Giudicarie system al
lowed the significant uplift of the Brescia ru·ea in compari
son with the eastern neighbouring sector of the Southern 

Alps (Castellarin & Sartori. 1980; Cassinis et al., 1982). 
To the south of the Trompia Line a large number of fault 

planes guided the thrust of the Lower-Middle Triassic rocks 
on to the southern Upper Triassic formations ("Dolomia 
Principale"). For example. the main section shows the im
portant Forno d'Ono Thrust, by which the Anisian "Angolo 
Formation" was carried on to the younger "Sabbia Valley 
Sandstone", thanks to the deforming bed of the Scythian
Anisian "Carniola di Bovegno" formation. 

In its turn. the wide ''Dolomia Principale" plate over
thrust the younger Mesozoic formations located to the 
south and east. Especially in evidence is the Tremosin.e-
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Tignale Thrust, with a NNE-SSW orientation, running 
close to the western coast of Garda Lake, out of the range 
of the geological cross-sections presented here. The move
ment of this very thick dolomitic formation, favoured by 
the underlying Carnian evaporitic deposits, shows a south
vergence (Orobic trend) in the central-western Brescia 
Province, and a SSE-vergence (Giudicarie direction) in 
the eastern part of the Province. It forced the Jurassic and 
Cretaceous formations into folds of varying width, char
acterised by axes parallel to the regionally predominant 
structural directions. 

GEOLOGICAL AND STRUCTURAL ZONES 

With regard to its geological framework, the Brescia 
Province can be divided into eight geological and structur
al zones, bounded by regional tectonic lineaments and/or 
stratigraphical boundaries. The lithological pattern of the 
formations, their age and structural style caused by the com
pressional Alpine tectonic events are the major features dis
tinguishing the eight zones below (Cassinis et al., I 99 L). 

Zone I is located to the north of the Tonale Line. It in
cludes the metamorphic basement (generally pre-Late 
Carboniferous in age) of the Austro-Alpine palaeogeo
graphical- structural domain. 

Between the Tonale Line and the Cedegolo Anticline, 
the crystalline basement of the South-Alpine domain (lo
cally known as the "Edolo Schists") occurs in 'Zone II. 
These pre-Upper Carboniferous metamorphic rocks ap
pear as a strip immediately to the south of the lnsubric 
Line in Lombardy. The southern boundary of Zone II is 
represented by the Gallinera Line. Along it. the basement 
thrusts southwards to cover stratigraphjc units of the 
Cedegolo Anticline northern limb, belonging to 'Zone Ill. 
This Upper Permian to Lower-Middle Triassic sedimenta
ry cover unconformably overlies the "Brescia Three Val
leys Massif' crystalline basement of 'Zone TV. The meta
morphic basement of Zone II and the Permian and Trias
sic sedimentary rocks of Zone lll are cut by the eastern 
Adamello intrusion and the South Giudicarie Line (Cassi
nis, 1985; Brack et al., 1985). 

The Trompia Valley Line induced the rise and the 
south-verging thrust of the Zone IV crystalline basement 
on to the strongly deformed rocks of 'Zone V. In fact these 
pre-Norian Triassic formations are divided into numerous 
south-verging blocks by a local reverse fault system with 
northward-dipping planes. Both the Scythian-Anisian 
"Carniola di Bovegno" and the Carnian deposits aided the 
tectonic movements within this zone. 

The Forno d'Ono overthrust is one of the most impor
tant tectonic planes that allowed the thrust of the Lower
Middle Triassic rocks on to the southern Norian "Dolomia 

Principale" formation of Zone VI. It consists of a thick 
and strongly rigid dolomitic plate, cut by reverse and 
wrench faults. 

Also the Dolomia Principale generally thrust the 
younger Mesozoic formations of the neighbouring zone. 
Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks, locally unconformably 
overlain by Tertiary deposits, represent 'Zone VII. They re
acted to the Alpine compressional movements by folding, 
which generated broad anticlines and synclines in the 
well-bedded Mesozoic limestones. 

The final 'Zone Vlfl is characterised by the plain to the 
south of Brescia, where the whole stratigraphic succession 
described in the above-mentioned zones is buried under 
southward-thickening Neogene-Quaternary alluvial de
posits. 

PERMIAN TECTONO-SEDIMENTARY CYCLES AND 
PHYSIOGRAPHICAL SETTING OF THE REGION 

The regional tectonic lines involved in the Alpine oroge
ny frequently show evidence of a long previous structural 
history, usually named "ancestral'' character (Cassinis et 
al., 1982; Castellarin, 1982; Castellarin & Vai. 1982; 
Doglioni & Bosellini, 1987; Cassinis & Castellarin, 1988; 
and so on). In many cases they had an active role of in
version during the Tertiary compressional regime. In fact, 
in former times many of these lines controlled the most in
tense phases of continental rifting: firstly during the Per
mian (Late-Hercynian event), then during the Norian and 
still later the Jurassic (Neo-Tethys rifting). During all these 
periods, the Brescia Province underwent extension. 

The geological profile crosses two of the major Permi
an depositional basins in the region. These corresponded 
to continental intramontane basins with a WSW-ENE ori
entation, fault-bounded by basement structural highs. On
ly the activation of the aforementioned tectonic lines al
lowed the creation of these basins (Cassinis, 1982, 1985. 
1988; Cassin is & Neri, 1990, 1992; Cassinis et al., 1990, 
1995, 1997; Perotti & Siletto, 1996). 

South of the Tonale Line, the Orobic Basin is located be
tween the Orobic Line-Gallinera Line, E-W trending sys
tem, and the southern Cedegolo Anticline. Further to the 
south, the sigmoidal shaped Collio Basin is bounded by the 
structural arc defined by the Trompia Valley Line to the 
south and the South Giudicarie Line to its eastern border. 

Typology and areal variability of the Permian strati
graphic formations allow us to highlight the synsedimen
tary activity of these lines and their consequent cause and 
effect role in the birth and evolution of the Permian basins. 

Permian formations (Cassin.is, J 988) I ie uncon
formably on the Hercynian (or Variscan) crystalline base-
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ment composed of phyllites, mica-schists and gneisses. 
Igneous and sedimentary continental deposits characterise 
the Permian succession in the Brescia Province (Cassinis, 
1985; Ori et al., I 988: Cassin is & Perotti, l 994). It can be 
divided into two major stratigraphical units, directly 
linked to two different tectono-sedimentary cycles (fol
lowing the Hercynian orogeny) separated by a marked re
gional unconformity (ltalian IGCP 203 Group. 1986: 
Cassinis et al., 1988). 

In the upper Trompia Valley, red-violet rhyolitic ign
imbrites, lavas and tuffs of cak-alkaline geochemistry 
usually overlie the metamorphic basement. Only locally 
discontinuous outcrops of "Basal Conglomerate" (Upper 
Carboniferous?-Lower Permian) occur between these two 
units in the Brescia area. The basal volcanics appear as 
concordant with the overlying "Collio Formation" bodies 
(Peyronel-Pagliani, 1965: Origoni Giobbi et al., I 979; 
Breitkreuz et al., 1999). 

Furthermore, the late Hercynian period is characterised 
by granodioritic and dioritic intrusives, such as the 
Navazze and Rango small bodies cropping out close to 
Collio (Upper Trompia Valley), which could be directly 
related to the Permian volcanic eruptions. 

Continental aUuvial-lacustrine well-bedded sandstones, 
siltstones and shales associated with interbedded volcanic 
rocks (Peyronel-Pagliani, 1965: Origoru Giobbi et al., 1979; 
Breitkreuz er al., 1999), characterise the "Collio Formation" 
(Cassinis, I 966a. 1966b: Cassinis et al., 1975. 1978). This 
is a very thick sedimentary succession (up to l000 m), in
filling the subsiding Lower Permian basinal areas. 

The reddish "Dosso dei Galli Conglomerate" (Cassinis, 
1969a), rich in basement and Lower Permian volcanic 
fragments. lies on and laterally passes into the Collio For
mation. It shows the alluvial conoid progradation from the 
borders to the depocentre of the basin. But the "Dosso dei 
Galli Conglomerate'' laterally can also pass to the red
brown bioturbated fine sandstones and siltstones of the 
"Pietra Simona Member". 

The rhyolitic-rhyodacitic ignimbrite unit of the red-vi
olet "Auccia Volcanics" (Cassinis, 1969b; Peyronel
Pagliani & Clerici Risari. 1973; Origoni Giobbi et al., 
1979; Breitkreuz et al., 1999) ends the Lower Permian 
tectono-sedimentary cycle. as well as the basin existence. 

A time-gap of uncertain duration, most likely limited to 
the middle part of the Permian period, is associated with 

the regional unconformity that marks the contact between 
the two cycles (Cassinis & Doubinger, 1991. 1992: Cassi
nis & Perotti, 1997; Cassinis er al., 2000 and in press). 

The Upper Permian Cycle is defined by the red fluvial 
siliciclastic deposits ("red beds") of the "Verrucano Lom
bardo" and the disappearance of volcanic products. Be
tween Camonica Valley and Giudicarie Valley. the "Ver
rucano Lombardo" is generally represented by fine
grained sandstones and siltstones. 

The geological profile clearly shows rapid lateral facies 
and thickness changes in the Lower Cycle Units. Jn fact, 
the '·Collio Formation" and associated volcanics disap
pear in the areas that were structural highs during the Ear
ly Permian. But, in the whole province, the "Yerrucano 
Lombardo" is always present. It covers the Lower Group 
Units in the Permian basinal areas but directly overlies the 
crystalline basement on the Permian highs. 

Consequently, both the cycles of the Permian succes
sion occur where the profile crosses the Orobic and the 
Collio basins. In contrast, on the Camonica Valley High, 
which is located between the aforementioned basins. only 
the Verrucano lies on the metamorphic basement. 

ln a few kilometres, a step-by-step E-W trending fault 
system represents the tectonic boundary between the Col
lio Basin and the southern Trompia Valley High. ln fact, 
the profile shows the Verrucano gradually overlying the 
basement southwards. So a thinner Permian succession 
crops out along an E-W oriented strip to the south of 
Trompia Valley Line. Moreover, the Permian granitoid in
trusives within the upper Val Trompia basement are in ac
cord with this structural pattern. 

Another ridge, bounded by synsedimentary faults with 
a NNE-SSW orientation. earlier separated the Collio Basin 
from the western, smaller Boario Basin. 

A large part of the above-mentioned volcanic products 
clearly came from the synsedimentary fault systems 
bounding the Permian basins. Jn fact, these tectonjc scarp 
slopes were the source of strong magmatic activity fol
lowing the Hercynian orogenic event. 
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VOLCANISM AND ASSOCIATED SUB-LACUSTRINE 
CRYSTAL-RICH MASS-FLOW DEPOSITS 

IN THE EARLY PERMIAN COLLIO BASIN (ITALIAN ALPS) 

CHRISTOPH BREITKREUZ ,.:, GIUSEPPE CASSCNIS3, CLAUDIO CHECCHIA 2, LUCIANO CORTESOGNO' 
and LAURA GAGGERO' 

Key words - rhyodacite dome; phreatomagmatic explosion; 
turbidite; Perino-Carboniferous magmatism; post-Variscan. 

Abstract - The Collio Basin is an intramontanc continental 
basin developed as a consequence of post-Variscan orogenic 
collapse in southern Europe. Its evolution was controlled by 
extensional tectonics associated with calc-alkaline, intermedi
ate and acidic magmatism. 
Two episodes of ignimbrite-forming eruptions bracketed the 
development of the Collio Basin. During the intervening peri
od, alluvial to lacustrine sedimentation was accompanied by 
episodic volcanism, recorded as fragments within sedimenta
ry deposits, by syndepositional sills and dykes, massive acid 
laccoliths and domes with brecciated bases, and lastly, as vol
caniclastic mass-flow deposits. 
Immediately above the lower Collio Fm., several of these vol
caniclastic mass-flows crop out in the central and eastern part 
of the basin; the most prominent are the Dasdana I Beds be
tween the Trompia and the Caffaro valleys. These 10-20 m 
thick beds consist of: (I) amalgamated coarse-sandy to grav
elly crystal-rich turbidites; and (2) a well-bedded sandy-pelitic 
unit rich in whitish lava fragments. 
The volcaniclastic mass flows originated at the eastern margin 
of the basin from a porphyritic acid dome, presumably frag
mented by phreatomagmatic explosions and/or seismic lique
faction. The metamorphic basement elastics and the high pro
portion of lacustrine pelitic fragments in the lower subunit in
dicate a (partially) intrusive position for the dome. 
The sub-lacustrine/subacrial eruption column generated 
dense, crystal-rich turbidity currents. 
Later, in a second phase, the foamy lava fragments sedimenl
ed from dilute turbidity currents, together with sandy-pelitic 
detritus, and from fall-out. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Collio Basin in the Brescian Alps is one of the best
preserved intra-Variscan post-orogenic basins of southern 

' GcoForschungsZentrum Potsdam, Germany. 

Pam/e chiave - duomo riodacitico; esplosione freatomagmatica; 
torbiditi: magmatismo permo-carbonifero; post-varisico. 

Rias.rnnto - II Bacino di Collin in Val Trompia e un bacino conti
nentale intramontano creatosi a seguito del collasso post-orogeni
co varisico nell'Europa meridionale. La sua evoluzione c control
lata da una tcttonica estensionale associata ad un magmatismo 
calc-alcalino intermedio e acido. Lo sviluppo del Bacino di Collio 
e scandito da due eventi ignimbritici basale e sommitale, ed e ca
ratterizzato da una sedimentazione alluvio-lacustre altemata ai 
prodotti di un' attivita vulcanica, che include clasti di questa natu
ra all'intemo di dcpositi sedimcntari, sill e ftloni sin-deposiziona
li, laccoliti e duomi acidi con basi brecciate, e torbiditi vulcano
clastiche. Quest'ultimi depositi si stagliano in un certo numcro al 
di sopra della porzione inferiore deUa Formazione di Collio, chc c 
di origine alluvio-lacustre, nella zona centro-orientale del bacino; 
ii piu significativo tra essi e quello affiorante sul M.te Dasdana 
("Dasdana I Beds''), che dall'alta Val Trompia giunge fino in Val 
Caffaro. I "Dasdana I Beds" presentano in generc spcssore tra 10 
e 20 metri e sono formati da (I) una sotto-unita inferiore di torbi
diti ricche in cristalli di taglia da grossolana a media, e (2) da una 
souo-unita superiore arenaceo-pelitica ben stratificata, ricca in 
frammenti lavici di colore biancastro. Le torbiditi vulcanoclastiche 
si sono originate al margine est del bacino a seguito dell'esplosio
ne freato-magmatica di un duomo acido di lava porfirica, unita 
possibilmente ad un fenomeno di liquefazione di origine sismica. 
I clasti di basamcnto mctamorfico e l'alta percentuale di fram
menti neri pelitici nella prima sollo-unita suggeriscono una posi
zione pan.ialmente intrusiva del duomo. La colonna di cruzione 
sub-lacustre/sub-aerea diede origine a correnti di torbidita dense 
(souo-unita inferiore). Successivamente. i fmmmenti di pomici e 
di lave. anche a tessitura bollosa, furono sedimentati all'intemo di 
correnti di torbidita piu diluitc. o si depositarono a scguito della 
precipitazione dcl "fa/1-0111·· (souo-unita superiore). 

Europe. The evolution of the Collio Basin occurred be

tween 283± 1 and 281 ±2 Ma (Schaltegger & Brack, I 999), 

i.e. during the Early Permian, and its dynamics included 
tectonism. sedimentation and volcanism (Cassinis. 1966: 

' lnstitut fUr Geologie, Geophysik und Geoinfom1mik. Freie Universitat Berlin, Gcm1any. 
'Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra. Via Ferrata I. 1-27100. Pavia. Italy. 
' Dipartimento per lo Studio del Tcrritorio e delle sue Risorse, Universitit di Genova, Corso Europa 26, 1-16132. Genova, Italy. 
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Ori el al., I 988; Cassin is & Perotti, I 997). The Co!Jio 
Basin presumably formed as a half-graben pull-apart 
structure within the framework of Late Paleozoic dextral 
transcurrent tectonics (Fig. I). 

The succession of volcanic events within the Collio 
Basin can be correlated with many intramontane troughs 
in southern Europe. such as those in Sardinia (Perdasde
fogu, Escalaplano and Seui) and in the Ligurian Bri
am;:onnais. The timing of volcanism in relation lo region
al transtensional tectonics points to a Yariscan post-colli
sional setting (Cortesogno et al., 1998). The volcano-sed
imentary deposition in the Collio Basin was bracketed in 
time by two episodes of ignimbrite-forrning eruptions. The 
present contribution summarises recent research carried 
out in the (sub)volcanic units and major volcano-sedi
mentary mass-flow deposits intercalated within the allu
vial-to-lacustrine sediments of the Collio Formation. 

VOLCANIC ACTIVITY AND DEPOSITIONAL DEVEL
OPMENT IN THE COLLIO BASIN 

The earliest volcanic activity is represented by subaerial 
emplacement of rhyolite ignimbrites directly on the 
Yariscan basement, which in places was affected by pedo
genic alteration. Yolcaniclastic deposits are locally sepa
rated by decimetric tuffs with accretionary lapilli, indicat
ing intermittent phreatomagmatic activity, and sandy to 
gravelly alluvial sediments. Grey to reddish-grey ign
imbrite layers are homogeneous in composition, rich in 
pumice clasts and poorly welded; they extend far to the 
east, with a progressive increase in thickness (up tolOO 
and more metres) westwards of the basin. This suggests a 
relatively flat paleotopography and probably a distal de
position from an extrabasinal source zone. The occurrence 

of andesite lava clasts within the ignimbrite indicates an 
earlier, intermediate volcanic activity. 

Deposition of conglomeratic and arenitic alluvial fans 
intermittently followed, indicating progressive subsidence 
of the basin, triggering erosion along the margins. The 
common occurrence of rounded andesite clasts in the con
glomerates suggests that the volcanic centres were lo
calised at and near the eroded border of the Collio Basin. 
The subsequent depositional phase is represented by allu
vial plain to lacustrine finer-grained elastics, and probably 
indicates a period of relative tectonic stability. 

Rhyolite and rhyodacite laccoliths and domes were es
sentiaJly emplaced along the southeastern margin of the 
basin (Malga Fontana, Dosso del Bue), probably related to 
basin-controlling fault activity. 

Repeated phreatomagmatic explosions are indicated 
by: (i) breccias with rhyodacite clasts up to one metre in 
size underlying the dome structure; (ii) dome portions 
with subintrusive microtextures directly covered by tuffs, 
vesicular hyaloclastites and sediments; (iii) occurrence of 
thick ruffs with accretionary lapilli that probably repre
sent surge deposits. Explosion of some porphyritic lava 
domes led to the fonnation of widespread sub-lacustrine 
mass-flow deposits (see below). 

Towards the western development of the basin, distal 
deposits of the volcanic activity comprise green-blackish, 
highly fine silicified deposits (cinerites ?), characterised 
by laminar and convolute structures, loca!Jy interbedded 
with pelites rich in plants. Also, in places, late intermedi
ate magmatic activity is recorded in the form of rare dykes. 

The peak of the volcanic activity was fo!Jowed by the 
second sedimentary cycle (upper Collio Fm.) charac
terised by prevailing arenitic layers, with frequent re
worked, intennediate-to-acid volcanic clasts. Sedimenta
tion within the basin ended witl1 the deposition of con-

[±J Alpine Adamello intrusion 

~ 

LJ Verrucano Lombardo 

~ Val Daone Conglomerate 

• 

Dosso dei Galli Conglomerate 
("Pietra Simona' included); 
Collio Fm.; Basal Conglomerare 

- Rhyolitic and rhyodacitic volcanics 

Uilll late • Hercynian intrusives 

[]] Crystalline basement 

---Tectonic lines 

Fig. I - Location of the Early Pen11ian continental Collio Basin between the Camonica and South Giudicarie Valleys. central Southern Alps. 
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gTomerates rich in a hematite matrix (Dosso dei Galli Fm.). 
Extended and thick (> I 00 m) subaerial ignimbrites 

(Auccia ignimbrite), characterised by a prevailing violet 
colour, abundant phenoclasts and eutaxitic/ia11wwe and a 
strongly welded glassy matrix, covered the whole basin. 
Locally, a thin hydroxide-rich paleosol separates the top of 
the ignimbrite from the overlying Verrucano Lombardo 
fluvial elastics. 

CHEMICAL FEATURES OF (SUB)VOLCANIC ROCKS 

AND OF THE DASDANA VOLCANICLASTIC MASS
FLOW 

Chemical data on the magmatic rocks of the Collio Basin 
can be found in Peyronel-Pagliani (1965), Peyronel-Pa
gliani & Fagnani ( 1965). Peyronel-Pagliani & Clerici Ri-
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sari ( 1973), Cassin is et al. ( 1975), Origoni et al. ( 1979), 
and Cortesogno et al. ( 1998). 

The present data are addressed in order to compare the 
volcaniclastic mass-flows with the massive acid volcanic 
rocks in the basin. Samples of the volcaniclastic mass
flows were selected in order to avoid any sedimentary or 
basement components. The subvolcanic bodies occurring 
eastwards of the basin are dacitic to rhyolitic in composi
tion. The analysed lithologies (Fig. 2A) included: (I) high
K dacite (possibly a complex Iaccolith) inu·uding pyro
clastic deposits (Malga Fontana); (2) high-K dacite clasts 
in an explosive magmatic breccia covered by a rhyolite 
flow (Malga Scaie, east of the Dorizzo valley); and (3) five 
samples from rhyolite domes (Dosso dei Lupi, Rio Secco). 
The Malga Fontana intrusion and the Malga Scaie breccia 
are interpreted as dacite on the basis of mineral modes in 
the phenocryst assemblage. although they fall in the tra-
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Fig. 2-Chemical fea1ures of !he volcaniclastic mass-Oows in comparison wilh thcdacites and rhyolites. A) Total alkali-silica cla5sificaiion (Le Maitre 
er al., 1989) fordaci1es (0) rhyolites (□), and the Dasdana I Beds (6). B) Zr/Ti0 2 -Si0 2 (Winchester & Floyd, 1977). Symbols a~ in A). C) Rock/low
er crust normalised spidergrams (Weaver & Tamey, 1984) for dacites (0) rhyolites (□) and the Dasdana I Beds (6). 
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chyandesite-trachydacite field in Fig. 2A. They also differ 
from the probably younger dacite domes in having higher 
modal biotite. The marked differences between dacite 
samples, mostly in SiO2 and Na2O/K2O ratio. are con
trolled by high porphyricity (20 < P.L < 35) and by their
regular distribution of phenocrysts. 

All lithologies show relatively high alkali contents 
(Na2O + K20 in the range of 8-10 wt%). Affinity with the 
high-K transitional series is also consistent with the Zr/TiO2 

ratios (Fig. 28). The relatively high CaO content in one of 
the mass flows ( 1.56 wt%) is related to the presence of car
bonates in the matrix. Also, REE patterns (not reported) are 
homogeneous, with significant fractionation of LREEs, al
most flat HREEs, and a weak negative Eu anomaly. 

Lower-crust normalised spidergrams (Weaver & Tar
ney, 1984) for the dacites, rhyolites and volcaniclastic 
mass-flows (Fig. 2 C, D) are highly homogeneous, show
ing evident positive anomalies for LJLEs except for BaN, 
being close to unity or slightly lower, and a marked nega
tive anomaly for SrN. HFSEs show normalised values near 
to unity, with weak negative anomalies for Sm, Tm, Yand 
Yb. The volcaniclastic mass-flows strongly resemble the 
rhyolitic domes for major, trace and rare earth elements, 
pointing to a common origin. The slightly lower average 
silica and alkali contents could correspond to secondary 
enrichment in early crystallised phenocrysts, as a conse
quence of loss of floating glassy material. 

THE SUB-LACUSTRINE VOLCANICLASTIC MASS
FLOW DEPOSITS: OCCURRENCE AND SEDIMENTOL
OGY 

The alluvial to lacustrine sequences of the Collio Fm. con-

0: 
Mt. Colombine 

Mt. Dasdanti_ 
2 

' 

, 2km, 

tain repeated intercalations of volcaniclastic mass-flow 
deposits, some of which cover a large part of the homony
mous basin (Cassinis, 1988; Cassin is & Perotti, I 997). 
The slopes of the Val Caffaro, in the east of the Collio 
Basin, expose at least three of these crystal-rich competent 
units. 

For its massive look and thickness, one of the most 
prominent is represented by the Dasdana I Beds. cropping 
out in the upper part of the lower Collio Fm. from Val Caf
faro to M. Colombine (Fig. 3). The I 0-20 m thick Dasdana 
I Beds consist of two subunits: (I) amalgamated coarse
sandy to gravelly crystal-rich turbidites; and (2) a well
bedded sandy-pelitic unit rich in whitish, frequently large. 
lava fragments (Plate I, A-C).Both these units correspond 
to the old informal members "D" and "E" , respectively. 
which were introduced by Cassinis in 1966. 

Detailed sedimentological sections, a representative se
lection of which is shown in Fig. 4, document the geome
try and granulometric features of the Dasdana I Beds: the 
thickness of the lower subunit (1) increases from Mt. 
Colombine in the west to Val Caffaro in the east. The 
thickness of subunit (2) is almost constant; conversely, ap
parent changes occur in clast nature and in the clast/matrix 
ratio (see below). At the base of the Dasdana I Beds, soft 
sediment deformation results in decimetre to metre-scale 
load casts and balls of volcaniclastic material sunk into the 
substrate. In places. roughly E-W oriented channels occur 
at the base. 

At Mt. Dasdana, mineralised danburite, tourmaline, 
ankerite, and trace gold-bearing layers in alternating mil
limetre to centimetre-scale laminae have been discovered 
in pelites a few metres just below the Dasdana I Beds. 
Generally, borate and boron silicates can form in evapor
itic environments, and precipitation of less soluble boron 
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Fig. 3 - Outcrops of the Dasdana I Beds in the Collio Basin. Numbers indicate the sites of measured sections. 
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A B 

E F 

Plate I 

A. Field features of the Dasdana I Beds: erosional contact between the lower and upper subunits. 

B. Lower subunit of the Dasdana I Beds including centimetre-scale clasts of prevailing andesitic and subordinate acidic volcanic rocks and meta

morphic basement. 

C. Upper subunit of the Dasdana I Beds: layer rich in porphyritic lava clasts. 

D. Dasdana I Beds: microphotograph from the upper subunit, showing phenocla~LS of volcanic quartz and plagioclase. Crossed polars, scale bar= I mm. 

E. Dasdana I Beds: microphotograph from the upper subunit, showing a volcanic K-feldspar. The inner defom1ation of the phenoclast precedes its in

clusion in the fine-grained matrix. Crossed polars. scale bar= I mm. 

F. Dasdana I Beds: microphotograph from the upper subunit. showing a lava clast of felsitic dacite and a K-feldspar phenoclast in a matrix of neoblas
tic quartz. Crossed polars, scale bar= I mm. 
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silicates (danburite and tourmaline) instead of borate is 
favoured by high alkalinity. In most cases, occurrences of 
danburite are associated with volcanism, and the related 
hydrothermal activity provides the source for boron 
(Harder, 1959). Traces of danburite and tourmaline in the 
sediments exclude any post-diagenetic origin. 

Subunit (I) of the Dasdana I Beds comprises light grey, 
amalgamated gravelly Bouma A (8) divisions. Faintly 
stratified Bouma B sequences occur in the form of dis-
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Fig. 4 - Representative sedimentological sec1ions for the Dasdana I Beds. 

continuous erosional remnants. Some of the 1-2 m thick 
Bouma A divisions start with darker grey matrix-rich de
posits and have distinct bases showing erosional W-E ori
ented channels (Plate I A). Black pelite (lacustrine Collio 
rip-ups) and various volcanic and metamorphic rocks oc
cur as outsized clasts (up to metre-sized), isolated or con
centrated in lenses. The modal composition of the lower 
subunit comprises fragments of plagioclase (20-30%), K
feldspar (7% ), qua11z (20% ), biotite (3- I 0% ). and por-
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Fig. 5 - Modal composition of the Dasdana I Beds from 1hin-section point-counting. 
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phyritic rhyodacitic/rhyolitic lava (20-30%) as well as 
metamorphic basement clasts (5%. biotite, muscovite, gar
net-bearing quartz mica-schist) and petite clasts (Fig. 5). 
The lower Dasdana I Beds revealed some systematic prox
imal-distal trends such as a higher plagioclase and biotite 
content together with a dimjnishing unit thickness, maxi
mum particle size and proportion of porhyritic lava frag
ments towards the W (Fig. 4). 

The rhyodacitic-rhyoljtic porphyritic lava clasts (Fig. 5) 
of the Dasdana I Beds resemble a single population dis
playing the same phenocryst assemblage (quartz, plagio
clase, K-feldspar, biotite; Plate I D. F) that is present as 
crystal fragments (in the mass-flow deposits). Predomi
nantly the groundmass of the lava clasts consists of a mi
crographic mosaic of quartz and feldspar; subordinately, 
illite-chlorite groundmass occurs, produced by in situ al
teration of glass. Uncompacted lava clasts with micro
graphic groundmass show irregular ragged to cauliflower 
shapes typical of the phreatomagmatic fragmentation of 
viscous magma. From these textures we infer that the la
va fragments originated from a lava dome that was already 
cooling down, forming an outer glassy carapace and an in
ner crystallised core. Computer-aided image analyses in
dicate that the phenocryst content of the fragmented dome 
was of the order of 20%. 

The upper subunit (2) of the Dasdana I Beds consists of 
well-bedded, partly turbiditic, sandy to pelitic deposits 
(Figs 4. 5), which contain varying amounts of gravel
sized, porphyritic, acidic lava fragments. The phenocryst 
assemblage within the lava fragments is similar to that 
present in the lower subunit; however, spindle to cauli
flower shapes are dominant (Plate lC). Where illite and/or 
chlorite replaced the groundmass of the fragments, strong 
compaction took place. ln addition to clay minerals, 
quartz, albite and carbonate formed. These strongly com
pacted lava fragments presumably had a glassy ground
mass during transport and deposition. 

POSSIBLE SCENARIO FOR THE FORMATION OF THE 
LACUSTRINE VOLCANICLASTIC MASS-FLOW DE

POSITS 

St1iking features of the Dasdana I Beds and similar units 
of the Collio Fm. include the compositional homogeneity 
within a given unit, and the strong concentration of crys
tals in the thick, gravelly lower subunit. Comparing the 
content of crystals originating from the lava dome (in 
places more than 60%, Fig. 5) with the estimated crys
tallinity of the lava fragments (about 20%), strong frac-

tionation between lava and crystal fragments during erup
tion and transport has to be considered. The groundmass 
textures found in the porphyritic lava fragments (from gra
nophyric to (glomero)porphyritic, with felsitic poikilomo
saic and sphernlitic up to glassy mesostasis) indicate that 
the source for the mass flows was a texturally zoned lava 
dome, and not an erupting magma chamber. Thus we pro
pose that the Dasdana I Beds and similar sub-lacustrine 
deposits of the Collio Basin formed as a consequence of 
phreatomagmatic explosions and/or seismic liquefaction 
of rhyodacite domes, which had already developed a tex
tural zonation upon cooling. The common occurrence of 
fine to large fragments of metamorphic basement and of 
lacustJine petite clasts suggests, at least for the Dasdana I 
Beds, an intrusive position for the cryptodome, presum
ably at the transition between the Yariscan basement and 
the overlying Collio Fm. As a consequence of the lique
faction of the cryptodome, a sub-lacustrine/subaerial erup
tion column formed, from which pulses of dense, crystal
rich mass-flows originated, leading to the deposition of the 
Bouma A (B) units. In the first instance, much of the 
foamy lava remained in the column and sedimented later 
in a second phase, from dilute turbidity currents together 
with sandy-pelitic detritus, and from fall-out, forming the 
upper sandy-pelitic subunit rich in large lava fragments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The subsiding half-graben of the Collio Basin was con
trolled by approximately N-S and E-W oriented faults that 
represented the main conduits for the ascent of magmas at 
its eastern marginal areas (Fig. 6). The magmas produced 
minor andesite effusions and rhyodacite laccoliths and 
domes, mostly emplaced at the basement-cover contact. 
Upon emplacement some of these lava domes and laccol
iths were affected by fluidisation, perhaps triggered by 
earthquakes, which led to strong phreatomagmatic erup
tions and to the formation of crystal-rich volcaniclastic 
mass-flow deposits. Similar crystal-rich volcaniclastic de
posits have been reported from other Perino-Carbonifer
ous basins in Europe, such as in the Pyrenees (Marti, 
l 996). 
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NEW PALAEONTOLOGICAL DATA 
FOR THE VAL GARDENA SANDSTONE 

UMBERTO NICOSIA', EVA SACCHI 2 and MARCO SPEZZAMONTE3 

Key words - ichnology: northern Italy; Permian; tetrapod foot

prints: biochronology. 

Abstract -A new find or tetrapod footprints - Rhynchosauroides 
sp. cfr. R. palmaflls (Lull, 1942)- from the lowermost portion or 
the Val Gardcna Sandstone allowed us to improve our knowledge 
of the stratigraphy of this formation. 
The section, from which the new material comes. was studied at 
various times from both the sedimentological and the paleonto
logical point of view. It was subdivided into five (and a lower 
part of a sixth) third-order depositional cycles. The very rich pa
leontological data (ichnofossils and sporomorphs) and some pe
culiar depositional characteristics (interfingering and overlying 
marine layers, a clearly exposed PIT boundary) made the section 

optimal for stratigraphical purposes. Unfortunately botanical and 
ichnological data allowed good results only for the upper cycles, 
while the data from the first cycle were not completely satisfac

tory. 
The new find, from within 20 m of the underlying volcanics, ul
timately solved that problem, allowing us 10 ascribe the whole 

sequence lo a very short depositional time interval. 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

A new find of tetrapod footprints from the lowermost por
tion of the Val Gardena Sandstone has allowed us to im
prove the biochronological calibration of that formation 
and to eliminate a large degree of uncertainty from previ
ously known data on stratigraphy of Permian deposits in 
the alpine region. The Permian rocks cropping out in the 
central and eastern Alps are traditionally subdivided into 
two major tectonostratigraphic complexes or cycles (Ttal
ian IGCP 206 Group, 1986), the first (pre-Permian-Low
er Permian) composed of a complex of volcanic, sedi
mentary and volcano-sedimentary rocks, the second (Up
per Permian) of elastics and calcareous rocks. The two 
complexes are separated by a regional unconformity. 

The Upper Permian cycle is in its tum mainly corn-

Parole chiave - icnologia; Italia seuentrionale; Permiano; im
pronte di tetrapodi: biocromologia. 

Riassu1110 - Viene segnalato ii ritrovamento di una icnofauna 

con Rhynchosauroides sp. cfr. R. palmatus (Lull, 1942) nella 
parte inferiore delle Arenarie di Val Gardena. nella sezionc del 

Bleuerbach (Bolzano). II nuovo ritrovamento ha permesso di 
chiarire la stratigrafia di questa formazione. 
La sezione da cui proviene ii nuovo materiale e stata studiata a pii:1 
riprese sia dal punto di vista sedimentologico che paleontologico. 

I dati paleontologici (icnofossili e sporomorfi) e le caratteristiche 
deposizionali (livelli marini intercalati ea copertura, ottimo affio
ramento del Ii mite P/Tr) ne Fanno una splendida sezione per la stra
tigrafia del Permiano superiore. La sezione comprende cinque ci
cli deposizionali di ter.w ordine e la parte inferiore di un sesto ci
clo; sfortunatamente i dati icnologici e paleobotanici davano buo
ni risultati soltanto per i cicli superiori mentre non erano sodtlisfa
ceati per ii I ciclo. La nuova faunula. proveniente da un livello po
sto a meno di venti metri dalle vulcaniti del substrata e proprio da 

sedimenti de! I ciclo, permeue di risolvere ii problema e di attri
buire l'intera sequenza ad un breve intervallo di tempo. 

posed of siliciclastic sediments deposited in environments 
related to braided river plains and deltas, and by carbonate 
limestone laid down in a clearly marine environment. The 
former are ascribed to the Val Gardena Sandstone (VGS), 
and the latter the Bellerophon Fm. The upper boundary of 
the Bellerophon Fm. Finds is the sharp contact with the 
Tesero Mb., the first member of the overlying Lower Tri
assic Werfen Fm.; at that contact is traditionally located 
the Prr boundary (Assereto et al., 1973). 

As a whole the Permian deposits form a transgressive 
sequence. They were subdivided into minor cycles: origi
nally into three third-order sedimentary cycles (Massari et 
al., 1988), and then subsequently into five and a lower 
part of a sixth (Massari et al., 1994). Moreover, the VGS 
was dated using scattered marine elements in its upper part 
(Neri et al., 1994 ), and by means of sporomorph assem-

1 Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra. Universit1t ·'La Sapienza·•. P.Je A.Moro 5. 00185 Roma. Italy. 
'ViaTrevi 163,0SIOOTemi,llaly. 
'San Polo 2018, 30125 Venezia, Italy. 
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blages and tetrapod footprints (Conti et al., 1977; Ceoloni 
et al., 1988; Massari et al., 1988. 1994). The presence of 
a magnetic reversal recognised as the lllawan·a Reversal 
Event (Mauritsch & Becke, 1983) constrained the lower 
boundary. 

The outcrop from which the new find comes is the most 
famous Permian track-site of northern Italy; the section is 
located along the Bletterbach near Redagno (Aldein, 
Bozen. Italy) (Fig. I). It was studied at various times both 
from the sedimentological (Massari et al., 1988. 1994) and 
the palaeontological point of view (for a historical review. 
see Blieck et al., 1995, 1997). Subsequently, footprints 
from the same outcrop have been used as a database toes
tablish a fauna! unit and the corresponding fauna) age 
(Conti et al., 1997), obviously named after the section as 
the Bletterbach Fauna! Unit and the Bletterbach Fauna! 
Age. The chronostratigraphic boundaries of the fauna! unit 
were constrained, by the assumed lllawarra Reversal 
Event at the base, and by the Fungi Blooming Event at the 
top, to an interval ranging from the Midian (p.p.) to Late 
Djulfian (Conti et al., I 997). 

The very rich paleontological data (ichnofossils and 
sporomorphs) and some peculiar depositional characteris
tics (interfingering and overlying marine layers. and the 
clearly exposed Prr boundary) make the section optimal 
for the stratigraphical purposes. Only the paleontological 
data from the sediments pertaining to the first third-order 
cycle were not completely satisfactory. Footprints were 
lacking from the first 60 m of the section, and sporo
morphs were too poorly preserved within the same inter
val. The new find, from within 20 m of meters the under
lying volcanics, has solved that problem, allowing us to 
progress with the stratigraphy. 

Zfrmerhof . 
Redagno • • • 
di sopra • 

0 km 2 

TETRAPOD FOOTPRJNTS 

The YGS and the Bellerophon Fm. were subdivided into 
cycles, and the same cycles were recognised along other 
sections over the whole southern Alpine region. All the ex
amined sections show the same vertical organisation 
(Massari et al., 1988, J 994 ). ln the Bletterbach Gorge the 
upper boundary of the first cycle was set at around 74 m 
from the base in Massari et al. (1988), and at 29 m in Mas
sari et al. (1994). Up to that time, no footprints had been 
found within the first 60 m of the succession. The new 
footprints were found along a lateral channel of the Blet
terbach, imprinted on a small surface 13 m above the low
er boundary between sandstone and the underlying vol
canics (Fig. 2). 
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The first part of the formation is composed of coarse to 
medium sandstone, reddish-purple in colour, poorly ce
mented, poorly sorted and rich in porphyric pebble. De
posits are upward-fining, passing to medium-grained aren
ites, structureless and poorly cemented. The imprinted sur
face, about 160 by 80 cm in size, was found within a bet
ter cemented medium-grained arenitic body, with some 
small subspherical cavitie, probably due to the dissolution 
of gypsum nodules. The rock unit containing the new find 
is less than one metre thick and extends laterally only for 
some tens of metres. Below and above there are numerous 
levels with gypsum nodules, and others with pedogenetic 
structures like calcrete, colour mottling and deep dessica
tion cracks. 

At 15 m from the base the situation changes abruptly, 
thanks to the presence of a cross-laminated, coarse
grained arenitic body with an erosional base. This is the 

Fig. 3 - Slab with some natural casts of footprints and ripple marks. 

first of the frequent channelised bodies that one can find 
going up-section. 

According to Massari er al. (1988), such parts of the 
section "may represent the distal part of a semiarid alluvial 
fan, locally merging into an inland sabkha where high 
evaporation rates may have caused precipitation of sul
phates in the capillary fringe above the water table". The 
same depositional environment is confim1ed by Massari et 
al. ( 1994): "the deposits may record sedimentation on 
"flashy alluvial" fans typical of semi-arid areas". 

Surface analysis 

The poor condition of the exposure (the surface is period
ically flooded and covered by large amounts of debris) 
and the risk of destruction of the specimen by weathering, 
compelled us to make a plastercast. The first time we 
moulded the natural casts, they were subsequently lost be-

.... 
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cause they were imprinted on a thin, uncemented clay cov
er. A few months later, with a more specific technique, it 
was possible to mould the corresponding underprints, still 
in place. In both cases we moulded the most footprint-rich 
portion of the surface, about 80 by 60 cm in size. Thus we 
have studied the original surface and some isolated natur
al casts (Fig. 3), a plastercast of the prints and another of 
the underprints. 

The track-bearing surface is subdivided into two parts, 
the first flat and the second covered by ripple marks. The 
ripples are asymmetric and irregular, showing discontinu
ous and sinuous crests. The distance between crests ranges 
between 5 and 8 cm and their maximum height varies be
tween 1,5 and 3 cm. Such bottom structures were proba
bly made by unidirectional, low-intensity currents in very 
shallow waters. 

The ripple crests are marked by some slight impressed 
and discontinuous groove marks. probably made by drift
ing plant fragments. Neither the footprint bearing bed, nor 
the few overlying layers show any internal structures. 

Systematics 

The material consists of nearly 30 footprints, ascribed to 

1cm 

Fig. 4 - Drawing of a single manus and of a set of footprints from the 
new surface. 

the ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides Maidwell, 1911. Some 
of them are preserved as natural casts, others as prints and 
underprints. Sometimes we have prints and reverse 
moulds of the same footprints. The material includes im
pressions of somewhat unclear track ways, as well as well
preserved isolated footprints and sets (Fig. 4). Because of 
the rich sample the analysis of extramorphologies has 
yielded clear results. As already mentioned, the footprints 
are quite irregular but, in some cases, extremely well-pre
served. The greater irregularities seem to involve digit di
vergences. This extramorphology is more characteristic of 
lacertoid reptile footprints, and is frequently recognised 
when footprints were impressed on very plastic ground. Jt 
seems connected to be related to the greater equilibrium 
and stability of the track-maker. 

Ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides Maidwell, 1911 
(type species: R. palmatus (Lull, I 942)) 
DESCRIPTION: quadruped lacertoid footprints. ectaxon.ic, 
asymmetric. Digit length increases from I to IV, V is 
strongly abducted and is as long as the I digit. Digits of 
manus are more or less curved inward, with the exception 
of digit V which forms an angle of about 60° with digit IV. 
The pes is slightly larger than the man us and shows a less 
rounded outline; pes digits are less curved. Manus often 
superimposing pes and sometimes surpassing it. 

Even if showing functional prevalence especially on 
digits Ul and IV, it can be defined as semi-plantigrad 
showing the consistently clear proximal attachment of the 
metapodial-phalangeal pads and often the posterior edge 
of the sole. 
OCCURRENCE: the genus is characteristic of the European 
Lower Triassic but was already used for some forms pre
sent in Permjan VGS, from levels well above the one 
presently described (Conti et al., 1977). The new finding 
can thus be considered as the first appearance datum lev
el of the ichnogenus. 

Rhynchosauroides cfr. R. palmatus (Lull, 1942) 
MATERIAL: Seventeen isolated natural casts and two sur
face plaster casts, one with prints and another with under
prints. On the plasters are preserved two trackways and 
some isolated footprints. 
DEPOSITORY: footprints will be preserved in the Geologi
cal Section of the Museumsverein Aldein, at the school of 
Radein/Redagno (Bozen/Bolzano, South Tirol, Italy). 
Plaster casts of the surface are preserved at the same de
pository and at the Museum of Palaeontology of the Di
partimento di Scienze della Terra of the University "La 
Sapienza" of Rome. 
DESCRIPTION: Trackway: Trackways are irregular due to 
environmental conditions and to the footprint-bearing bed 
geometry. fn fact the surface shows a series of irregular 
ripples, and the footprints are imprinted both on the crests 
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and within the troughs. The track-maker digits, quite ver
tically mobile, left footprints of similar shape while the di
mensions, the relative distances and the digit divergences 
are very variable, depending on the ground characteristics. 
In the troughs, footprints are more deeply impressed, even 
if expulsion borders and displaced mud render the im
pression less clear; moreover manus and pes are often 
overprinted. 
REMARKS: footprints closely similar to the new find were 
previously collected from some layers up-section. Apart 
from small differences in preservation, the new find shows 
the same size interval and the same evolutionary level as 
the previously discovered material and can be ascribed to 
the same ichnotaxon (compare specimen with collection 
number 75/10 in Conti et al. ( 1977, p.31). 

Biochronological meaning 

The new find, showing a very characteristic ichnospecies, 
also present in the upper portion of the sequence, enables 
us to ascribe the new footprints to the same fauna) unites
tablished for the higher layers (Bletterbach Fauna! Unit in 
Conti et al., 1997). It allows inclusion of the whole sedi
ment thickness to a consistent biochronological unit (Blet
terbach Fauna] Age in Conti et al., 1997). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The new finds can be ascribed to the very particular fauna! 
association present in the upper levels of the section, on this 

basis we can ascribe the VOS cropping out in the Bletterbach 
section to a very short time interval. Such an interval can be 
coarsely calibrated on the basis of the rate of evolution of 
reptiles and the age of the last volcanics, at the base, and Late 
Permian marine fossils and sporomorphs at the top; it ranges 
between 260 and 251 Ma BP (Cassinis et al., in press). This 
datum also brings forward to the age of the base of the VOS 
in the section, thus enlarging the time gap corresponding to 
the basal unconformity (Cassinis et al., in press). 

Previous studies on the same outcrop showed the pres
ence of third-order sedimentary cycles. All but the first of 
them were ascribed to the same fauna! unit, characterised 
by Late Permian ichnotaxa (Bletterbach Fauna! Unit in 
Conti et al., 1997). The lowermost cycle age remained a 
mystery, due to the lack of tetrapod footprints and to the 
presence of a sporomorph association with low strati
graphical meaning. Moreover, correlation among the 
third-order cycles shows the presence of the same first cy
cle in all the sections examined by Massari et al. ( 1994 ), 
and allows us to extend the conclusions valid for the Blet
terbach section to the whole southern Alpine region. Con
sequently the age of the VOS can be limited to the same 
short time interval over the whole Alpine region. This rais
es strong doubts over the coincidence between the niawar
ra Reversal Event and the magnetic reversal recognised by 
Mauritsch & Becke ( 1983) at the Paularo section in the 
Carnie Alps (Venturini, 1986). 
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Abstract - After theoretical analyses on the application of the 
main stratigraphic methods to continental deposits, we carried 
out a feasibility analysis to assess the ages of Permian and Tri
assic continental sediments by means of tetrapod footprints. 
The data mainly originate from the Central and Southern Alps. 
The paleogeography of the Alpine region during Permian and 
Triassic times gave rise to a unique geological situation and 
well-exposed sections in which marine sediments, continental 
deposits rich in footprints and volcanic rocks are interfingered. 
The resulting mixed sections enable us to build a framework or 
biostratigraphical and chronological data in which tetrapod 
footprint-based evolutionary groups can be considered as 
biochronological units. 
Such units (Land /chnofaunal Units) and the corresponding 
biochronological units (Land lc/111ofaunal Ages), still to be for
malised, seem to reveal some advantages with respect to other 
dating systems. 
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sedirnenti continentali del Permiano e del Triassico. La basc-da
Li utilizzata e stata raccolta dalle Alpi Centrali e Meridionali. 
La paleogeografia del Permiano e del Triassico in tali regioni de
termino una situazione geologica particolare e sezioni, ben espo
ste, nelle quali si intercalano sedirnenti continentali a impronte di 
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INTRODUCTION 

Over the last 30 years the authors have studied Pennian and 
T1iassic tetrapod footprints in the Southern and Central Alps 
(see bibliography). After the first, mainly systematic studies 
(Leonardi & Nicosia, 1973; Conti et al., 1977, I 99 l. 2000; 
Ceoloni et al .. 1988b; Mietto, 1981, 1987; Santi, 1992 and 
in press; Avanzini & Neri, 1998: Leonardi. 2000; Avanzini, 
in press), some attempts were made to assess the age of 
track-bearing continental deposits using different methods. 
Some of us (Conti et al.. 1979, 1989: Neri et al., 1994) tried 
to assess the ages of continental deposits by studying them 
using classical biostratigraphical methods. Another attempt 
(Ceoloni et al., 1988b) exanuned the possibility of con-ela
tion of our deposits with bone-based Bak.ker's "Dynasties'' 
(Bakker, 1977) or with the "Empires" of Anderson & Cruik
shank ( 1978). An attempt was also made, in the same paper, 
to use variation of the degree of biodiversity for the Pe1m
ian interval (Ceoloni et al., 1988b). 

In a different approach tetrapod footprint-bearing lev
els were used as markers of transgressive or high-stand 
events (De Zanche et al., 1993; Gianolla et al., I 998) for 
Triassic sequence-stratigraphy in the Dolomites. 

Each attempt, even if improv.ing the subdivision and 
correlation of Permian and Triassic sediments, was quite 
unsatisfactory with respect to our efforts, and showed a va
riety of problems and uncertainties. At first we hypothe
sised that such negative aspects were linked either to the 
panicular paleogeography/geology of the Alpine region. 
or to an incomplete ichnological literature. Subsequently 
we recognised the same problem in widespread geological 
domains (Lucas. 1996. I 998a, 1998b, 1999). 

Indeed, the problems, large enough in marine stratigra
phy and complicated by different codes and philosophies 
(Harland, 1992) seem to be enhanced during subdivision 
and correlation of continental deposits. Thus we began a 
feasibility study of a different stratigraphical tool, which is 
the use of tetrapod footprints for stratigraphical purposes 
using a biochronological approach. In this paper, after 
having analysed theoretical and practical problems, we 
will show the results of this analysis. 

MAIN THEORETICAL PROBLEMS 

The stratigraphical subdivision of continental deposits is 
characterised by enormous problems which depend on 
their intrinsic characteristics such as: 
- the sharply changing depositional environments; 
- the shape and dimensions of basins; 
- the laterally and vertically discontinuous geometry of 

sedimentary bodies; 
- the discontinuous fossil record: the frequent occurrence 

of non-fossiliferous units as well as units in which one 
does not find body fossils but just the less diagnostic 
footprints. 
Problems also arise because of the kind of study, and 

because of real theoretical difficulties in applying classi
cal stratigraphy. These last can depend on the systematics 
of land animals or, last but not least, can be due to the tra
ditions of the discipline and to the conservative approach 
of many researchers to the argument. Moreover, most re
searchers work in this field after having been trained in 
marine sediment stratigraphy. 

Problems in chronostratigraphy and geochronology 

The lack of a specific standard reference scale for geolog
ical time is the first peculiarity that a "marine-trained" 
stratigrapher notices when attempting time subdivision 
and correlation in the continental deposits. Such a lack of 
standard reference units is not devoid of meaning, but cor
responds to the actual situation with continental deposits. 

Indeed, a conflict exists between the situations as 
recognised in continental deposits and the basic strati
graphic rules (mainly derived from the study of marine 
sediments). This conflict is well illustrated by sentences of 
this kind: - •' ... 8011nda1y-stratotypes of a stage shoulll be 
within sequence of conti11uous deposition preferably ma
rine ... '' (Hedberg, 1976, p. 71 ). - " ... Boundary-strato
types should be chosen in sequences of essentiaLly collfill
uous deposition ... "(Hedberg, 1976, p. 84). - " ... the cor
relation potential of any boundary level should be tested 
through a detailed study of several colltinuous succes
sions covering the critical interval ... The most suitable of 
these sections can then be selected for definition of the 
GSSP.'' (Remane et al., 1996). - " ... The boundary-stra
to(vpes of a stage should be within sequences of essential
ly continuous deposition. preferably marine ( except in 
cases such as the stages based 011 mammalian faunas in 
regions of nonmarine Tertiary sequences or the Quater
nwy glacial stages.'' and next'' ... If major events in the 
geological development of the Earth can be identified at 
specific poill/s in sequences of continuous deposition, 
these may constit11te desirable points for the bo11nda1y
stratorypes of stages." (Salvador, 1994). 

it is not by chance that the recommendation to use con
tinuous sequences (e.g. marine pelagic) to establish unit
stratotypes or boundary-stratotypes (GSSPs) is present with
in the stratigraphic codes (Hedberg, l976; Salvador, 1994) 
and within IUGS Guidelines (Remane et al., 1996). We be
lieve that "continuous" in that sense means not only and 
simply "without gaps" but mostly "constant" in every sense. 
This need is based on the theoretical constraint of the max
imum continuity in type and rate of sedimentation and in the 
constancy of the deposition environment, " ... Abse11ce of 
verticalfacies changes at or near the bounda1y. A change qf 
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litho- or biqfacies reflects a change of ecologic conditions 
which may have controlled the appearance of a given 
species at the boundary level. ... " (Remane et al., 1996). 
Continuity and constancy are needed for full confidence in 
the recognition of both fauna( changes and all other events. 

These characteristics contrast sharply with the evident 
characteristics of continental deposits. Indeed, the conti
nental environment is known for discontinuities and sharp 
variations in the rate and type of sedimentation. Moreover 
basins are laterally discontinuous and the geometry of 
rock bodies is irregular; thus direct correlation, superposi
tion and continuity are almost always impossible in prac
tice and incorrect from a conceptual point of view. 

From the above we recognised the theoretical impossi
bility of establishing "continental stages" and the use of 
special chronostratigraphical units. Also the selection of 
continental sections as assumed auxiliary type-sections 
seems unworkable. It is well known that the only 
geochronological units that we can use are based on stan
dard marine stages, but also that correlational elements 
between continental and marine sequences are usually few 
or completely absent. Thus chronostratigraphy and 
geochronology are both extremely difficult to use for as
sessing the -age of continental sediments. 

Problems in Iithostratigraphy 

Problems also arise if one limits oneself to the use of 
lithostratigraphy; strong similarities in composition of 
sediments and the repetition of their depositional environ
ments show the substantial inadequacy of the lithostrati
graphic method, as demonstrated by the frequent dia
chronic correlation present in the old literature. One ex
emplar in this field is the widespread use of the names 
Rotliegendes or Buntsandstein (both actually lithostrati
grapbic units at a group level; Menning. 2000a) with 
chronostratigraphicaJ meaning. The same is true for the 
term "Weald", originating in England but used the world 
over. A recent example of the low degree of confidence of 
the lithostratigraphic criteria is the systematic attribution 
of Cretaceous rocks to Palaeozoic units and ages in the 
several intracratonic basins of NE Brasil, because of mis
leading lithostratigraphic similarity, until the recent sys
tematic discovery of dinosaur footprints within the units 
(Leonardi &Avanzini. 1994, p. 54; Carvalho et al.. 1994). 

The U.B.S.U.s 

The institution of the unconformity-bounded stratigraphic 
units (e.g. allostratigraphic units. synthems - see Salvador, 
1987; 1994) although partially solving the above-men
tioned problem, within an intrabasinal litbostratigrapbical 
framework and for sequence-stratigraphy, seems useless 
for continental chronostratigraphy and geochronology. 

" ... The worst possible boundary (for chronological 

units) is an unconformity ... " this sentence (Hedberg, 
1976, p. 84) finds its theoretical basis in the evidently di
achronus nature of the first sediments onlapping the un
conformity surfaces. This agrees with the opinion of 
Cowie et al. ( 1986) "An obvious boundary should be .ms
pect ". Even if the isochrony of each cycle of higher orders 
(global cycles after Haq et al. (1987, 1988) may be stated, 
the exact age of the onlapping sediments seems to depend 
strongly on the morphology of the basin and on the phys
ical location of each examined section. 

Problems in continental biostratigraphy 

The use of biostratigraphy in continental sequences pre
sents in its turn various types of problems. Within such 
sediments fossils are not usuaJly rock-fonning elements, 
as is true for most marine sediments. Fossils are usually 
scattered, and mainly as for the large land vertebrates on
ly partially preserved and displaced within sedimentary 
traps. Very rare but not impossible (see the case of Passo 
Palade section in the Southern Alps: Avanzini & Neri, 
1998), are the cases in which fossils of different ages or 
evolutionary levels are superimposed in the same sections. 
This presents a major difficulty to the needs of stratigra
phy; a GSSP definition starts with a marker event that may 
be the first appearance or last occurrence of a fossil 
species. " ... First appearances are generally more reli
able than extinction events, especially if the gradual tran
sition between the marker and its ancestor can be ob
served . ... " (Remane et al., I 996). 

One of the requirements for a GSSP which is proper 
and pertinent to our situation, is: "Favourable facies for 
long-range biostratigraphic correlations: this will nor
mally correspond to an open marine environment where 
species with wide geographic range will be more common 
than in coastal and continental settings. The latter should 
there.fore be avoided". (Remane et al., 1996). 

Moreover many types of biozones (obviously, except 
the chronobiozones) need to be bounded by isochronous 
surfaces; thus these types of subdivision also partially run 
into the above-mentioned problems. 

The most frequently used biozones for continental sed
iments are a kind of Oppel's zone; a type of biozone that 
last that will disappear from the international codes, be
cause it can be assimilated with the Assemblage-zone or 
the Multi-taxon-concurrent-range zone (Salvador, 1994). 
Actually the biostratographic approach uses the Interval
zone for preference, instead of the Oppel 's zone. Also dis
carding these theoretical problems we know that a practi
cal, reliable solution is a long way off. Indeed. in recent 
decades some attempts have been made to use biostratig
raphy for solving such problems; reptile-based biozones or 
associations were repeatedly proposed by many authors 
(e.g. Bonaparte, 1973; Bakker, 1977; Anderson & Cruik-
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shank, 1978; Lucas, 1999) (see also Lucas, 1996 for a syn
thesis of Permian biostratigraphy). All these attempts must 
be considered difficult to apply, and only suitable for a few 
exceptional and isolated basins, in confined regions. This 
may be due to: 
I. the characteristics of land vertebrates. which are more 
provincial with respect to marine animals; 
2. the continental deposits which have little potential for 
fossil preservation; 
3. the fact that, within such deposits, fossil finds are scat
tered and punctuated events, mainly restricted to certain 
layers (Lucas, 1998 b). 

The same considerations also seem to apply for the bio
stratigraphy based on tetrapod footprints. lchnostrati
graphic schemes or ichnozones were proposed by Holub 
& Kozur ( 1981 ), Ellemberger ( 1983 a. b, 1984) and Boy 
& Fichter (1988 a, b), while Gand (1987) and Gand & 
Haubold ( 1988) suggested the use of ichnoassociations for 
the Permian. Demathieu & Haubold ( 1974) and Haubold 
( 1986) suggested the use of ichnostratigraphy for Triassic 
time. 

However the discontinuous record, the incorrect theo
retical approach and very --provincial" systematics made 
these attempts unsatisfactory, putting aside the different 
opinions on ichnotaxa and the resultant over-splitting that 
makes correlation difficult. 

In conclusion, we must emphasise that in continental de
posits the basal principles informing the stratigraphy (su
perimposition and continuity) are almost impossible to ap
ply. The practical and theoretical impossibility of recognis
ing boundary stratotypes, establishing stages and, frequent
ly, setting biozones for fossils with discontinuous distribu
tion are huge obstacles to the correct and useful time subdi
vision of continental sediments. All the above makes the use 
of lithostratigraphy, chronostratigraphy and geochronology 
unreliable and inhibits the use of biostratigraphy. To these 
general problems we have to add some particular difficul
ties related to the stratigraphic nomenclature of the Permian 
and Triassic continental deposits. 

Problems in Permian and Triassic stratigraphic 
nomenclature 

Inconsistencies in stratigraphy of continental deposits of 
the European Permo-Triassic interval have also stemmed 
from a number of nomenclature problems that depend 
with several causes. Perhaps the main one is the tradition
al use, with geochronological or chronostratigraphicaJ 
meaning, of units that are only lithostratigraphical in na
ture. For instance, Rotliegendes-Zechstein and Buntsand
stein-Muschelkalk-Keuper are historical names from Ger
man stratigraphy, respectively originating from the bipar
tite lithostratigraphic subdivision of Central European 
Pennian sediments (Dyas) and from the traditional tripar-

tite Triassic (Menning, 2000 bJ. Their use as chronostrati
graphical units poisoned the literature. In this way many 
important data previously published are today unu~able 
and so it is impossible to recognise the exact position of 
many fossil-bearing levels. 

In the same way. the frequently continued use of tradi
tional names such as Autunian, Saxonian and Thuringian, 
corresponding neither with true stratotypes nor with valid 
biostratigraphical calibrations, gives rise to further confu
sion. Moreover, we do not agree with the aim of estab
lishing auxiliary stralotype points in continental deposits 
(Broutin et al., 1999) when GSSP are obviously in marine 
sequences (Remane et al., 1996). 

In conclusion, the landscape is bleak: lithostratigraphy 
seems useless, biosu·atigraphical and chronostratigraphical 
units are impossible to establish and difficult to use. We must 
again remember that the only available correlation units are 
the geochronological standard units. These are nol only 
based on marine sediments, and thus often lacking in ele
ments of direct correlation with continental units, but in their 
turn are frequently poorly-defined and confused. Moreover, 
the long-running and unresolved debates on these topics, fre
quently repeated in a cyclic way, seem to indicate that one 
abandons the correlation of sections. levels, fossils and 
events because one is too busy correlating names. 

With such a desolate general view, the only possibility 
seems to be a change of approach and trying to utilise a 
system less related to the standards and which does not re
quire all the theoretical and practical formal necessities of 
the other branches of stratigraphy. Then instead of repeat
edly trying again direct correlation among taxa or the use 
of biozones. we chose to test the possibility of using tetra
pod footprints as fauna! elements within evolutionary 
units (Fauna( Units). These last seem easier to use; being 
less formally constrained than tl1e other stratigraphic units. 

Importance of vertebrate ichnology in Permian and 
Triassic red beds 

It is soon evident that tetrapod footprints are an important 
component of Permian and Triassic fauna! elements. They 
are well known in the literature and frequently are record
ed when other fossils are lacking. Now we need to con
sider whether they have the necessary characteristics to be 
used for stratigraphy (rate of evolution. dispersion, confi

dence, etc.). 
The first condition requires that different forms show 

the consequences of evolution, that is to say, that they 
changed in an irreversible way as time passed, that 
changes occurred with a rate convenient to the time peri
od, and that it is possible to recognise ancestor-descendant 
relationships. Clearly, footptint and trackway changes are 
related to the evolution of the foot, the gait and other fea
tures of reptilian behaviour. 
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During Permian and Triassic times, reptiles underwent 
major diversification and gave rise to most of the groups 
(Benton, 1993), so that by the end of the Triassic almost 
all the main patterns were already distinguishable. Conse
quently, in the same interval reptilian feet show the great
est variability, going from the stem-reptile foot to a mam
malian foot, and from basal crocodilomorph till to the true 
dinosaurian foot (avian pes). 

During the transition "advanced ornithosuchids-primi
tive dinosaurs", the foot evolved rapidly towards bipedal
ity and the functional tridactylity of the pes. It had already 
reached the "avian" pattern by earliest Carnian. After that, 
the dinosaurian pes pattern remained substantially un
changed, at least for the theropod (non-avian and avian), 
for the stem-ornithischians [or basal omithischians] and 
for basal prosauropods. This situation changed in the Ear
ly Jurassic, with the appearance of the quadrupedal or se
mi quadrupedal herbivores, like large prosauropods, 
sauropods and relatively large ornithopods, with their 
quite new and different feet. As a consequence, in Upper 
Triassic terrains there exists the first difficulty in subdi
viding footprints: the absolute domain of the dinosaurian 
footprints makes their use in stratigraphy less attractive, 
and their systematics less simple. 

Thus at present we can easily recognise different asso
ciations only for Permian-Triassic time, associations in 
which stem-reptiles, mammal-like reptiles and thecodonts 
absolutely prevail over basal dinosaurs. 

In conclusion, within the Permian and Triassic interval, 
so rich in continental sediments (geocratic), the use of ich
noassociations might be very useful for stratigraphy, even 
if preserving some intrinsic problems. 

Problems in the philosophy of tetrapod-ichnology 

The first theoretical problem is related to the two-fold 
philosophical interpretation that forms the basis of ichno
logy. Many researchers prefer a simple behavioural inter
pretation of traces, mainly those that come from the study 
of invertebrate ichnology ("ichnology mainstream", 
Bromley, oral comm., Halle Workshop, March 1997). 
They consider it almost impossible that an ichnofossil 
could be linked to a low-level zoological category. Such 
generalisation also implies that the same behaviours could 
repeat through time, and consequently give a very low de
gree of confidence in the stratigraphic use of ichnofossils. 

Theoretically that concept does not fit within the con
cept of expanded phenotype. in which the behaviour is in
cluded and has to be considered like any other character
istic. realised on the basis of the dynamic and metabolic 
characteristics of an organism, pertaining to the genetics of 
a defined population or species. 

In practice, if the behavioural interpretation could be 
consistent for a worm trace. it seems almost less and less 

valid for tetrapod track ways, frequently showing the traces 
of variable osteological and behavioural characteristics. 

A completely different interpretation admits in princi
ple the possibility for a paleontologist to be able to recog
nise a direct correspondence between footprint and track
maker taxonomic group. It is clear to ichnologists that an 
ichnospecies does not correspond to a species, but it is al
so clear that careful taxonomic analysis and correct clas
sification would correspond to a well-defined, if higher. 
taxon like a genus or a family. 

If the latter interpretation is accepted, one should be 
able to use ichnofossils in stratigraphy with the same dig
nity and confidence of body fossils. This possibility was 
recognised by Haubold ( 1971 a, b) and Conti et al. ( 1977) 
and is implicit and clearly demonstrated by the different 
footprint associations already listed on a time scale by var
ious authors (i.e. Haubold, 1971 a, b, 1986; Gand, 1987). 
Consequently we believe to be possible the use of reptile 
footprints for time subdivision, in contrast to the opinions 
expressed by Lucas ( 1996). This author. in analysing 
Permian reptile distribution, suggested a three-fold subdi
vision for the continental Permian similar to Romer 
( 1973), and subsequently (Lucas, 1998 b) excluded the 
practical possibility of using footprints for correlation. Lu
cas, maintaining the impossibility of recognising the cor
respondence between ichnogenera and taxa below the 
family level, stated that " ... orders. supe1fa111ilies and 
families of body-fossil taxa (of Permian reptile) have 
stratigraphic ranges on the magnitude of series. so ichno
biostratigraphy based on rhe ichnota.xa can only discrim
inate correlations at the series level . ... " (Lucas, 1998 b, 
p. 21). 

Such an approach to the problem shows an evident 
weakness, misinterpreting our caution in limiting zoolog
ical attribution to family level as an actual uniformity 
within families. If one finds a cat-trackway and a tiger
trackway and classifies both ichnotaxajust as Felidae that 
does not mean that a tiger and a cat are the same animal 
and share the same vertical and geographical distribution. 
Moreover, the practical impossibility of reaching a well
defined classification, as in common for paleontologists 
when fossils are incomplete or poorly preserved, cannot be 
set as a principle, since the continual and progressive re
finement of our knowledge might change this situation 
completely. 

Lucas' way of thinking also leads to a strange interpre
tation. According to that system we must ascribe an ich
nofossil to a family of the bone-based systematics and then 
use the recorded temporal distribution of families for cor
relation. However, stratigraphy is a practical tool, always 
based on the recognition of a sequence of events or forms 
(or of unknown objects) which repeats with the same or
der in different sections (homotaxy). After this process and 
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that of calibration, correlation is possible. That also ex
cludes consideration of the zoological attribution of the 
utilised taxa (e. g. the stratigraphy based on i11certae sedis 
fossils). 

We will now examine the characteristics of biochronol
ogy. We believe that the biochronological value of a fossil 
group is determined by the succession of its different evo
lutionary stages. Once the succession of different forms is 
verified, their evolutionary status can be determined on the 
grounds of eco-evolutionary valuations or of ancestor-de
scendant relationships within lineages. 

Since our aim is to establish ichnofaunal units, we must 
also consider the relationships of the taxa within an asso
ciation. The consistency of each taxon within an associa
tion depends not only on the evolutionary stages but also 
on ecological and paleogeographical characteristics. Evo
lutionary equivalent associations can have partially or to
tally different compositions because of varying environ
ments or due to the paleogeographycal positions of depo
sitional basins in which track-bearing sediments were laid 
down. 

Only after having established a sequence of consecu
tive evolutionary steps can we try to correlate to standards, 
although the biochronological value of the sequences is 
valid even if correlation is still doubtful. The chronomet
ric value of the evolutionary stages can be assured by cal
ibrations with external data. and only by correlation with 
Ages (based on marine standard Stages). 

Moreover, by the study of the associations it is possible 
to recognise one or more index forms whose lifetime cor
responds with that of the whole association. If recognised 
such forms share the same biochronological value as the 
whole association. We must keep in mind that this kind of 
marker can be useful but is not necessary. Also first and 
last appearance datum (FAD, LAD), first and last occur
rence (FO, LO) and other boundary events can be useful 
but are not necessary. 

All that considered. the remaining obstacles to the use 
of ichnofossils consist of the difficult taxonomy, the re
sulting confused systematics, and (only marginally) the 
uncertain zoological value of ascribing ichnogenera and 
ichnospecies. Jn fact, these are practical and temporary 
problems and not theoretical obstacles to the use of ich
nofossi ls in stratigraphy. 

Problems in ichnological taxonomy 

Once stated that, from the theoretical point of view, tetra
pod ichnofossils can be used for stratigraphy, we will 
briefly examine the present position of ichnotaxonomy. 
Tetrapod footprint taxonomy has many problems. already 
largely debated but also possible to overcome with the pre
sent state of the art. The Workshop on Ichnofacies and lch
notaxonomy of the Terrestrial Permian, held at the Martin 

Luther University in Halle (Germany) in spring 1997. 
helped to change and reinforce some ideas on ichnotaxon
omy and ichnosystematics. Moreover, discussions under
lined the influence of extramorphologies and pushed to
wards an ever-increasing caution in establishing new taxa. 
As a result of that meeting, we can consider that taxonomy 
in vertebrate ichnology has reached a greater degree of ma
turity. The ensuing simplification of the enormous number 
of names present in the literature concerned with Permian 
ve1tebrate ichnology is in progress (Haubold, 1996; Conti 
et al .. 2000). The same simplification is also in progress to
day for inflationary nomenclature on small dinosaurian Tri
assic footprints (Olsen & Galton, 1984; Leonardi & Lock
ley, 1995; Leonardi, 2000). 

It is time to discuss another point, before passing to the 
actual study of footprint-based chronology; this is the 
problem of the relationship between ichnological and zo

ological systematics. 

Problems in ichnosystematics 

Today footprints enjoy a sufficiently mature taxonomy 
while the ichnological systematics and nomenclature are 
still influenced by their well-known historical problems. 
Depending on the different philosophies and sometimes 
on the enthusiasm and inexperience of the classifiers: as 
well as "systematic obstinacy" (the classification at all 
hazards and at any rate; "accanimento sistematico" sensu 
Conti et al., 2000), we can have: 
I. taxa absolutely split, in which different names corre
spond simply to different attitudes (behaviour and gait) of 
the track-makers (see Ellemberger, 1970, 1972, 1974) or 
to a type of gait or to any characteristic producing repeti
tive extramorphologies. In fact, in simply recognising the 
sliding of apes or a particular type of impression in a nor
mal trackway. all similar footprints among those in a 
trackway are automatically considered normal footprints 
of a different animal !see Haubold ( 1996) for the concept 
of ''phantom" taxa]. An absolutely demonstrative case is 
that of Chelichnus (or I.Aoporus) in which a regularly
placed sand-sliding, in a dune environment. distinguished 
all the footprints and was considered as a taxonomical fea
ture (Haubold, 1996); 
2. huge ichnogenera, which consist of the sum of many 
previously existing taxa. This case is often a kind of sur
render. when one realises our inability to subdivide foot
prints, either because of an overlap of characteristics, or 
because of the coherent (even if incorrect) knowledge that 
some kinds of footprints are not sufficient to define a 
track-maker. Sometimes, after a taxon is correctly estab
lished, with its variability, further data are added to the 
original variability. They lead the taxon variability range 
to overlap to ranges of other taxa that were well separated 
when originally established. in this case, a too cautious re-
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vision can create some problems because the different 
names converge to create enormous synonymic lists and 
equally enormous variability. Such resulting variabiLity is 
able in practice able to include many different forms. A 
good example of thjs case is Grallator (i.e. Olsen & Gal
lon, 1984) now inclusive of the three old genera Grallator. 
Anchisauripus and Eubrontes. and probably most of the 
species previously ascribed to the invalid name 
Coelurosaurichnus (Leonardi & Lockley, 1995): 
3. some rarer cases represented by ichnogenera including 
more species, in this case one may perceive a correspon
dence between ichnospecies and fossil species (or popula
tions characterised by particular behaviours). e.g. the case 
of ichnogenus Rhynchosau,vides; 
4. ichnogenera, usually monotypic, for which there exists 
wide sampling and a well-described dimensional and gait 
variability; in conclusion, taxa well known and rather re
liable as in the case of lchniotherium. These last represent 
solid and reliable bases for stratigraphy, and it is desirable 
that after in-depth and up-to-date studies, all the taxa will 
reach this condition. 

PERMIAN AND TRIASSIC FOOTPRINT-BASED BIO

CHRONOLOGY 

After examination of the problems. we believe that all the 
above-mentioned theoretical difficulties wiU be overcome. 
Consequently, tetrapod footprints appear available for as
sessing the age of continental deposits, if using a 
biochronological approach. We concluded that to be sure 
of such an assumption, we only needed a complete practi
cal test on this topic. 

We tested the possibility of recognising evolutionary 
stages. setting them in a sequence of evolutionary uruts, 
and using these as chronological tools. In applying this 
method, we will follow a path closely parallel to main
stream land vertebrate su-atigraphy (Walsh, 1998). 

Permian and Triassic paJeogeography and the geolog
ical setting of the Southern Alps 

We believe that examples of all the aforementioned prob
lems in continental stratigraphy are present in the Permian 
and Triassic geology of the Southern Alps. 
The Upper Carboniferous-Upper Permian succession of 
the Southern Alps is separated into two major tectonosed
imentary cycles by a regional unconformjty: 
- a lower cycle represented by calcalkaline acidic to in

termediate volcanic and alluvial-lacustrine continental 
deposits (Collio Fm.; Dosso dei Galli Cgl.; Auccia Vol
canites; Ponteranica Cgl.; Tregiovo Fm.; and ign
imbrites and lavas of the Atesino Volcanic District): 

- an upper cycle represented by fluvial red elastics of 

Verrucano Lombardo and Val Gardena Sandstone, lat
erally and vertically replaced in part by sulphate evap
orites and shallow-marine carbonate sequences 
(Bellerophon Fm.). 
The regional unconformity between the two cycles is 

well documented by extensive erosional surfaces and pa
leosoil horizons. The stratjgraph.ic break is different in 
different outcrops, with a time-gap ranging 14 to 27 Ma 
(Italian IGCP 203 Group, 1986; Cassinis et al., 1988, 
1999). 

The continental Pern1ian units from which we collect
ed the fauna were the Collio Fm., the Dosso dei Galli Cgl.. 
and the Tregiovo Fm. from the fLrst cycle. In second cycle, 
in the Dolomites area, the fossiliferous unjts were the Val 
Gardena Sandstone and the Bellerophon Fm. 

The Triassic stratigraphy in the Dolonutes and the inter
pretation in tem1s of sequence stratigraphy have been made 
possible by a highly resolved ammonite standard scale (Mi
etto & Manfrin, I 995 a, b).This standard scale is based on 
the definjtion of a zone succession characterised by genera; 
in tum each zone is subdivided into a number of subzones 
defined by species. Within the Middle Triassic these sub
zones allow a biochronostratigraphic resolution which can 
be extended throughout the Tethyan region. 

The Triassic succession in the Dolomites and sur
rounding areas can be schematised as follows: 

on the whole the Lower Triassic consists of terrigenous 
and terrigenous-carbonate units essentially deposited in 
shallow marine to tidal flat environments (Werfen Fm.). 
The Scythian-Anisian boundary seems to occur at a peri
tidal carbonate platform which extended throughout the 
Southern Alps (Lower Serla Dolomite, Lusnizza Fm.). 
Several terrigenous and terrigenous carbonate unjts fol
low, essentially Anisian in age (Braies Group, Upper Ser
la Fm. and Contrin Fm. - Pisa et al., 1979; De Zanche & 
Farabegoli, 1982), including a number of rock units de
posited in basinal, lagoonal, peritidal and continental en
vironments. The Ladiruan interval is represented in the 
Dolomites by basinal units (Buchenstein and Wengen 
Fms) and carbonate platforms (Sciliar Dolomite). In the 
Carnian. carbonate platforms, marls, shales and volcanic 
siltstones and sandstones are recognjsable (San Cassiano 
Fm., Di.irrenstein Fm.). An interval of vari-coloured ter
rigenous-carbonate rocks of Late Carnian age (Raibl Fm.) 
is covered by the carbonate tidal-flat deposits of the Dolo
mia Principale Fm. (uppermost Carnian to Rhaetian). 

The continental units, interbedded with marine units. 
from which we collected the ichnofauna, were the Werfen 
Fm., the Braies Group, the DLlrrenstein Fm., the Dolomia 
Principale Fm. 

Tetrapod footprint database 

A first attempt in using biochronology was proposed by 
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Fig. I - Schematic columnar $ec1ion of the Collio Fm. (Early Permian) 
al the Dasdana Valley (Brescia, northern haly). Foo1prin1 outlines indi
cate foo1prin1 levels (Modilied from Italian IGCP 203 Group. 1986 and 
Ceoloni et al., 1987). 

Conti et al., ( 1997) for the Permian; this second attempt, 
for the Permian and Triassic interval, is based on an up
dated and very much richer ichnological database. In the 
last few years, the ichnological literature on northern Italy 
has increased enormously due to the fact that many new 
tetrapod footprint-bearing outcrops have been found and 
studied. In the same way, the number of researchers part
ly or totally devoted to this type of fossils has increased. 
The recent developments in ichnology are linked both to 
increasing knowledge of the stratigraphical. paleoecolog
ical and paleogeograpbical importance of footprints and to 
the ever increasing number of new finds. The develop
ment is also demonstrated by the quasi-exponential 
growth in the number of papers on tetrapod ichnology. 

All together in Italy, up to summer 1999, 35 tetrapod 
footprint-rich outcrops were detected. 32 of them present 
in the southern Alpine belt. Such outcrops obviously dif
fer in the types of footprints (amphibians, stem-reptiles, 
"thecodonts", phytosaurs, dinosaurs), in the frequency of 
finds (single levels or multiple levels inside the same sec
tion), in dimensions of the outcrop (from a few square 
decimetre-sized slabs to kilometre-scale track-sites), and 
in degree of ichnodiversity. 

After a coarse stratigraphical calibration, we selected 
all the data from Permian, Triassic and Lower Jurassic 
outcrops to check the stratigraphical value of the foot
prints. In many cases the systematics are still in progress, 
and frequently the names given to the trackway still have 
an uncertain systematic position. Nevertheless all the da
ta falling in the Permian-Triassic interval were used. In or
der to escape temporary systematic problems, in this 
analysis of feasibility we used widely inclusive names, 
aware that many of these names represent taxa that will 
eventually be given a well-defined meaning. The only rule 
was that the names had to correspond to different objects, 
so that they were easy to recognise and easy to use. 

Calibration data 

lchnological results were calibrated with all the other 
available data at our disposal from the quite rich literature 
(see Cassinis et al., 1999, for a bibliographic review). Da
ta under consideration were different depending on the 
different paleogeographical and environmental frame
work. In our case the tetrapod footprints are recorded from 
different paleoenvironments: Lower and Upper Permian 
outcrops are mainly within continental deposits and ma
rine events are recorded only at the very top of the Upper 
Permian sections: i_n contrast, Triassic footprint-bearing 
levels crop out mainly within marine sequences. 

For calibration we used data on: 
a. sporomorphs, megaplants. isotopic dating, sequence 
stratigraphy for Lower Permian outcrops: 
b. sporomorphs, megaplants, foraminifers, algae, bra-
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chiopods, nautiloids, conodonts, sequence stratigraphy for 
Upper Permian tracksites; 
c. ammonites, conodonts, sporomorphs, sequence stratig
raphy for Triassic tracksites. Only in the last case was pos
sible to use ammonite standard biozonation and then a cal
ibration with marine standard chronostratigraphical and 
geochronological units. 

lntrabasinal correlation and association analysis 

In the most outcrops footprints were present in isolated 
layers. but we had the good fortune to be able to use, as 
main reference outcrops, three sections in which thick se
quences of track-bearing sediments were superimposed. 

Within these outcrops ichnofaunas are well represent
ed and widespread, and have mostly been previously stud
ied (see below). We compared all the recognised levels 
and the isolated findings with the associations recorded 
from the main sections. The results, all consistent, are 
summarised below. 

Lower Permian Ichnoassociation 

This association includes all the ichnotaxa recognised 
within the first cycle sediments of the Alpine Permian
Triassic sequence. In the past this was tentatively consid
ered as a fauna! unit under the name of Collio Fauna! Unit, 
further subdivided into two fauna( subunits named as the 
Pulpito Fauna! Subunit and the Tregiovo Fauna] Subunit 
(Conti et al., 1997). To each of them was also ascribed a 
biochronological value with the names of the Collio Fau
na! Age (Rabejac Fauna! Subage and Tregiovo Fauna! 
Subage). 

The ichnoassociation is based on data from the Da
sdana Valley section (Collio Fm.; Cassinis, 1966), in 
which ten footprint-bearing layers were recognised 
through a nearly 700 m thick section (Gein.itz, 1869; Cu
rioni, 1870; Berruti, 1969; Ceoloni et al., 1987; Conti et 
al., 1991, 2000). 

After a partial revision. the ichnoassociation includes 
reptile footprints (?Camunipes cassinisi, Varanopus curvi
dactylus, Amphisauropus Latus, /chniotherium cottae, 
Dromopus lacertoides, D. didactylus) and less frequent 
amphibian footprints (Batrachichnus sp.) (Fig. 1 ). 

This set of data was successfully compared with data 
coming from sediments cropping out in other parts of the 
Orobic Basin (GUmbel, I 880; Dozy, 1935; Casali, 1969; 
Casati & Forcella, 1988; Nicosia et al., 1999 a, 2000; 
Cassinis et al., 2000; Santi, in press; Santi & Krieger, in 
press) and in the Tregiovo Basin (Conti et al.. 1997). 

Correlational elements with marine deposits are not pos
sible, but we can use floristic data (Cassinis & Doubinger, 
1991 a, b) for correlation, and we can constrain the ages of 
the base and the top by using radiometric data (Cassin.is et 
al., in press). Actually, the time interval in which this fau-

na is widespread in northern Italy is limited to between 
286/283 Ma BP, at the base, and 278/273 Ma BP at the top 
(Cassinis et al.. 1999 and in press). 

Upper Permian Ichnoassociation 

This ichnoassociation includes all the taxa recognised 
within the second cycle sediments. In Conti et al. (1997) 
this association was also considered to be a fauna( unit un
der the name of Bletterbach FU, with a fauna! age named 
Bletterbach FA. 

The ichnoassociation is based on data from the Bletter
bach section in which 12 layers were recognised in a thick
ness of nearly 180 m (Ceoloni et al., 1988 a, b; Conti et al., 
1975, 1977, 1980 a, b, 1987; Leonardi & Nicosia, 1973; 
Leonardi et al., I 975; Nicosia et al., 1999 b). 

The ichnoassociation is composed of footprints as
cribed to reptiles (mammal-like, prolacertiforms, 
pareiasaurids) characterised by a very advanced evolu
tionary stage. Among them only some taxa were selected 
to have a more confident database (e.g. Pachypes do
lomiticus, /chniotherium accordii, Rhynchosauroides 
pallinii, Dicynodontip11s sp.) (Fig. 2). The other outcrops 
bearing the same fauna were the following: SS. 48, Monte 
Cislon (Kitt!, 1891; Abel, 1929); S. Pellegrino Pass, Sece
da (Conti et al., 1977), Nova Ponente (Wopfner, 1999) in 
the Dolomites, Ligosullo in the Carnia region (Mietto & 
Muscio, 1987), Recoaro near Vicenza (Mietto, 1975, 
1981, 1995), the San Genesio-Meltina Plateau in the Adi
ge Basin, and Mt. Luco in the Tregiovo Basin (Avanzini, 
unpublished). 

The only elements that allow correlation are the Late 
Permian marine events at the top and the sporomorphs at 
the base. Nevertheless we were able to constrain the asso
ciation to an interval ranging from nearly 259 to 255 Ma 
BP (Cassinis et al.. in press). 

The two Permian associations still present a big prob
lem; their evolutionary stages are very different, and be
tween the Lower Permian and Upper Permian ichnofaunas 
there seems to be an evolutionary jump. From that point of 
view we can suppose that the lack of an ichnofaunal record 
for such a long interval is related to a lack of sediment. In
deed, in the Alpine region, sediments must have been lack
ing between the first-cycle and second-cycle sediments, 
because of the enormous gap, lasting 14 to 27 million 
years (Cassinis et al., 1999, p. JO). So different chrono
metric ages of track-bearing sediments validate the gap 
between evolutionary stages. We can also observe that the 
same gap and the resulting change in evolutionary stage 
seems widespread all over the world. 

Lowermost Triassic lchnoassociation 

Few footprints are recorded from the Lower Triassic sed
iments, Recoaro, Val Gardena (Bulla/Pufels) and Val Tra-
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Fig. 2 - Schematic columnar section of the Val Gardena Sandstone and 
Bellerophon Fm. (Late Permian) at the Bleuerbach Gorge (Bozen, north
ern Italy). Footprint outlines indicate footprint levels. (Modified from 
Massari et al., 1988). 

vignolo (Dolomites) and also in Carnia (Conti er al., 
2000). Some forms, ascribable to Rhynchosauroides sp. 
cfr. R. schochardti, were collected from the terrigenous 
layers of the Werfen Formation (Mietto, 1986). Other taxa, 
termed "Pseudosuchians" by Leonardi ( 1967), are to date 
poorly documented and represented only by incomplete 
specimens. The upper part of this interval is calibrated to 
Olenekian (Spathian) age by ammonites (Tirolites zone). 

Mid-Triassic lchnoassociation 

Several ichnoassociations, some of which are still under 
study, have been discovered in the Dolomites and sur
rounding areas (Abel, 1926; Brandner, I 973; Mietto, 1987, 
1995, 2000, and unpublished data; Sirna et al., 1994). 

Tracksites are located in the Braies Dolomites (northern 
Dolomites) (Abel, 1926; Brandner, 1973), in the eastern 
Dolomites (Conti et al., 2000; Mietto, 2000), in the upper 
Val di Non and Val d' Adige, (Avanzini & Neri, 1998, Avan
zini, in press) and in the Recoaro area (Mietto, 1987, 1995). 

Most of the tracks pertain to Lepidosauria of the Rhyn
chosauroides ichnogenus with the typical Rhyn
chosauroides tirolicus (Abel, 1926). Subordinately Ar
chosauria tracks have been recognised (Synapticlmium 
priscum, Synaptichnium pseudosuchoides, ?Synapticlmi
um cameronense, Parasynapticlrnium gracilis, €hi
rotherium rex, Chirotherium barthii, Brachychiroterium 
parvum, Brachychirotherium aff. parvum, Isochirotheri
um delicatum). The sites also yielded tracks that may be 
ascribed to amphibians, cbelonians and therapsids. 

Tbe track-bearing units of the eastern Southern Alps 
identify a transitional, continental-to-marine environment. 
characterised by terrigenous and carbonate platforms and 
coastal delta mouth bars deposited under relatively arid 
conditions. These deposits can be calibrated, using am
monites and other marine faunas. to the whole Anisian 
time interval. 

Upper Triassic lchnoassociations 

Tracks of terrestrial reptiles were found in Upper Triassic 
units (Di.irrenstein Fm., Dolomia Principale Fm. and 
equivalent units) of the Dolomites (Mietto. 1988. 1990, 
I 992; Leonardi & Avanzini, 1994; Avanzini et al., in 
press) and the Carnie Pre-Alps (Dalla Vecchia & Mietto, 
1998; Dalla Vecchia, 1996; Roghi & Dalla Vecchia, 1997). 

The first ichnoassociation includes tracks made by 
"thecodonts" (chirotheroid tracks), phitosaurs, mammal
like reptiles and probable basal dinosaurs. The age of the 
sequence has not yet been well defined. Data from outside 
the Dolomites (eastern Southern Alps) seem to indicate a 
Carnian age (Latest Julian-Early Tuvalian) using am
monites (Austriacum-Dilleri zone). 

A higher association is made by footprints ascribed to 
medium-to-large theropod dinosaurs (Eubrontes, An-
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chisauripus), '"thecodonts", and basal Ornithischia. The 
presence of prosauropods is also probable. This associa
tion is Late Carnian (Late Tuvalian) to Early Norian in age 
due to the presence of ammonites in the Carnie equivalent 
basal sequences (Anatropites zone). 

The Triassic fauna) assemblage of the Southern Alps is 
very interesting because track-bearing layers are interbed
ded with marine layers (Fig. 3). It was found possible to 
use ammonite standard biozonation and the resulting cal
ibration with marine standard chronostratigraphical units. 

The most recent data on the Anisian levels. the interval 
in which we find the most complex and rich ichnoassoci
ations, lead us to hypothesise that it will be possible to use 
tetrapod footprint associations with the same resolution as 
ammonite biozones. 

We also believe it is possible that the calibration we are 
performing in the Southern Alps could yield decisive re
sults in dating sedimentary sequences still lacking in 
chronostratigraphical calibration. 

Extrabasinal correlations 

The final step, stiJI to be accomplished, is a coarse corre
lation of our results with data listed from outcrops all over 
the world. 
I. We can consider our Lower Perrnian Ichnoassociation 
as at the same evolutionary stage as the ichnoassociations 
from: 
a. Cape John Formation, Nova Scotia, Canada (Hunt, oral 
corn.); 
b. the De Chelly Sandstone (Haubold et al., 1995 b; 
Morales & Haubold, 1995); the Robledo Mountains Mem
ber of the Hueco Fm. (Hunt et al., 1995 a; Lucas et al., 
1995 b); the Abo Fm. (Lucas et al .. 1.995 a), the Earp Fm., 
the Sangre de Cristo Fm .. New Mexico, (Lucas & Hunt, 
1995); and many other formations from U._S.A. (Haubold 
et al., 1995 a; Hunt et al., 1995 b); 
c. the Clear Fork Group from Castle Peak, Texas, U.S.A. 
(Sarjeant, 1971 ); 
d. the Keele and Enville beds of the Birmingham region, 
UK (Haubold & Sarjeant, 1974); 
e. the whole Nahe-Gruppe in SW Germany (Boy & 
Fichter, 1988 a, b); 
f. all the formations of the Thuringian Forest Rotliegend 
up to the Tambach Fm. (Li.itzner, 1987; Sumida et al., 
1996); 
g. all the fo1mations of the Lodeve, Saint-Affrique and 
Provern;al (Demathieu & Gand, 1992) basins listed in 
Gand ( 1987) and Gand et al. ( 1995) and, generally, from 
all the French basins; 
h. from the Aksautskian and IGnyrtchdskian formations 
of the northern Caucasus, Russia (few and poorly pre
served specimens, Lucas et al., I 999). 
2. Possibly the same evolutionary stage, as shown by our 

Upper Permian lchnoassociation, can be ascribed to the 
specimen of Paradoxichnium problematicum Mi.iller, 
1959 from the "Zechstein bei Gera" (Mi.iller, 1959). 
3. The same evolutionary stage, as shown by our Lower 
Triassic lchnoassociation, could be ascribed to: 
a. the Soiling and Kronach ichnofaunas from the 
Buntsandstein Fm. (Germany) (Demathieu & Leitz, 1982; 
Demathieu, 1984); 
b. the Sollies - Ville and Sanary ichnofaunas from the 
Buntsandstein Fm. (Provence, France) (Charles, 1949) 
and the "Werfenien" Fm. (Ellemberger, 1965); 
c. the Lodeve and Dio ichnofaunas from the Buntsand
stein Fm. (Massif Central - France) (Gervais, 1857; 
Orszag-Sperber, 1966); 
d. the Jaegerthal (Schimper, 1850), Saint-Valbert 
(Daubree, 1857) and Granges la Ville (Buffard, 1966) ich
nofaunas from the Buntsandstein Fm. of Vosges (Ger
many-Belgium-France); 
e. the Roberts Fm. lchnoassociation (Spathian in age) 
from the AJpes Maritimes of France (Demathieu, 1977). 
4. We can consider the basal Middle Triassic (Lower and 
Middle Anisian) Ichnoassociation of the Southern Alps as 
at the same evolutionary stage as the ichnoassociations 
from: 
a. Tremonzey/Vosge (France) from the Upper Buntsand
stein Fm. (Demathieu & Durand, 1975); 
b. Winterswijk (Holland) (Demathieu & Oosterink, 1983) 
c. Lodeve (France) (Demathieu, 1984); 
d. the Holbrook Mb. of the Moenkopi Fm. (Peabody. 
1948, Hunt & Lucas, 1993); 
e. Fm. de Rimplas (Gres de Gonfaron) and Fromagine Fm. 
from the AJpes Mari times of France (Demathieu, 1977). 
5. The Middle Triassic (Upper Anisian) lchnoassociation 
was at the same evolutionary stage as the ichnoassocia
tions from the Muschelkalk of the Massif Central, Vosges 
(Granges la Ville), and Provence (Sanary) (Ellemberger, 
1965; Buffard, 1966; Courel et al., 1968; Courel & De
mathieu, 1973). 
6. We can consider our Upper Triassic (Carnian - Norian) 
lchnoassociation as at the same evolutionary stage of the 
ichnoassociations coming from: 
a. the Dokum, Lockatong, Stockton, Passaic (= Lower 
Brunswick) and Wolfville formations of the Newark Su
pergroup (North America) (Olsen, 1980, 1983); 
b. the Middle Keuper formations of Valaise, Languedoc 
and Germany (Europe) (Haubold, 1984, 1986); 
c. the Trias of Vieux Emosson in Switzerland (Demathieu 
& Weidmann, 1982); 
d. the Molteno Formation, Zones A/ 1-4 of Lesotho (South 
Africa) (Ellenberger, 1972, 197 4 ); 
e. the Ipswich Coal of Queensland (Australia); 
f. the Mercia Mudstone Group of South Wales (England) 
(Lockley et al., 1996). 
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At this time the analysis is still in progress, but it seems 
that our results could usefully be applied to most of the 
published material. 

FAUNAL UNITS AND ICHNOFAUNAL UNffS 

In Fig. 4 the data for northern Italian ichnofaunas are plot
ted on a geochronological scheme. According to our 
analyses and all the available calibration data, it seems 
well proven that six groups of footprints can distinguish 
six discrete intervals in the Permian-Triassic periods. Each 
interval is characterised by different taxa, showing differ
ent and successive evolutionary levels. 

At this point we have only to discuss: 
I. with which type of unit these intervals can be associated; 
2. their validity for correlation to basin and extrabasin level; 
3. if they are suitable for definjng the ages of the deposits. 
It seems clear that reptile footprints can be used to distin
guish more or less different associations, characterised by 
different evolutionary stages. As they. more or less corre
spond to Oppel's zones, and correspond to evolutionary 
units, they can be established as fauna] units. 
The evolutionary unjts or fauna! units (FUs) are charac
terised by taxa, in general unique to the unit; moreover ad
ditional taxa may occur in more than one unit. The FUs 
can be named on the basis of characterising taxa or better 
by the most representative localities. 

The FUs thus represent a co-evolved association of a 
variable number of coeval taxa. We know that within an 
association (and in light of the "Red Queen" theory), 
species change in co-evolutionary equilibrium, and thus 
the presence of one or a few of them could be sufficient to 
mark a well-defined evolutionary stage. 

The FUs present optimal tools for continental deposits 
because they are based on associations and do not need 
markers, and because, from a theoretical point of view, 
they represent units that avoid all the problems of conti
nuity and superimposition. They can be used in cases of 
single or punctuated finds. In practice they represent 
defining moments in biological evolution, and so, as as
sociations, they are unrepeatable moments in time. The 
definition of FUs, even if requering experience and knowl
edge of the faunas, is possible and relatively simple, being 
based on sets of taxa borne of co-evolutionary processes 
and in ecologically characterised associations. 

Thus each FU also represents the time interval of exis
tence of the selected members of the association and thus 
the interval of persistence of such biological equilibria. 
Consequently a FU can easily be transformed into a fau
nal age (FA). or biochronological urut; each FA being typ
ified by a find locality. A sequence of successive steps in 
evolution is so transformed into a sequence of FAs. It is 

obvious that without a well-fixed calibration a sequence of 
FAs just represents a sequence of time intervals, but after 
calibration they change into useful tools in the subdivision 
of sedimentary sequences and in correlation of non-super
imposed deposits. 

In the study of Tertiary-Quaternary continental de
posits, which present similar problems, time subdivisions 
based on the concept of fauna! ages are used, in their turn 
tied to evolutionary mammal associations (Walsh. 1998). 
This method is well-enough established (Wyss et al., 
1996; Pajak et al., 1996; Walsh, 1998) that scales were or
ganised into NALMAs (North American Land Mammals 
Ages) and SALMAs (South American Land Mammals 
Ages). The same use of evolutionary units was already 
implicit, although more or less hidden, within the concepts 
of "Ages-Reptiles" of Bonaparte (1973). "Reptiles Dy
nasties" of Bakker (1977) and within. the "Empires" of 
Anderson & Cruikshank ( 1978). On each occasion these 
subdivisions were based on large collections of bone re
mains from sediments that did not have superimposed sec
tions. Also the very recent Triassic stratigraphy (Lucas, 
1999) is a suite of temporally successive bone-based as
semblage zones. 

From the analysis of the ichnological database it seems 
demonstrated that, on the same principles, it is possible 
that ichnoassociations (frequently classified just at ichno
genus level) can be used as FUs or FAs over the time 
scales of geological phenomen~. 

At the moment our ichnoassociations are still lacking in 
boundary events. but are well differentiated from an evo
lutionary point of view and well constrained from the 
chronometric point of view. We believe that, in the future, 
Land lchnofaunal Unjts (LIUs) and the consistent Land 
lchnofaunal Ages (LIAs) could be the most useful tools 
for subdividing and correlating Permian-Triassic conti
nental sediments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The present situation shows a general lack of stratigraph
ic markers, and the rufficulty of using the traditional sys
tems for assessing the age of Upper Paleozoic and Lower 
Mesozoic continental deposits. The only real alternative 
seems to be the use of non-formalised associations of fos
sils, each of them with a biochronological value and thus 
independent of the need for direct superposition and con
tinuity. 

For the Permian and Triassic continental deposits of the 
Alpine region, tetrapod footprints seem the best fossils for 
this purpose. They can be used to establish evolutionary 
units, once problems in the philosophy, systematics and 
nomenclature of the ichnofossils are overcome. 
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ICHNOTAXA 

Anomoepus sp. 
Ornitischia ind. 
Parabrontopodus sp. 
Sauropoda ind. 
Prosauropoda ind. 
Eubrontes sp. 
Anchisauripus sp. 
Grallator sp. 
Ceratosauria ind. 

"Pbytosauria" ind. 
Tberapsida ind. 
Procolophonida ind. 
Cbelonomorpha ind. 

lsochir. delicatum 
lsochirotheriun sp. 
Brachichir. aff. parvum 
Brachichirotherium sp. 
Chirotherium rex 
Chirotherium barthi 
Chirotherium sp. 
Parasynaptichnium sp. 
Synaptichnium sp. 
Cbirotberida ind. 

Rhynch. tirolicus 
Rhynch.schochardd 
Rhynchosauroides sp. 
Rhynch. aff. palmatus 
Rhynchosauroides pallinii 

Dicynodontipus sp. 
lchnioth. aff. cottae 
lchniotherium accordii 
Pachypes dolomiticus 
Dromopus didactylus 
Dromopus lacertoides 
Amphisauropus Latus 
Jchniotherium cottae 
Varanopus curvidactylus 
?Camunipes cassinisi 
Batrachichnus sp. 
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Fig. 4 - Stratigraphical distribution of the main groups of footprints for the Permo-Triassic sediments of northern Italy. Some clusters rep
resenting evolutionary levels can be distinguished. PERMIAN: A - Asselian; S - Sakmarian; A-Artinskian; K- Kungurian; K - Kazanian; 
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The use of a sequence of footprint-based evolutionary 
units (LIUs) seems at the moment the most suitable sys
tem for timing and correlation of the continental sedi
ments. A sequence of LIUs and the corresponding LIAs, 
still to be established after calibration, could be a power
ful tool to apply to the problem of continental stratigraphy. 

Tahng into consideration the still general zoological 
meaning of the ichnogenera, it is obvious that the sensi
tivity of such units will be poor with respect to the units 
used in marine stratigraphy, since those biozones related to 
body fossils will carry greater confidence and will be con
sidered more suitable where they can be used. 
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CORRELATION OF THE UPPER PERMIAN SPOROMORPH COMPLEXES 
OF THE SOUTHERN ITALIAN ALPS 

WITH THE TATARIAN COMPLEXES OF THE STRATOTYPE REGION 

PAOLA PITTAU I 

Key words - Palynology; Upper Permian; correlation; South
ern Alps. 

Abstract - The micronoras of the sub-Angarian provim:e of the 
Tatarian stage of Late Pcrmian age, in the type region, have been 
discussed and compared with Dzhullian and Changxingian mi
cronoras of the Southern Alps. A moderate taxonomic similari
ty, as well as different vegetation composition in the two regions, 
is indicated for the Urzhumsky Horizon (lowerTatarian). The oc
currence or Lww1ispori1es and K/a11sipolle11ires scha11bergeri 
pollen grains. and the smaller number of Costati, enhance the 
similarity between the Severodvinsky Horizon and the Val Gar
dcna Sandstone I" cycle microfloras. Based on the presence of 
Pro1ohaploxypi11us microco1p11s in the Vjatsky Horizon and the 
very high degree of taxonomic similarity between the assem
blages, a correlation is proposed between the microfloras of this 
late Tatarian horizon and those of the Val Gardena Sandstone and 
Bellerophon Fomiation 2'~ and 3"' cycles. The appearance of Lu
natfaporires 11oviaulemis, contained in the topmost levels of the 
Vjatsky Horizon, and the absence of Lueckisporites parv11s and
Ty111pa11icysra from the Tatarian type section, which are observed 
so-atigraphically later in the Southern Alps. might suggest a very 
limited extent for the stratigraphic gap between the Tatarian and 
the Triassic, probably coinciding with only part of the Do
rashamian (or Changxingian). The strong taxonomic similarity 
also indicates the rapid dispersion of the plants brought about by 
territorial continuity and by Lhe similar palcoenvironmental and 
paleoclimatic conditions in the two regions. The two vegetations 
formed part of a single Euro-Cisuralian paleobotanical province. 

INTRODUCTION 

This study intends to contribute to the fervid debate with
in the Permian Working Group and the Subcommission of 
Permian Stratigraphy concerning the biostratigraphical 
and chronostratigraphical correlations of the Upper Per

mian. 
Although understandably it is difficult to establish a 

correlation between the Upper Permian timescales of Eu

rope and North America, because of the significant differ
ences in sedimentary environments of their respective sue-

Parole chiave - Palinologia; Pcrmiano superiore: correlazio
nc: Alpi Mcridionali. 

Riassunlo -Vengono discusse e comparate le microflore di eta 
Tatariana della regione tipo, con quelle della regione sudalpina 
di eta Dzhulfiano e Changsingiano. 
Si evidenzia una discreta similarita tassonomica tra le microno
re dellc due regioni in <.:orrispondenza dell' orizzonte di Urz
humsky (Tatariano inferiore); la comparsa di granuli pollinici di 
Lwwrispori1es c la riduzione dei Costati aumenta la similarita Lra 
le microflore dell'orizzonte di Severo<lvinsky c quelle di una 
pane <lei I cido delle Arenarie di Val Gardena; con la comparsa 
di Pro1ahaploxvpi1111s 111icroco1pus nell'orizzonte di Vjatsky, e la 
aha similarita tassonomica ehe si instaura tra le associazioni si 
propone la correlazione Lra le microflore di questo orizzonte (Ta
tariano superiore) con le micronorc del 1.11 e Ill ciclo delle Are
narie di Val Gardena e della Forrnazione a Bellerophon. La as
senza di Lueckisporites pa,1111s c la non documentata presenza 
dell'evemo a funghi (Ty111pa11icys1a), che nell'area sudalpina se
guono stratigraficamente la comparsa di Lunatispori1es novia11-
le11sis, presente nel Tatariano terrninale, potrebbero suggerire che 
l'entita della lacuna stratigrafica tra ii Tatariano e ii Trias sareb
be molto ridona e verosimilmente corrispondente solo a parte <lei 
Dorashamiano (o Changsingiano). 
La elevata similarita tassonomica evidenzia inoltre la rapida di
spersione dei vegetali favorita dalla continuita tcrritoriale e dal
le simili condizioni paleoambientali e paleoclimatiche delle due 
rcgioni. Le due vegetazioni erano parte di una unica Provincia 
palcobotanica euro-cisuraliana. 

cessions. ranging from continental to paralic in Western 
and Eastern Europe to deep marine in Nonh America, we 
believe an attempt can be made to co1Telate the sporo
morph assemblages of the Tatarian in the Volga-Urals type 
area. to those observed in the Val Gardena Sandstone 
(VGS) and the Bellerophon Fornialion in the Italian Alps, 
through the recognition of paleobotanical events such as 
the appearance of characteristic components. 

The discussion that evolves herein takes into consider

ation a number of assumptions, namely: 
• similar sedimentary environments in the two regions, 

'Dipanimento di Scienze della Terra. via Trentino 51, 09127 Cagliari, Italy. 
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from continental to paralic and shallow marine; 
• position of the two regions roughly withjn the same lat
itude band (Ziegler, 1990) and the same paleoclimatic 
conditions; 
• territorial continuity between Late Hercynjan Europe and 
the East European Platform, ensuring rapid dispersion of 
the plants. 

The Tatarian stage crops out extensively in the type 
area following the Kazanjan, after a stratigraphic gap. 
Lithologically it is represented by sandstones, variegated 
clays, marls, dolostones and limestones, frequently 
crossed by lens-shaped bodies of flu vial sand, indicating 
prevalently continental, lagoonal and shallow-marine sed
imentation. The fossils also belong to continental and la
goonal fauna such as pelecypods, conchostracans, ostra
cods and vertebrates. 

In the type area the Tatarian stage is divided into three 
horizons: Urzhumsky, Severodvinsky and Vyatska. The 
most completely exposed portions of the latter horizon are 
to be found in the River Vetluga basin, where it has been 
further subdivided into three members (Borozdina & 
Olferiev, 1970; Olferiev, 1974). 

The Tatarian begins with a geomagnetic polarity rever
sal (lllawarra-Khama Reversal) that continues from the 
Lower Permian (Burov & Esaulova, 1996). In the strato
type Cisuralian area, the Illawarra event distinguishes the 
Lower Tatarian (Urzhumskjan) from the Upper Tatarian 
(Severodvinskian and Yjatskjan) (Burov & Esaulova, 
1996), and in Asiatic Russia the event can be traced up to 
the Tungusska and Pechora Basin, where it is possible to 
coITelate Upper Permian sediments belonging to different 
paleobotanical environments. 

SPOROMORPH ASSOCIATIONS OF THE TATARIAN IN 
THE TYPE AREA 

Tatarian macro- and microfloras contained in the marine, 
transitional and continental sediments of the type region 
have been well identified by Kuntzel (1965), Gomankov 
& Meyen ( 1986), Esaulova ( 1995) and Koloda & Kanev 
( 1996). Thus microtloral associations can be carefully 
compared on the basis of the widely published data. Bio
stratigraphical investigations conducted in the 
Volga-Urals region (Gusev et al., 1993) based on bra
chiopods, foraminifers, ostracods, pelecypods, radiolari
ans, corals, bryozoans, macrotlora, microflora and conti
nental vertebrates have shown that the most significant 
changes within the major faunistic groups, along with flo
ra renewal, took place between the Lower and Upper 
Tatarian. During this interval there was a transition from 
the floristic Phylladoderma complex to the Tatarina com
plex. This passage is believed to be a potentially co1Tela
tive event between the different paleobotanical provinces 
of the Russian Federation because it is also marked by a 
paleomagnetic event. 

The Urzhumsky Horizon (lower Tatarian) is charac
terised by miospore associations in which the striate and 
costate morphogroups are dominant and the disaccia
triletes subdominant. Koloda & Kanev ( 1996) distinguish 
three taxa groups (important, common and rare) which, for 
greater clarity, are shown in table l. 

Roughly 50% of the Urzhumskian xerophytic flora 
species is present in the sporomorph associations of the Val 
Gardena Sandstone in the Italian Alps (Pittau, in Massari et 
al., 1988, 1994: Pittau, in Cassinis, Cortesogno et al., 

Main taxa Common taxa Rare taxa 

Alisporites splendens 

A. nuthallensis 

Vesicaspora schemeli 

Protohaploxypinus amplus 

P. pe,fectus 

Striatolebachiites spp. 

Vittatina costabilis 

Vittatina subsaccata 

Weylandites striatus 

Table I 

Scheuringipollenites ovatus 

Protohaploxypinus Jacob ii 

P. samoilovitchii 

Ve11tralvittati11a rotunda 

Limitisporites moersensis 

Gardenasporites heisseli 

Vitreisporites signatus 

Falcisporites zapfei 

Platysaccus papilionis 

Gigantosporites sp. 

Protohaploxypinus minor 

Striatopodocarpites antiquus 

Striatoabieites wilsonii 

S.jansonii 

S. multistriatus 

S. richteri 

Luecki~porites virkkiae 

Representatives of Weylandites, 

Vittatina and Fusacolpites 
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1999), with the exception of the representatives of. 
Fusacolpires. Srriarolebachiires, Wey/andites, certain 
species of Vittatina and of Prorohap/oxypinus. specifically 
P. amp/us and P. pe,j'ecrus. The latter is a key taxon of the 
Kazanian microflora (Utting er al., 1997) in the type region 
and extends up to the lowerTatarian. P. amp/us has perhaps 
a broader stratigraphic range, Kungurian-lower Tatarian 
(Samoilovich, 1953; Varjuchina, J 971; Molin & Koloda, 
1972; Foster, I 979; Koloda & Kanev, I 996), and its geo
graphical distribution is also very wide. The two species 
have never been reported in the Val Gardena Sandstone or 
in the BeUerophon Formation. On the other hand, they 
have recently been recorded in the Tregiovo Formation 
(Pittau in Cassinis, Cortesogno et al., 1999) of the southern 
Alpine basin, but are still not accurately dated - they may 
be Kazanian (Pittau in Cassinis, Cortesogno er al., 1999) or 
Kungurian-Ufimian (Cassinis & Doubinger, 1991 ), but 
certainly older than the VGS (Cassinis er al., 1999 and in 
press). Moreover, in the Urzhumsky microflora, significant 
characterising components of the younger flora of the 
southern Alpine and European Permian are missing. 

The overlying Severodvinsky horizon is again charac
terised by xerophytic flora. Compared with the sporo
morph associations in the Urzhumsky horizon, the fol
lowing can be identified: 
• a significant decrease in Costati and increase in Disac
cites; 
• a larger number of Leuckisporites virkkiae and, locally, 
of Gigantosporires; 
• the appearance of species of Lunarisporires (= Tae11iae
sporires), Scutasporites and Klausipollenires shaubergeri. 

The appearance of these pollen grains, especially Lu
natisporites and K. schaubergeri, which are characteristic 
constituents of the Zechstein and southern Alpine Upper 
Permian sporomorph associations, is important because it 
enhances the similarity of the Cisuralian flora with the Eu
ropean flora for this stratigraphic interval. 

The change in flora "from Phylladoderma to Tararina" 
reported by the Russian authors appears therefore to trans
late, from a palynological point of view, into the points 
outlined above. 

The palynological associations in the Vjatsky horizon 
testify once again to a xerophytic flora with dominant dis
accates. Vitreisporites, represented by various species, is 
an abundant component in the associations together with 
Leuckisporites virkkiae and different species of Lu
natisporites (Taeniasporites labdacus. Taeniaesporites 
sp.). Protohap/oxypinus microcorpus appears along with 
another, albeit rare, element (incertae sedis) reported in 
the Southern Alps, /naperturopollenires nebulosus. The 
presence of Lunarisporites noviaulensis (noviaulensis/pel
lucidus complex) has been reported by Foster & Jones 
( I 994) in the upper Tatarian strata. 

Contextually neither Tympanicysra nor Leucki.fporites 
parvus have been reported in this stratigraphic interval in 
the Tatarian type section. 

In the subsurface successions of the Moscow syneclise, 
European Russian Platform. the sporomorph assemblages 
(Lozovsky & Yaroshenko, 1994) attributed to the Vjatsky 
horizon are strongly hygrophytic. ln the upper member of 
the horizon (Molomsky). in addition to about 30% of 
spores and a significant amount of Ephedripites (20% ), the 
sporadic presence of Tympanicysta stoschiana is also re
ported. The presence of Tympanicysta has also been 
recorded from the latest Permian to lowermost Triassic 
basal Vetlugian deposits of Nedubrovo in the Vologda re
gion of the Russian Platform (Krassilov et al., 1999). 
Through these findings it is possible to define better the 
upper limit of the Tatarian and the consequent stratigraph
ic gap, which seems to be very small. Outside this geo
logical district, in the Pechora Basin, Tympanicysta has 
been observed in the Induan (Foster & Yaroshenko, in 
Foster & Jones, 1994). 

COMPARISON WITH THE VAL GARDENA SAND
STONE AND THE BELLEROPHON FORMATION lN 

THEITALlAN ALPS 

The quantitative and compositional evolution of the mi
croflora in the southern Alpine basin has been addressed 
by the author in several papers (Conti et al., 1986; Massari 
et al., 1988, 1994; Conti er al., 1997; Cassinis et al., 1999), 
in an endeavour to recognise microfloristic events useful 
for establishing interbasin correlations, as distinguished 
from useful events for establishing international correla
tions (Plate I). 

The restricted stratigraphical range of Protohaplm.ypi
mts microcorpus together with its wide geographical dis
tribution (see Pittau in Massari et al., 1988) make this a 
very important taxon for correlation. Furthermore, if its 
FAD is accurately determined in a continuous succession 
and possibly in the stratotype of a chronostratigraphic unit, 
its correlating potential and reliability is enhanced consid
erably. Pittau (Conti et al., 1986; in Massari et al., 1988) 
attempted to correlate the Val Gardena Sandstone and 
Bellerophon Formations with the marine stages using key 
taxa such as Endosporires hexareticulatus (= Playfordia
lpora crenulata, sensu Foster, 1979), Protohap/oxypinus 
microcorpus and Densoisporites playfordi. to correlate the 
Val Gardena Sandstone (VGS) with the P. microcmpus 
palynozone (including E. reticu/atus and P. microcmpus) 
in Australia (Foster, 1982) with unit 4 of the Chhidru For
mation. At the time a poorly defined Dzhulfian age was as
signed. Now that there appears to be general consensus 
(Foster & Jones, 1994) in attributing unit 4 of the Chhir-
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dru Formation to the late Dzhulfian and part of the Do
rashamian. this assignment can be extended to the VGS 

and to paIt of the Bellerophon Formation. 
P microcorpus appears in the lower portion of the 

VGS and its FO can be observed in the section with the 
longest stratigraphical interval relative to the fossil 
record, namely 20 m above the base of the fonnation in 
the Bliitterback section (Massari et al., 1988, 1994); it has 

never been observed in older successions in the Southern 
Alps, such as the Tregiovo Formation (Pittau in Cassinis 
et al., 1999; Cassinis & Doubinger. I 99 l; Barth & Mohr, 
1994). 

Bearing in mind that this species occurs within the con
tinuous sedimentary succession deposited in continen
tal-paralic environments in the Tatarian type section, and 
that it has not yet been reported in older strata, the base of 
the Vjatsky horizon could be taken as the spike (?FAD) for 
this first appearance, or alternatively, level 2 of the Blat
terback Formation, situated 20 m above the base of the 
VGS Formation, in the first sedimentary cycle. 

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TATARIAN AND SOUTH

ERN ITALIAN ALPINE SPOROMORPH ASSEMBLAGES 

In the light of the above observations, the sporomorph as
semblages observed in the Urzhumsky horizon are be
lieved to be older than those of the VGS because they pre
cede the appearance of Lunatisporires and Klausipollen
ites schaubergeri. On the other hand, the presence of char
acterising Kazanian flora species like Protohaploxypinus 
amplus and P pe1fec111s. combined with abundant costates 
pollen grains, indicate that they are again older than the 
southern Alpine and Zechstein floras. In conclusion it may 
be assumed that the Urzhumsky microfloras are older than 
the VGS and perhaps younger than the Tregiovo mi
crofloras, although this hypothesis needs to be corroborat
ed by further observations. 

In the Severodvinsky horizon the palynoflora and plant 
communities exhibit similarities in the two regions: the 

Plate I 

1. Prorohap/oxypi1111s 111icrocorp11s (Schaarschmidt) Clarke 
2. E11dosporiws he.xareric11/or11s Klaus 
3. De11soisporites pla)fordii (Balme) Derunan 
4. Lueckisporires virkkiae Potonie & Klaus 
5. Kla11sipo/le11ites schaubergeri Klaus 
6. L1111mi.1·porites labdac11s (KJaus) Pinau 
7. L1111arisporires pelluddus (Gobin) Helby 
8. L11natil·porires 11ovia11/er,si,, (Leschik) Scheuring 
9. L1111ari.1porires 11ovia11/e11.1·is (Leschik) Scheuring 
I 0. L11eckisporires parv11s Klaus 
11. Tympcmic:ysta stoschimw Balme 

floras concerned m·e meso-xerophytic containing few hy
grophytic species. reflecting the extremely low occurrence 

of spores. The similarity in this stratigraphic interval is ac
centuated by the presence of Lunatisporites (=Taeniae
sporites), Klcrusipollenites schaubergeri and Scu!Cls
porites, which, with the increased number of Luekisporites 
virkkiae, make the vegetational composition of the 
Cisuralian flora more similar to the VGS. 

Taking the appearance of P. microco,pus as a basis for 
the correlation, the Severodvinsky microtloras can be cor
related wid1 the lower part of the Val Gardena Sandstone, 
coinciding with part of the first sedimentary cycle (Mas
sari et al., 1994). 

The occurrence of Protohaploxypinus microc017Jus in 
the Vjatska horizon of the Tatarian type section allows 
correlation with this portion with the Val Gardena Sand
stone, and with part of the Bellerophon Fm. 

In fact, the absence of Lueckisporites parvus and sec
ondly of Tympanicysta can be considered an element of 
correlation between the two areas, indicating that the 
Vjatska horizon in the type section does not comprise the 
entire VGS and the Bellerophon period of deposition, but 
only a portion of the first cycle, all of the second and part 
of the third: that is. up to the appearance of L. parvus and 
the fungal event. 

The presence of Lunatisporites noviaulensis, another 
important species because of its vast geographical distrib
ution and the fact that its occurrence is stratigraphicaUy 
confined to the uppennost Permian, is reported by Foster 
& Jones (1994) in the upper layers of the Vjatska horizon. 
In the Southern Alps this species occurs prior to the ap

pearance of L. parvus and Tympanicysta, so again its pres
ence does not contradict the existence of a stratigraphic 
gap between the Tatarian in the type section and the Tri
assic. 

The comparison suggests a small stratigraphic gap, cor
responding to the IV and V sedimentary cycles of the 
Southern Alpine basin (Massari et al., 1994), which in 
chronostratigraphical terms should coincide with part of 
the Changxingian and may be even shorter in other parts 
of the Moscow syneclise. 

Thus, on the basis of the assumptions discussed above 
and the criteria outlined here, a correlation is suggested be
tween the upper Tatarian and the Val Gardena Sandstone 
and Bellerophon Formations of the Southern Alps, 
schematically represented in Fig. I, and updated in the 
chronostratigraphical references to the marine stages. 

A final consideration concerns the position in temporal 
terms of the two southern Alpine formations with respect 
to the paleomagnetic reversal event which was long 
sought in the Dolomitic basin. According to this correla
tion hypothesis. the lllawarra Event could be assigned ro 

between the VGS and the Tregiovo Fonnation. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Comparison of the sporomorph assemblages in the Val 
Gardena Sandstones and Bellerophon Formations, de
scribed in detail by Klaus ( 1963), Pittau in Conti et al. 
( 1986, 1997), Massari et al. ( 1988. 1994), and Cassin.is et 
al. ( 1999), with those of the Tatarian type section de
scribed by Koloda & Kanev (1996), has allowed us to ad
vance correlation hypotheses that will certainly have to be 
substantiated by other data, but that can represent a start
ing point for further investigations and discussion. 

The starting assumption is the territorial contiguity be
tween the two regions and the similar paleoeovironrnental 
and climatic conditions established at the end of the Pale
ozoic, in addition to the similarity of the microfloras, more 
so in the Severodvinsky and Vjatsky horizons. 

The key features of the correlation are the appearance 
of Lunatisporites and Klausipollenites schaubergeri of 
Protohaploxypinus microcorpus and Lunatisporites novi
aulensis. The absence of Lueckisporites parvus and the 
fungal event are considered correlational elements that 
rule out the presence of part of the Changxingian in the 
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Tatarian type section, although these two points warrant 
further investigation. 

The correlation proposed here suggests a correspon
dence of rnicrofloras of the Severodvinsky and Vjatsky 
horizons with those of the VGS and Bellerophon Forma
tion of the 1, II and III cycles (Massari, 1994). The gap 
claimed to exist between the Tartarian of the type section 
and the Triassic is believed to coincide with the IV and V 
sedimentary cycles of the southern Alpine succession, 
specifically to part of the Changxingian, but there are ele
ments in favour of the existence of a smaller gap in other 
parts of the Moscow basin (Lozovsky & Yaroshenko, 
1994; Krassilov et al., 1999). 

Correspondence with the marine stages (Late Dzhulfian 
and Changxingian) is based on correlation with unit 4 of the 
Chhidru Formation and on the occurrence of foraminifers in 
the upper part of the Bellerophon Fm., as pointed out pre
viously (Massari et al., 1988; Conti et al., 1995). 

As the scientific debate on correlations of marine and 
continental scales is always lively and topical in the Work
ing Groups, it is hoped that the subject dealt with in this 
paper will stimulate further investigation and speculation. 
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Fig. I - Correlation of the Tatarian with Southern Alps continental to shallow marine successions and the marine stages. 
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List of the sporomorphs cited in the text 

Alisporites nwhallemis (Clarke) Bal me, I 970 
Alisporites sp/e11de11s (Leschik) Foster, 1979 
Densoisporites playfordi (Balme) Dettmann, 1963 
Endosporires hexaretirnlarus Klaus, 1963 
Ephedripites sp. 

Falcisporites zapfei Klaus, 1963 
Fusacolpites sp. 

Gardenasporites hei.ueli Klaus, 1963 
Giga,uosporites sp. 

/naperturopolle11ites 11eb11/os11s Balme, 1970 
Klausipollenires schaubergeri (Potonie et Klaus) Jansonius, 
1962 
Limitisporites moersensis (Grebe) Klaus, 1963 
Lueckisporites parvus Klaus, 1963 
Luec:kisporites virkkiae Poton.ie et Klaus. 1954 
Lwwtisporites (Tae11iaesporites) 

Lunatisporites labdacu.1· (Klaus) Pittau, 1988 
Lunatisporites noviaulensis (Leschik) Scheuring, 1970 
Plarysaccus papilio11is Potonie et Klaus, 1954 
Pmtohaploxypinus amp/us (Bal me et Hennelly) Hart. 1964 
Protohaploxypim1sjacobii (Balme et Hennelly) Hart, 1964 
Protohaploxypinus microco1pus (Schaarschmidt) Clarke, 1965 
Prorohap/o,1) 1pi1111s minor (Klaus) Pittau, 1988 

Pro1ohaploxypim1s pe1fec1us (Naumova) Samoilovich, 1953 
Prorohaploxypinus samoilovirchii (Jansonius) Hart, 1964 
Sc:heuringipo/le11ires ovarus (Balme et Hennelly) Foster, 1975 
Scurasporites sp. 

Striatoabieires jansonii (Klaus) Harl, 1964 
Striatoabieites 11111/tistriatus (Balme et Hennelly) Hart, 1964 
Striatoabieites richreri (Klaus) Hart, I 964 
Striatoabieires wilsonii (Klaus) Hart, I 964 
Striatolebachiites spp. 

Striatopodocarpites antiquus (Leschik) Potonie, 1958 
Ty111pa11icysw stoschiana Balme, 1979 
Ve111ralvi11a1ina sp. 

Vitreisporites signatus Leschik, 1957 
Vi11ati11a costabilis Wilson. 1962 
Vintttina sp. 

Vi11a1i11a subsaccata Samoilovich ex Wilson. 1962 
Weyla11di1es sp. 

Weylandites striatus (Luber) Utting, I 994 
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